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Framework 
Humans, Groups 

Population 
Humans, Groups, Individuals 

Questions 
 Who is striving for excellence? 

 How to look at history? 

Initial Conditions 
Individual, Group 

Self reference 
Individual, Group  

Preamble 
If you give individuals a chance to explore humanity you hope they might discover something (me, 

now) 

I am not certain but after doing some years of work I think I might have a few ideas about what is 

going on. I might have enough information to venture an opinion. 

What is the value of choice if you don’t make mistakes? 

If the “Truth Hurts” - do Repeated Lies hurt more? 

It takes energy and effort to speak the truth and it comes at some personal cost which many people 

never have. This means the few who can speak the truth have some social contract to try. 

Are my Grand Children ever going to read this? What will they think of me?  
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Instead of Letters to Lucretius https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/lucretius or Essays 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Montaigne) or Socratic dialogues 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_dialogue or parables what are they? What is this message? 

Jordan Petersons’ idea of the importance of the Narrative and his love of the “Great Book” but then, 

other books , other ideas , other explorations and discussions. I prefer libraries to “one great book” I 

can speak straight - “aim straight” and lay it out in some kind of context - but there will always 

nuances and differences and NEW THINGS to find.  This website has a vast collection of short easy to 

read books about history to explore https://www.heritage-history.com/  

“Civil Rights” are NOT Human Rights - it is treating 

humans as individuals and NOT as members of tribal 

groups. (me now) 

You have no RIGHT to a “HAPPY” LIFE!!!! (Malcolm Fraser)  

As far as I know - a bit like Zarathustra - I am the first person to express this idea in these words in 

the history of the world. There have been many similar variations to this idea over many years but 

Tribalists insist on ignoring this message. They cannot escape group thinking. 

https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/27243227/european-court-human-rights-become-monster-uk-

should-leave/  So this does not mean when you are a public servant that you are an “individual” and 

that your “individuality” means everything. It means you are a “Public Servant doing a job” - a 

“Policeman” for example is a person who does a Job in public. How a policeman’s work is managed is 

up to the manager - not the public. Same for politicians - it is a Job - Not a platform for individual 

glory, graft and corruption.  

Should/Aught the Human Family kill each other or resolve its family disputes without warfare? 

What is the matter with me? Am I mad? Why do I feel compelled to write in excruciating detail 

about things and show my complete ignorance and misunderstanding of things? Am I some kind 

idiot exhibitionist who craves attention? Why can’t I be like those supremely smug and happy ones 

the “elated” and “proud” ones - Muslims, Christians, Experts - full of happy and smug certain belief? 

What is wrong with ME!!! Why can’t I fit in? What do I need to do to be smug and happy and safe 

within the tribal embrace of certain happiness? Is it only to take the knee to the prophet of 

certainty?  

“Oh prophet , don’t forsake me now, I crave your certain safety” 

Or is it drugs? 

It says everything about a country that one man holding an Israel flag is arrested by police while the 

Muslim hordes run rampant across the streets and towns. Blacks, Women,  Religious fanatics, 

Causists (greens/labour)  and weak minded man - all forming violent tribal mobs  demonizing people, 

destroying, attacking,  - rampant tribal mobs in Alice Springs, Cairns, Port Douglas, Townsville, 

Melbourne, Sydney - all the while cheered on by Anthony Albanese and the “Tactics committee” 

https://www.poetryfoundation.org/poets/lucretius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Montaigne)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socratic_dialogue
https://www.heritage-history.com/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/27243227/european-court-human-rights-become-monster-uk-should-leave/
https://www.thesun.co.uk/news/27243227/european-court-human-rights-become-monster-uk-should-leave/
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stirring up tribalism and rampant violence. The individual who stands up to the mobs must be 

destroyed, arrested and taken away - individuals have no “rights” - the law and courts are run by 

women and black tribes on behalf of the tribes - the mob rules everything lead by pig-ignorant tribal 

types Greens/Labour and their corrupt grifter scum feeding off the taxpayer. 

Not only is the rampant criminal activity displayed by politicians - especially the 

Greens/Left/Women/Blacks (tribal types - on average) - echoing its way throughout the community - 

it is also infecting every part of society - usually with laws made by the same political criminals. 

Public service, Media, Environmental vandalism,  Law Courts, businesses, schools, universities, army, 

police, firemen, communities, towns, suburbs - all parts of society are fully tribal. Much of it is due to 

Narcissism.  It is not only that merit is no longer any part of society - that tribalism and virtue 

signaling mean everything , that Greg Combet (Labour party politician) and many greens/left 

politicians and union officials, women and blacks are given plumb jobs and masses of power and 

government money, “Awards”   (Some for only being “Black” or a “Woman” or a “Victim”) - it is that 

there is no longer a culture of merit - but also no idea of striving for excellence and overcoming 

challenges and difficulties. Everything is debased to tribal abuse, personal attacks, groupthink, tribal 

identity, delusions and lies and statistics (averages). Fair enough - you have found me out! I have 

removed as many of the personally abusive words as I can but something compels me to keep 

saying “Fucking Cunts” - I have to work really hard to try to remove that idea from my 

communication and try to find a way through the difficulties and challenges because calling people 

names “Voldermort” , “The Devil incarnate” does not help the communication process and can 

hinder the idea of getting to a better understanding of the issue. 

An Aside: At Golf the other day the group behind us - who we know very well and are great friends 

with - “hit up on us”. I turned around in a mock violence in the distance and raised my fist like 

Popeye or Charlie Brown says “Curse you Red Baron” or “Why I Aughta” like the three stooges. 

Albanese stands up and says” Let us not descend into tribal warfare” after he and all the other tribal 

binaries in Greens/Labour/ABC have been at constant war over Women and Blacks, destroying the 

rule of law, destroying democracy in favour of narcissism , virtue signaling and tribalism (The 

Discrimination Act - how to discriminate, Human Rights - for women and blacks) - loudly ejaculating 

their constant virtue and tribalism in every part of society - public service, universities, courts, 

schools, law, media, charities, police forces, golf courses, sport, etc . 

Albanese declares “I grant citizenship to That Hero” - because , in a Tyranical, deluded narcissistic 

way  - he is “King of Australia” granting personal  favours and money and jobs to those he personally 

approves of - in a Kubla Khan kind of tyrant way - like Mark Dreyfuss and Katy Gallagher as they 

grant “ex-gratia” Taxpayer funded payments  to “victims” and those who help “the cause”.  They do 

not believe in due process, the rule of law or anything else in a democracy - only tribalness, Tyranny 

and the entitled victim narrative. Like USA, UK, New Zealand, China, Russia. “Now is not the time to 

examine the Culture of Labour - With Respect - We are the ‘Good’ tribe - the Others are the 

baddies” Says Richard Marles “Pass me my golf clubs”. Nearly every day Albanese, Tanya Plibersek, 

Penny Wong, Gallagher - smugly sneer and personally attack their opposition and call others names 

like “Voldermort” or “The Devil Incarnate”  “Rapist” “misogynist” and accuse them of being 

“Negative” - laughing and ridiculing them ,Mocking and denigrating people, using the ABC and other 

media against them,  very much like the Mobs at Heresy and Witch Trials in 1400s to 1700s - Beying 
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(Ottoman) like wolves for blood and gore, calling on and encouraging public mobs - (because Black 

Lives matter , Women are Victims of Men “I am Woman Hear me roar” they chant and hold hands 

together) , “We are on the Side of “certain good”, “We are on the “Right side of history””, accuse 

the opposition  of being “divisive” or not caring about Women and Blacks “Having a Women 

Problem”  (While they themselves have a lying and corruption problem and a “Man hating problem”  

or “West hating” or “Tories Hating” “I HATE TORIES” says Albo) - and then that Rump Trumpeter 

Albanese stands up and says “We are Good People - We are on the right side of History - the people 

are united behind us - We are inclusive and Tolerant” Like all the tribal dimwits in Greens/Labour 

they have no understanding or appreciation of the words they use they think “Tolerance” is being 

more tribal and gathering all the tribes in one place for a big pow-wow and letting every tribe do 

their own thing, believe their own tribal things, be special and follow their own tribal laws - usually 

based on how “Special” they are and the Entitled Victim Narrative. Greens/Labour spend most of 

their time and employ most public servants to Manufacture Machiavellian Machinations to 

demonize and attack the opposition and lie to the public. 

HOW DARE YOU interrupt or question MY DELUSIONS of HEROIC GRANDEUR!” 

None of these “do gooders” have any caution or consideration of things. They are deeply and 

proudly pig-ignorant of things. To them - the world is flat and the sun revolves around them and 

their smug and violent “piety” - the sunshine of “goodness” shines out of their “Whatever it takes” 

arses and trumpet sounding grand displays of virtue. Arguing, debating and educating Dim-wits like 

these is a NEVER-ENDING challenge. 

See tribalism and entitled victim narratives - “United”Nations 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-

content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf  “Recognizing the urgent need to respect 

and promote the inherent rights of indigenous peoples which derive from their political, economic 

and social structures and from their cultures, spiritual traditions, histories and philosophies, 

especially their rights to their lands, territories and resources. “ - always was - always will be tribal. 

See Racism And Group Think https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-and-

other-Groupthink.pdf  and Binary Groupthink https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf  

Sri Lanka goes into famine and economic ruin because new “World Order” changes (United Nations, 

Davos elites) were mandated to agriculture. “isn’t about time we had a black trans high court judge” 

- tribal, binary, nonsense - no merit. 

It is not only complacency - in a fat, dumb and lazy Caligula like way - but a deep pig-ignorance that 

asserts that anyone is capable of any job and that the idea of finding the best person is unnecessary 

for survival.  A kind of legislated and entrenched “Darwin Award” for failure for the whole country. 

These Bullies, Narcissists, Tyrants, Liars and Psychopaths “Toxic humans” are rampant in Russia, 

China, Australia (Greens/Labour) , Canada (Justin Trudeau), New Zealand (Women, Blacks and Weak 

minded men), Iran, Muslim “nouveau riche”  etc mainly dominated by pig-ignorant tribal criminals 

and their friends who like to kick their heels up at a party on Taxpayer funds or go to Entertainment 

and Sporting Events and sit in Taxpayer/Corruption funded “Elite Sections”(Tennis, Golf, Cricket 

https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf
https://www.un.org/development/desa/indigenouspeoples/wp-content/uploads/sites/19/2018/11/UNDRIP_E_web.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-and-other-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-and-other-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Binary-Groupthink.pdf
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world cups) while the people slave to supply their money - grifters, lying corrupt tribal Tarantulas. 

Not a trace of “the common Man” or being a “Man of the people” or at polite ease in a human way 

with everyone.  In the way that Elizabeth the Second might have politely asked you “How do you like 

your tea, one lump or two?” 

See The Great Adventure or Guaranteed Failure https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2022/07/The-Great-Adventure-or-Guaranteed-Failure.pdf  

The USA, China recognizes this in Australia also do many other countries - we are seen as tribal, 

weak, ignorant, spoiled, lazy, uneducated (Cretans) and underdeveloped humans and we 

demonstrate this in every way with political statements and speeches. China laughs at us and 

considers us weak minded fools - easily manipulated - especially the Lesbians, Man haters and other 

Tribal types. We import all skills, we import people to work on things we should be able to do 

ourselves but refuse to do. Fat, Dumb and Lazy. Most Australian women struggle with basic 

numeracy and technology has impeded most people’s mental capacity or need to develop any skills. 

Nearly half of Australians are illiterate and unskilled in numeracy, music, art, geography, history and 

many other things. Women go to art Galleries to piss on all of art’s history. Lesbian Netball, Cricket 

and Soccer players piss on society, as entitled victim groups, every chance they get. They have little 

understanding or enjoyment and appreciation of life https://australiareads.org.au/research-review/ 

and few public role models to encourage individual development because Tribalism dominates 

everything - Flags, Sport events, Parliaments, Clubs, Businesses, Education, Science, Law, Art, 

Culture, Books, Jobs, Political appointments, Charities, Town Councils, Golf Clubs, Statues, Music, 

Entertainment, Drama, Films, News, freedoms, choice, etc. Muslims, Chinese and Russians 

understand this culture well. We do not need to be Sparta but we are certainly not Athens. 

Boys are being hounded out of schools and universities and being demonized every step of the way. 

Any skill they develop is looked over in preference for Tribal and Virtue signaling using the Drama 

triangle. Andrew O’Keefe and many others take hard drugs so they can maintain their constant tribal 

virtue signaling “take the knee to how good I am”. Men are under constant threat of mandated fines 

and personal destruction in family and local courts by women asserting “rape” or “domestic 

violence” or “Coercion”, Farmers and businesses are under constant attack and threats by Blacks, 

Women and Green Left activists for crimes against the “tribes” - discrimination, failure to take the 

knee, daring to question. Katy Gallagher (serial tribal liar and feminist Greens/Labour politician) has 

made legislation to “name and shame” people - thus calling on mob responses - including fines, 

imprisonment and MOB VIOLENCE on those who dare to stand up to MOB VIOLENCE.  Appalling 

behaviour - calling out the mob. 

To be clear - Gallagher calls out the mob like all Greens/Labour Tribalists but would cringe with 

victimhood if the Mob turned up at her place. Penny Wong and her would be claiming - clutching 

children to their breasts (how can Lesbians have children??? How are they “entitled”? Are they like 

Muslims with harems of men? Male Concubines to satisfy the Sexual predation of Lesbian Women?  

How do children get raised by their Fathers when Lesbians have children?  

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13326161/Cougars-classroom-alarming-rate-teachers-

charged-raping-young-boys-America.html ) like Muslims fanatics who use hospitals, schools and 

children as shields - but “we are the victims here”.  Tribal victim narratives. Passive aggressive 

abusers. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/The-Great-Adventure-or-Guaranteed-Failure.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/07/The-Great-Adventure-or-Guaranteed-Failure.pdf
https://australiareads.org.au/research-review/
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13326161/Cougars-classroom-alarming-rate-teachers-charged-raping-young-boys-America.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13326161/Cougars-classroom-alarming-rate-teachers-charged-raping-young-boys-America.html
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Sally McManus, Penny Wong and other man Hating Lesbians do not believe in merit or equal pay for 

equal work - they use the “Women are victims” narrative so that the rest of society has to subsidize 

lazy, uneducated, abusive and violent women who shout “kill all men” every chance they get.  These 

privileged lesbian man hating tribalists contribute nothing to society except war mongering and 

corruption. 

Greens/Labour are a natural fit with muslims and other violent binary extremists who support jihad. 

War Mongering mongrels. 

There is a difference between someone who lies and someone who never plans to tell the truth. 

How many drinks have you had? How many times have you masturbated in the Prayer Room of 

Parliament House?  

People who lie to these questions can be called liars but are they same as people who plan never to 

tell the truth? 

Believing Greens/Labour is like the Cathars believing the Crusaders that their lives will be spared if 

only they came out the castle quietly without any resistance or debate. Or like the people in Merv 

believing in the Mongol Horde when they said the same thing. Instead we have rivers of blood, Fires 

of destruction, sacking, looting, stealing, raping, perpetual enslavement, caves of personal gold and 

rampant smug glee of those tribal barbarians throughout history and now. The entire Mulism 

economy was based on control of world trade, war, looting, pillaging, raping, stealing people, 

enslaving people, castrating boys and men, beheading dissenters, selling people into slavery, taking 

harems, violence and death. Muslims didn’t have “wives” or partners - that had slaves and 

“concubines” or enslaved women who would be killed if they failed to satisfy the sexual desires of 

the mulsim overlords. The more of the world they took over - the bigger their personal wealth and 

size of their harems and dim-witted zealot oppressed cannon fodder armies . Very much how the 

Hamas (and their Muslim Allies) overlords hide away with their harems, drugs and luxury and 

comfort with all the wealth they have amassed from United Nations “Aid” donations. They built 

nothing of value or culture and provided no contribution to the “ideas of the west” other than 

constant violence and never ending attack. 

Like those Spanish insane Tribalists who attacked Breda in 1581 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capture_of_Breda_(1581)  The Capture of Breda of 1581, also known 

as the Haultepenne Fury, occurred on 26–27 July when Spanish troops under the command of Claude 

de Berlaymont,[1] lord of Haultepenne, took Breda by surprise after a sentry was bribed[2] by a 

follower of the king, Charles de Gavre, who was kept a prisoner at the castle. The corrupt sentry 

allowed the Spanish troops to enter the castle. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Capture_of_Breda_(1581)
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Unknown author - 
http://www.marceltettero.nl/Spanje/Hierg
es/Berlaymont.html  
 
copperplate engraving, colored, of the 
Siege of Breda 1581. 
 
Despite the resistance by Breda's citizens, 
the attackers succeeded in taking the most 
important city gates and launched an 
attack on the city hall, the tower, and the 
church. The defenders surrendered on the 
condition that the city would not be looted. 
At 10.00 a.m. fighting stopped and the sack 
and massacre started. Some 584 citizens 
died during this relatively short event. 

 

Or every Muslim/Khan/Horde siege surrender sacking burning brutal massacre enslavement action 

in history. Ottoman-Siege Surrender, Burning, Massacre and Enslavement of Mytilene - War[1462] 

Lat/Long (39.10674, 26.56516 ) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_conquest_of_Lesbos#Siege 

Mahmud Pasha drew up a document outlining the terms of surrender, and swore by his sword and by 

the Sultan's head that their lives would be safe. Niccolò also demanded that he be given, in 

recompense, a domain of equivalent value. Learning of the surrender, Mehmed again crossed to the 

island, where he remained for four days. Accompanied by the notables of Mytilene, Niccolò 

surrendered the keys of the fortress to the Sultan, and begged for his forgiveness. Mehmed accepted, 

and instructed him to order the surrender of the other forts on the island—Methymna, Eressos, and 

Agioi Theodoroi (probably near Antissa)—as well. Niccolò complied, sending a letter with his seal to 

the forts, urging their garrisons to submit.[1][33][34] The garrison of Agioi Theodoroi sent emissaries 

to Cappello offering to surrender the fort to Venice instead, but he refused.[27][35] After allowing his 

troops to celebrate their victory in a drunken feast, in which the remaining houses of the 

Melanoudion quarter were burned down, Mehmed installed a garrison of 200 Janissaries and 300 

irregular infantry (azaps) as a garrison in Mytilene, and entrusted its governance to the Persian 

sheikh Ali al-Bistami.[1][36] 

Although the lives of all people on the island had been guaranteed, some 300 Italian soldiers were 

executed as pirates by being cut in half—the Sultan reportedly remarked that he thus honoured 

Mahmud Pasha's promise to "spare their heads".[1][36] The civilian population was not harmed at 

first, but on 17 September, the inhabitants of Mytilene were ordered to parade in front of the Sultan 

and three clerks, who recorded their names: some 800 boys and girls were selected for service in the 

Sultan's palace, while the remainder of the population was divided into three: the poorer and most 

frail of the inhabitants were allowed to remain in their homes, but the strongest and healthiest were 

sold off in auction as slaves to the Janissaries, and the third portion, including the island's nobility, 

were shipped off to repopulate Constantinople.[33][36][37] Altogether, some 10,000 inhabitants of 

the island were violently uprooted from their homes, some of whom perished in the overcrowded 

ships conveying them to Constantinople and the slave markets.[36] Niccolò Gattilusio himself was 

also taken to Constantinople, along with his cousin Luchino. They converted to Islam in an effort to 

save their lives, but were soon after strangled on Mehmed's orders 

http://www.marceltettero.nl/Spanje/Hierges/Berlaymont.html
http://www.marceltettero.nl/Spanje/Hierges/Berlaymont.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ottoman_conquest_of_Lesbos#Siege
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The Barbary Pirates/ Muslims/Ottoman Empire continually raided all parts of Coastal Mediterranean, 

Black Sea, English Channel - stealing, burning, raping, pillaging and enslaving people from villages 

and towns throughout Europe - Romania, Moldovia, Italy, France, Spain, England, Ireland, Serbia, 

Ukraine,  Greece, Egypt, Africa,  etc - beheading and executing men, stealing children, enslaving men 

and women and selling people as slaves. This went on for hundreds of years. The idea of “appeasing” 

muslims or “trusting” them has no basis in history. The Ottoman/Muslim business model was to 

convert everyone into zealots and cannon fodder, enslave people and sell them for money, use 

women as sex slaves, steal, loot and brutally dismember people and kill them for their own personal 

enjoyment.  Find a muslim who wili admit this about their Tribe and “good” books, because if you do 

- then they are not a muslim. 

An Aside: The muslim invasion of Greece prompted large scale exodus of Greeks to Italy and other 

places which then improved the Greek translation ability of the old Greek texts so that historical 

Greek texts were able to be translated into more languages thus influencing European development 

and thought for hundreds of years. When Shkoder/Albania was finally surrendered by Venice the 

Albanians were allowed to leave but some of them stayed in Albania and became muslim extremists 

and warriors for the Ottoman empire over the next many hundreds of years. Ottoman Venetian-

Siege and Surrender of Shkodra - War[1478 to 1479] Lat/Long (42.04635, 19.49234)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Shkodra  

It is not that Greens/Labour lie or tell lies often it is that none of them ever plan to tell the truth 

about anything. They do this as a group and double down on their lies all the time. Their policy is to 

not tell the truth and attack the individuals in other political parties who dare question them. Even 

to the extent of manufacturing lies and calling out the mob in the media and women and blacks to 

attack and demean those they target. All of them do this - Mark Dreyfuss, Claire O’Neill (“more 

women in “My” government department”), Penny Wong (‘I have already apologized’ no-one knew 

anything), Andrew Leigh (we love women and blacks), Katy Gallagher (HOW DARE YOU!) ,  Anthony 

Albanese (trust me - transparency - We are the “good” guys), Chris Bowen, Tanya Plibersek 

(“Voldermort”, Isis brides “victims of men”  “I am woman hear me roar”), Mark Butler, Jason Claire, 

Jim Chalmers, Tony Burke, etc - they never plan to tell the truth. They only truth they ever tell is 

one-sided and if it suits their political and personal purpose. The ABC (women, blacks, weak minded 

men) support them in this. The rest of the time is avoidance, deflection, distraction, Ad-Hominem 

attacks, media stunts, victim narratives and saying how “Good” they are and how “Bad” the 

opposition is. People like Joe Hildebrand and Stephen Conroy say “They are just as bad as each 

other” in the same way Palestinians say “Our cause is just” and “Killing and Torturing Jews is what 

entitled victims should do - for the cause”. 

Let me repeat  - Believing anything Greens/Labour says is like believing the Crusaders besieging a 

Castle full of Cathars (heretics) or any castles the muslims have sieged - HOW DARE YOU! (Katy 

Gallgaher) “debate or resist our lies, violence and corruption” - when the crusaders say - come out 

and we promise we will not kill, you. See Muslims, Russians, Chinese, Feminists, Greens/Labour, 

Black Activists, ABC and tribes throughout history. “TRUST ME - We are on the side of GOOD - we 

are on the right side of HISTORY.” 

They are out of control Tyrants doing anything they want - ignoring the people, ignoring democracy 

(Implement permanent Tribalism “IN FULL FROM THE HEART“ - Makarata, Truth Telling, Treaty, The 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Shkodra
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Voice, Noongar treaty, Land grabs by Blacks, Black Mobs embassies, Black Public  servants and 

“Foreign ministers”) - very much like everyone at ABC who ignore impartiality or fair dealing (awash 

with Grift and Corruption and in-house and family deals with “Independent “Truth and Fact” 

checkers” - Corrupt)-  Destroying the economy - giving money to their friends, giving jobs to their 

friends and family. Going on world wide trips - acting like “entitled tyrants” rather than accountable 

public servants - no regard for reality - no regard for truth - no pride in the Nation, No pride in the 

people, No caution about doing or saying the wrong thing - everyone not of “Their Tribe” is treated 

with utter contempt and inhumanity - propaganda, lies, bribes, destruction, Secret deals, Secret 

plans, - no public debate - no discussion  - rampant MOB TRIBALISM and authoritarian TYRANNICAL 

NARCISSISTIC PSYCHOPATHS. The golden tribal rule becomes “Kill them before they kill us”  

Tribal commentators like Conroy and Hildebrand are stuck in an instant habitual tribal response - the 

habitual hero response - “I must protect my tribe” - this is exactly the same entrenched entitled 

victim narrative that muslims and other weak minded people use all over the world. Nothing else 

matters to these people than their “tribalness”.  “you lot are just the same as my lot” Well, Stephen, 

I -  and many other individuals - don’t belong to any “lot” however you might try to FRAME ME. They 

take an “Intentional Stance” (Dan Dennett) as a “tribal Hero” 

So the Muslim extremists, Horde types, Mongols, Feminists, Greens/Labour, Binary Zealots, weak 

minded men are best understood not using Bede’s lament - because these people Never was never 

will (in a always was always will be tribal slogan kind of way) understand anything resembling 

humanity - better to use frameworks like Nietzsche’s Tarantulas, Homer’s Lotus Eaters, Noel 

Pearson’s “Fucking Cunts”, Troglodytae, Cretans, Lewis Carol’s “Alice in Wonderland”,  Jack and the 

Beanstalk (Magic Beans),  Roald Dahl “Charlie and the Chocolate factory”. Deluded Violent Tribal 

narcissistic tyrannical psychopaths filled with utter contempt for everyone and every thing around 

them while wearing a “Smily face” of virtue signaling. So “Happy” So “Good”  So “Proud” 

I heard today that a politician claimed that spending 4 billion dollars on a project (black’s houses in 

the desert) was a “magnificent achievement” .i.e. planning to spend taxpayers money is an 

achievement by itself - regardless on purpose, outcomes or any other measure. Are these people 

insane?  

Doing favours for friends and tribal members - is corruption but is now taken for granted so much it 

goes unnoticed. Politicians, Public Servants, Courts, Universities, Media - not only ignore the due 

processes or the  idea of “merit” - they NEVER PLAN TO SELECT ANYTHING ON MERIT - only 

Tribalness and self-serving corruption. Selections of Blacks and women is mandated in all public 

service jobs and anywhere where government money is provided. “Captain’s Pick” is code for 

“Tyrant’s Pick and Obvious Corruption”. Katy Gallagher (along with Claire O’Niell and others) is 

mandating Women and Blacks in all businesses using MOB TRIBAL PRESSURE as a weapon and 

AUTHORITARIAN government intervention to punish the heretics. A little like China’s Social Credit 

System where people are demonized by the State and the mob 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Credit_System She is doing “great work” according to Anthony 

Albanese - for “the cause” and Lying to parliament and everyone is not only no longer a crime - but 

it is something to be PROUD OF. Let us call out the Mob to celebrate how “Good” Katy is! “Special” 

woman award! 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_Credit_System
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But of course the Liberals with Canberra women and blacks tend to endorse the same tribal 

narratives. Jane Hume wants to get more “Women in to politics” ahead of better qualified men 

because she too - cannot escape her tribal binary corrupt thinking. The Liberals in Canberra are now 

fully tribal dominated by activists and Tribalists - mainly professionally tribal Asian “Identity” types , 

Proud Koreans, pig-ignorant women (on average - tribalists), blacks and weak minded men. 

Greens/Labour politicians (but most others as well) are particularly corrupt and give money and jobs 

to friends, relatives and those who promise to further their careers. They never plan to do anything 

OTHER THAN CORRUPTION. The concept of professional public service or even doing NON-TRIBAL 

work, has gone. Office of Women and “Human” (blacks and women) rights. Gough Whitlam’s  

(1970s) rank tribalism and “Good Crusader” war-like mentality was the spark for decades of 

entrenched tribalness and Groupthink  - especially amongst Greens/Labour but it has become more 

habitually entrenched everywhere and widespread amongst all the institutions. His personal abuse 

and calling out the Mob on Sir John Kerr was an ATTACK ON DEMOCRACY, The RULE OF LAW and 

THE PEOPLE.  What a disaster Whitlam was. But calling out the Mobs to attack individuals is what 

many from Greens/Labour do - personal attacks on Craig Kelly, Christian Porter, Barnaby Joyce, 

Senator David Leyonhjelm, Bettina Arndt, Peter Dutton - the list is endless . Tribal crusaders are 

always in all-out war mode. Far from the Hippocrates principle of observe , record and do no harm  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocrates the tribal Mobs are rampant across the world with their 

“crusades”. It is not a matter of whether any part of them  - in a curate’s Egg kind of way - is not a 

complete an utter tribal binary violent extremist - it is whether paid public servant’s personal 

opinions and personal lives have anything to do with the job at hand. “I am a proud dog like hamster 

breader with lesbian, black and Indian heritage” - says the police “person” when they smash your 

head into the pavement based on their tribal cause. Or Like Mark Dreyfuss (Pooh-bah) “How dare 

you - don’t you know who I am and How important I am!!!” “I Am a Black Women” “I am a Lesbian - 

representing all Lesbians” Professional , Paid public Servant, Tribal Dim-wit Barbarians. 

The ABC operates as a tribal organization selecting women, blacks, gays, lesbians - anyone from any 

group it deems to be “deserving” (a victim) of a highly paid public service job. The Liiberal party in 

Canberra and many other places do this as well. Women, Blacks, Lesbians, Gays, Disabled - all 

selected based on tribe and groupthink and encouraged to represent their “tribe” and promote their 

“tribal interests” (Women, Blacks, Gays, Lesbians, trans, Muslim, etc - victim narrative) . Their Job, as 

told to them by management and as they see it, is to BE TRIBAL. All states in Australia are run on 

behalf of women and black tribes and animals (Koalas and Skints) and trees - as long as white men 

are excluded. They learn this at school and in the media. Take the Knee, Boy! 

All women in politics (with very few exceptions) are not there to represent the people or deal with 

all the issues - they are they to make a difference for “WOMEN” - they care about little else. The 

same in courts, media, schools, universities - everywhere where there are women. 

Courts are fully corrupted selecting Judges and judging people based on tribal identity and virtue 

signaling - NOT MERIT. Designated perpetrators (White men) are demonized and attacked in the 

media, courts and by Politicians. The Rare women who call this abuse out - like Bettina Arndt, Erin 

Pizzey, Janice Fiamengo ( https://twitter.com/JaniceFiamengo/status/1495959128245964800 Janice 

Fiamengo calls out feminist fraud @JaniceFiamengo I used to imagine that in a tyranny, people were 

united against their oppressors. But now I realize that the tyranny turns people against one another, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hippocrates
https://twitter.com/JaniceFiamengo/status/1495959128245964800
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making some glad, even ecstatic, to witness the excessive punishment of those they have been 

taught to see as worthy of hatred.2:10 PM · Feb 22, 2022)  - are DEMONIZED AND ATTACKED by the 

media (ABC and Guardian) and tribal virtue signaling politicians around the country (Mark 

Speakman, NSW weak minded men, Melbourne Dan Andrews, Canberra - Andrew Barr and the dim-

wit women who surround him the manipulative health minister, Brisbane, women and weak minded 

men) and the SENATE votes to condemn Bettina and provoke MOB ATTACKS on ANYONE WHO 

DARES TO SPEAK THE TRUTH.  Feminist Barbarian Tribal types in the media all repeat these personal 

attacks and double down on tribalism egged on by virtue signaling weak minded men. 

Australia demonstrates weakness and ignorance publically via the ABC, Greens/Left politicians, 

Blacks and Women (on average) and their behaviour in our society. Australians’ behaviour overseas 

is no longer one of Ambassadorship or maintaining the status of the country (see Kevin Rudd and 

Stephen Smith as “Ambassadors” to USA and UK - both who do everything they can to trash the 

country of Australia i.e. Treachery and Treason - Traitors to the Nation) - but pure narcissism, greed 

and corruption. UN appointments are just as bad and feeding the “New world order” agenda of the 

insane binary Tribalists - Ex politicians like Julia Gillard - the liar and one of many who destroyed our 

education systems (along with Andrew Barr) - women, blacks, tribalists - binary. Pig ignorant Rich 

“Elites” work with governments to implement rampant tribalness and “Great Crusades” of 

“Goodness” like any muslim or Religious Inquisition. Overpaid tribal Public servants fly off to Davos 

on taxpayer funds to organize the “The New World Order”. 

The Lack of respect for the Commonwealth Nation of Australia , the lack of respect for Merit, the 

lack of respect for due process, the “deplorable” contempt for the people of Australia,  the lack of 

gratitude and appreciation for civilized behaviour (Cicero), the lack of respect for impartiality along 

with the continuing demise as illustrated by the cities of Melbourne, Canberra, Brisbane - Dan 

Andrews, Andrew Barr, Smug QLD political dim wits - lockdowns, police state, mandates, hyper 

surveillance, destruction of the individual and choice, etc. is a strategic risk to our continuing 

independence and future - not only the “Nation” but Humanity as we know it - welcome to the 

“Dark Ages”. Politicians can be easily bought by foreign powers because they are easily bought by 

their own corruption, nearly as easily as other pacific Island or South American tinpot regimes. 

Taking the knee to China, Bribes, Blackmail, Corruption, Secret Deals - rampant. Communities are 

fragmenting, local councils and authorities are becoming more tyrannical and tribally corrupt all over 

Australia - cheered on by Greens/Labour and tribal women and blacks. The Grifters - the corrupt 

legal professions, the “experts” - rub their hands with glee as they profit from all the graft and 

corruption. Grifting sleeze and  slime. 

There is a difference between being a misguided well-meaning fool to a deliberate Bad Actor. One 

can be argued with and educated by debate - the other merely sneers, smiles and smugly dismisses 

everyone and everything who dares to criticize or get in their way - usually with violence and mob 

responses. Russia, China, North Korea, Iran, Muslims, Tribalists, Greens/Labour, etc. 
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Blacks and women activists and other Tribalists (weak minded men) (Greens/Labour, Blacks, Women 

(on average)) are determined for Australia not to have anyone striving for excellence. “Excellence” is 

now considered taking the knee to the tribal mandates from the Khans and the entrenched 

nepotistic tyrannical oppression and corruption by narcissistic tribal psychopaths. The Oligarchy of 

Blacks, Women, weak minded tribal types, Religious fanatics, zealots, crusaders and the associated 

grifters. Muslims understand this mindset - so do the Chinese - that is why Muslims, Palestinians, 

Chinese, Russians are a natural fit with the Greens/Labour parties now running most of the country 

from local through to national governments. No wonder the Chinese are rubbing their hands with 

Glee at the tribalism of the west. 

Boys have been given hard drugs for the last few decades to keep them docile and compliant at 

school and destroy any individualism or exploration while girls have been trained as entitled 

feminist activists and crusaders - fully entitled to inflict as much violence as they like - without 

consequences - to be as corrupt as possible, to lie all the time - because there are no consequences, 

instead there are Australia day awards, tribal cheering and ex-gratia payments from politicians using 

tax payer’s money. Magistrate Robert Cook in Canberra likes his virtue being being stroked by girls as 

he demonstrates is heroic docility and vicious tribalism. Lorraine Walker - A.C.T. Chief Magistrate 

and that judge in Queanbeyan court - cheer on women who lie and make false and expensive 

allegations. “You Go Girl!” and “Women Power” “Yah” and “Whoop Whoop” scream the girls with 

joy. 

A feature of Muslims, Ottomans, Turkoman, Huns, Khans, Russia, China - is that the Emperor and 

Khan rules absolutely - individuals are denied, choices are denied - the individual only exists to serve 

the state as an economic unit, slave, cannon fodder for the next battle or as part of the harem. The 

Leader and their family and close brutal friends - own all assets and inheritances and control all 

choices - mandated by death or brutal death camps, re-education camps. Courts and governments 

work together to maintain the corruption. Emperors install themselves for life and do everything 

they can to stay in absolute power. Elites can never be prosecuted or held to account. We see this as 

the Greens in Australia want to change the law to allow children and sentient dogs to vote. For the 

greens - the idea of anything other than easily manipulated tribal mobs is an alien concept to their 

deeply held tribal hysteria. Greens/Labour particularly hate adult grown intelligent men which is 

why they demonize men in media, schools, universities and in law and the Discrimination Act, Family 

court, Family Law, etc.  

Intelligence and education and some idea of exploring the truth of the world are all dangerous ideas 

to Muslims, Khans, Greens/Labour types who prefer constant tribal warfare, personal attack, 

deflection, lies - anything to keep their tribal graft and corruption operating.  Buying votes with lies, 

secret back room deals, “Trust us”, “We are stand against corruption”, branch stacking, misusing 

government money for advertising (Dan Andrews, Greens/Labour - NSW, etc) - propaganda in 

schools, ABC - keeping people tribal, uneducated, keeping people “safe”, stirring up their anxieties,   

and playing the entitled tribal victim (“Women  and their Children”) so the Greens/Labour can be the 

Hero warrior (Sir Lancelot, Parzival) is also one of their main ploys.  

An idea of West is to educate and help children to explore and learn NOT keep them dim-witted 

tribal warriors for “the cause” - (See Russia and the Cannon Fodder that tyrannical psychopath 

Barbarian Putin sends to their death at the front line, the desperate poor from the “stans”,  Nepal 
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and other places) - Muslims, Women (tribes), Blacks and pig-ignorant weak minded men - take the 

knee, boy. 

USA, Canada, UK, Australia and New Zealand are in the grip of rampant tribalism and corruption - 

especially with women and blacks. Courts and public services are fully corrupted and tribal, politics 

has become tribal and weaponized, economy in decline and being destroyed by government,  

excessive taxation and Debt - No Australian Government currently has an plans to pay off any debts, 

Mandated Authoritarian controls, debates are cancelled, speech cancelled, questions cancelled  - 

Germaine Greer is cancelled, Bettina Arndt is cancelled, University professors are cancelled, (all 

screamed at and abused while they are being cancelled) , Erin Pizzey is cancelled, Janice Fiamengo 

cancelled https://substack.com/@fiamengofile (Women like J.K. Rowling Will Not Free Us from 

Gender Ideology Only men of courage can do it, and it’s not clear they will Janice Fiamengo Apr 18, 

2024) , Jordan Peterson attacked and cancelled, Books are cancelled, Andrew Bolt attacked and 

cancelled, Sky News attacked and cancelled, Truth is cancelled,  Debate is cancelled by Stan Tribal 

Grant (he is “offended”  18C) , Israeli  speakers and people in  the street cancelled and arrested by 

NSW police, Heads smashed into the pavement in Victoria, Smug Politicians Lying all the time, 

investigations cancelled, Questions cancelled and ignored - Dan Andrews and His corrupt elites “No-

one Knew or Did Anything - No-one is responsible” Katy Gallagher “How dare You!”  -all the while 

Muslim extremists, Causists, Zealots, Women and Blacks smugly sneer and celebrate their violence 

and tribal hatreds. Widespread election rorting, corruption, home invasions, widespread drug use 

flooding the world and infiltration into all parts of society (legalized by Andrew Barr while waving the 

tribal flag of Aborigines outside of courts and in parliaments), rampant crime in the streets, homes, 

airplanes, FBI is corrupt, media is corrupt,  schools teaching tribal warfare and hatred and the 

entitled victim narrative Australia, Palestine, Muslim countries everywhere)  - A women in USA is 

prosecuting Donald Trump and when asked “Does this prosecution have anything to do with the 

upcoming election” says “It has nothing to do with the election”. The next question would then be 

“Well ,why not wait until some time after the election if it has nothing to do with the election.” Putin 

poisons and kills people, China locks everyone up and watches them day and night and locks them 

up if they show the wrong facial expressions using artificial intelligence, China invades Fiji with police 

- extending their operations into every nation - their police, their spies, their networks, their 

business, their tribalness and corruption. 

Of course Sharrie Markson (Self declared Jewish Woman) wants protections for Jewish women , Of 

Course Ed Husic (Proud Muslim Zealot)  wants muslims “protected”  and every death of a Muslim is 

an “outrage” or “War crime” but what these Tribalists DON’T WANT is protections for every 

individual human - because in the tribal hate filled victim mentality of the tribal binary zealot 

mindset - Jews , Muslims , Women, Blacks, etc are specially entitled victims - special victim groups - 

usually of WHITE MEN or  “THE WEST” as they see things in their constant binary tribal victim 

narrative.  When any Women Dies then it proves that all women are victims and all Men need to be 

blamed iIn a tribal certain way. See Stepping Over The Bodies With Binary Certainty 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-

Certainty.pdf  

Women are never responsible or accountable for anything bad - because in a binary way - women 

are “sugar and spice and everything nice” and “God is Good” and “little Jonny is horrid!” 

https://substack.com/@fiamengofile
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-Certainty.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Stepping-Over-The-Bodies-With-Binary-Certainty.pdf
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You can imagine Ed Husic, Andrew Barr, and Penny Wong at a conference where Andrew claims his 

greatest achievement is legislating “Gay sex” into the Canberra “Marriage” legislation. Penny and 

Andrew would be having grand displays of proud “happiness” and Tribal Gaiety while Ed would be 

struggling with his mandated Muslim “beliefs” and the certain “Good Book” and the words of THE 

PROPHET 

These people are not special - these are the average tribalists that dominate the world of war (70% 

or more) and hatred at the moment. Women, Blacks, Religious Zealots, Binary extremists and weak 

minded men.  Peta Credlin “I Believe in targets for Women”. Penny Wong “So, we are the victims 

here”. They BELIEVE in tribalism - they think tribalism is GOOD, they believe in treating everyone as 

belonging to TRIBES - TRIBES destroy the NATION because they do not understand what NATION 

means. 

Iran, China, Russia , muslims everywhere combining to dismantle the west , invade countries, disrupt 

trade, start wars, incite violence and jihads around the world - smugly rubbing their hands in glee 

with joy for the trouble they cause - like any psychopathic woman trouble maker making domestic 

violence allegations or alleging to be the “victim” all the while reigning down their violence, 

screams, abuse and corruption on the world around them. Katy Gallagher and Penny Wong “We are 

the victims here!” “How dare you”. Claire O’Niell and Tanya Plibersek “Voldermort”, “So Negative” 

“We are not to blame, it is white man’s fault” “Voldermort did it!” - ‘I Believe you” says Mark 

Dreyfuss  “Here, secretly take large amounts of Taxpayers money - don’t tell anyone” “All Men have 

failed the Women of Australia” - Anthony Albanese. Abusive tribal narcissist. 

Rampant corruption and lies by tribal extremists and professional Taxpayer funded  liars like Katy 

Gallagher, Tanya Plibersek, Penny Wong, Richard Marles, Chris Bowen, Anthony Albanese, Mark 

Dreyfuss, Mark Butler, Tony Burke, Andrew Leigh, Andrew Barr - all the Greens/Labour types, ABC, 

Women, Blacks(tribal types), Helen Watchirs(Canberra “Human Rights” (Blacks and women)), courts, 

media, prosecutors, Human rights agencies, United Nations agencies (all of them) , local councils, 

Police in Melbourne and NSW - any policeman who is not corrupt and trying to do their job is 

hounded out of the police force like universities full of women and blacks and weak minded men 

hound out those who question the corruption and tribal lies, Kimberley Kitching, Cardinal George 

Pell, Political Rape cases, Graft and corruption. 

Tribal “Victim/Heroes” all laughing, smiling and shouting their tribal messages. Screaming personal 

abuse at universities, Crusades of destruction, disruption of other people’s lives and smug self-

righteous violence and abuse. 
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To be clear - Andrew Barr, Andrew Leigh, Chris Bowen, Tanya Plibersek, Tony Burke, Katy Gallagher,  

Penny Wong, Claire O’Neill, Richard Marles, Mark Dreyfuss, Anthony Albanese and many others - 

have reached a level of deliberate tyrannical outright bastardry and corruption - a debauchery of 

humanity - a level which Dante had not even described “Abandon all Hope Ye who enter here” - an 

unredeemable level of deliberate lies, corruption, theft and destruction of the Nation - fully aware 

of their corruption and lies - fully cognizant of their own behaviour as Bad Actors and smugly proud 

of their debauched and abusive corrupt behaviour - that there is simply NO WAY BACK for them - 

they are going to a permanent state of Caligula like self indulgence and corruption and they are 

making sure they take everyone else with them. They cannot stop themselves.  

Muslims “leaders”  “the devout” “Students of Islam” “University graduates in Islamic Faith” execute 

and dismember journalists and put them in suitcases in Embassies, Russia jails women musicians for 

daring to sing songs of rebellion, jails dissenters and poisons, blows up, throws people out of 

windows (see https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defenestrations_of_Prague) , murders opposition 

wherever they are in the world, Chinese tyrant and dictator for life  - (Groveling Albo’s mate) is the 

same as the tyrants we see now in Australia - totally unaccountable - all smiles , lies, graft, 

corruption, criminality, abuse, violence,  war mongering, nepotism, tribalism and smug pig-ignorance 

of everything - not “public servants” in service of the people but full on corrupt lying Tyrants 

stealing and corrupting everything they touch - destroying individuals and the idea of being an 

individual - being different from their tribal certainties. 

Bill Shorten calls freedom Rallies in Melbourne, Cronulla riots and the St Kilda Riots - “far right nut-

jobs” - but he will not call out the Muslims, Feminists, HIS TRIBE and other tribal extremists. The ABC 

calls everyone not part of their tribe “Nazis” and “far right extremists”. 

The Labour party “Tactics committee” and Andrew Leigh, Bill Shorten accuses Peter Dutton of 

putting “Fuel on the fires of tribalism” and being “divisive” - this coming from a fully tribal (Blacks, 

Women Us/Them, Workers/Employers (Marxist) Albo “I hate tories”) kind of dimwit who has spent 

his entire life calling people names and calling out the mob. Like Palestinians and Muslims who call 

on “humanitarian Aid” and “peace” after they murder you and your children. BUT HOLD ON - Maybe 

Bill is really THAT STUPID? But We are all a bit stupid BILL aren’t we - I mean why go and call out the 

mob all the time and attack people Bill?? Do you only need to enter the debate and try to 

understand the issue - can you use words and not personally attack people BILL - COME ON, DO 

YOUR BEST!?   

I understand how scared you are - any intelligent conversation is going to leave some people 

struggling for words - feeling a little useless. That can be scary Bill - but come on - give it a try. 

I have a hypothesis that calling people names, Bill, and playing the victim - just keeps re-enforcing 

tribalism and violence - vendettas, revenge and so on. You see that don’t you Bill? Remember at 

School when you were a little child - did the Teacher remind everyone to stop calling people names 

or did they encourage you to call people names like Oppressor, Entitled Victim, Colonist, First 

Nations, Nut-Job, Lunatic, Far Right nut job? (“Yes, says Bill - but you called me names FIRST! So 

there! “ (while he pokes out is tongue and trumpets his rump)) 

Julia Gillard - “I will not be lectured to by that man”. Declaring SHE CAN NEVER LEARN ANYTHING - 

only attack.  I am not sure that Julia would understand any lecture about anything from anyone and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Defenestrations_of_Prague
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at the same time demanding the world take the knee to her “United Nations” mandated dim-

wittery. 

Every time you call someone “Voldermort” accuse them of “fanning flames” and CALL OUT THE 

TRIBAL MOBS  then it seems to me you are inviting the same treatment of yourself  - because you 

demonstrably are - You are “Clothed” in tribal mob/groupthink.  See the Prisoner’s Dilemma and 

game theory. You “Name Caller” YOU!!! - Your skill - as you see it - is to call people “Far Right Nut 

Jobs” and claim Smug Moral Superiority - it seems like corruption to me.  How much tax-payer 

money do you need to spend on “Victims” to succeed in your own personal Moral Superiority, Bill? 

Are you in heaven yet? Tit-for-tat, Nash Game Theory, WAR - Name calling - all encouraged by Bill 

and his tribal smug mates. As far as I can tell, Bill, this theory of yours of groupthink and name calling 

is NOT a good idea but I am willing to learn and discuss at any time. 

It is time for people to wake up and see reality for what it is. See  Time to Wake up Not Woke Up 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Time-to-Wake-Up-not-Woke-Up.pdf  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude The essay argues that any tyrant 

remains in power while his subjects grant him that, therefore delegitimizing every form of power. 

The original freedom of men would be indeed abandoned by society which, once corrupted by the 

habit, would have preferred the servitude of the courtier to the freedom of the free man, who 

refuses to be submissive and to obey. 

John Stuart Mill On Liberty. https://www.gutenberg.org/files/34901/34901-h/34901-h.htm  

A theory which maintains that truth may justifiably be persecuted because persecution cannot 

possibly do it any harm, cannot be charged with being intentionally hostile to the reception of new 

truths; but we cannot commend the generosity of its dealing with the persons to whom mankind are 

indebted for them. To discover to the world something which deeply concerns it, and of which it was 

previously ignorant; to prove to it that it had been mistaken on some vital point[Pg 51] of temporal 

or spiritual interest, is as important a service as a human being can render to his fellow-creatures, 

and in certain cases, as in those of the early Christians and of the Reformers, those who think with Dr. 

Johnson believe it to have been the most precious gift which could be bestowed on mankind. That the 

authors of such splendid benefits should be requited by martyrdom; that their reward should be to be 

dealt with as the vilest of criminals, is not, upon this theory, a deplorable error and misfortune, for 

which humanity should mourn in sackcloth and ashes, but the normal and justifiable state of things. 

The propounder of a new truth, according to this doctrine, should stand, as stood, in the legislation of 

the Locrians, the proposer of a new law, with a halter round his neck, to be instantly tightened if the 

public assembly did not, on hearing his reasons, then and there adopt his proposition. People who 

defend this mode of treating benefactors, cannot be supposed to set much value on the benefit; and I 

believe this view of the subject is mostly confined to the sort of persons who think that new truths 

may have been desirable once, but that we have had enough of them now. 

But, indeed, the dictum that truth always triumphs over persecution, is one of those pleasant[Pg 52] 

falsehoods which men repeat after one another till they pass into commonplaces, but which all 

experience refutes. History teems with instances of truth put down by persecution. If not suppressed 

for ever, it may be thrown back for centuries. To speak only of religious opinions: the Reformation 

broke out at least twenty times before Luther, and was put down. Arnold of Brescia 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Time-to-Wake-Up-not-Woke-Up.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/34901/34901-h/34901-h.htm
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(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_of_Brescia Arnold of Brescia (Q456806)) was put down. Fra 

Dolcino (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fra_Dolcino  Fra Dolcino (Q448586)) was put down. 

Savonarola ( https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girolamo_Savonarola  Girolamo Savonarola (Q164823)) 

was put down. The Albigeois (Cathars) were put down. The Vaudois were put down. The Lollards 

(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lollardy) were put down. The Hussites were put down. Even after the 

era of Luther, wherever persecution was persisted in, it was successful. In Spain, Italy, Flanders, the 

Austrian empire, Protestantism was rooted out; and, most likely, would have been so in England, had 

Queen Mary lived, or Queen Elizabeth died. Persecution has always succeeded, save where the 

heretics were too strong a party to be effectually persecuted. No reasonable person can doubt that 

Christianity might have been extirpated in the Roman Empire. It spread, and became predominant, 

because the persecutions were only occasional, lasting but a short time, and separated by long 

intervals of almost undisturbed propagandism. It is a piece of idle sentimentality that truth, merely as 

truth,[Pg 53] has any inherent power denied to error, of prevailing against the dungeon and the 

stake. Men are not more zealous for truth than they often are for error, and a sufficient application 

of legal or even of social penalties will generally succeed in stopping the propagation of either. The 

real advantage which truth has, consists in this, that when an opinion is true, it may be extinguished 

once, twice, or many times, but in the course of ages there will generally be found persons to 

rediscover it, until some one of its reappearances falls on a time when from favourable circumstances 

it escapes persecution until it has made such head as to withstand all subsequent attempts to 

suppress it. 

Some 1500s Similarities with Now 
Current Rampant Warfare and Threats - 

 Women against Men - Historical Tribal Entitled Victim Narrative 

 Blacks against Whites - Historical Tribal Entitled Victim Narrative 

 Invasion and Theft Wars - Russia, China, Pirates 

 Muslims Jihad - Tribal Entitled Victim Narrative - Violence, Mobs, Hysteria 

 Mobs and Entitled Tribal warfare amongst civilians - Women, Lesbians, Blacks, Greens, 

Muslims, Weak Minded Men 

 Mandated Tribal Beliefs and “Truth “ Commissions - Religion, Climate Hysteria, Save the 

Planet, Greens,  Victimhood, Women and Blacks 

 Witch Trials, Heresy, Show Trials, Mandated Truth and Beliefs - Universities, Politics, Law 

Courts, New York, Schools, ABC, Media, etc 

 Authoritarianism and Increased mandated dogma - surveillance, Police states, legal scum 

 Emperors and Authoritarian Rulers for Life - China, Russia, Muslims, North Korea 

 World Domination Cults - China/Russia/Iran - World Domination Tribalism, Violence and 

Pandemics - United Nations - WHO, Davos, etc - enslavement, destruction of the individual 

 Excessive Wealth, Piracy, Theft, Trade Wars (China), Trade Domination - China 

1500s Warfare and Threats 

 Religions Wars - Virtue and Victim narratives - The Drama Triangle 

 Wars of Inheritance - Nations, Rule of Law, Treaties, Commonwealth, Democracy 

 Invasion and Theft Wars - Ottomans, Spanish, Pirates 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Arnold_of_Brescia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fra_Dolcino
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Girolamo_Savonarola
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lollardy
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 Clan and Tribal Wars - Scotland, Japan, Ireland - Americas, Africa, Australia, etc 

 Barbarian Wars - Jihad and Violent destruction - Ottomans, African Berbers, Khans India, 

Hordes Asia, Russia (Ivan and Cossacks), Muslims, Incas, Conquistadors 

 Mandated Tribal Beliefs and “Truth” commissions   - Religion, One Certain God,  Papal Bulls, 

a Million “Articles” Edicts, Diets, Conclaves, Universities, Mandated Flat Earth and Earth 

centered universe on pain of death 

 Mobs and Civilian Tribal Mobs - Religion - Cathars, Waldensians, Lollards, Jews, Anabaptists, 

Catholics, Protestants,  etc 

 Witch Trials, Heresy Trials, Show Trials, Mandated Truth and Beliefs - Universities, Politics, 

Law Courts 

 Edicts, Papal Bulls, 39 Articles - Mandated dogma and Authoritarianism  - Rise of Puritans 

 Emperors and Authoritarian Rulers for Life - China, Holy Roman Empire, Ottomans, Muslims 

 World Domination cults - Khans/Ottomans/Algiers - Plagues, Enslavement, destruction of 

the individual  

 Excessive Wealth, Piracy, Theft, Trade Wars (Ottomans, Venice, Genoa, Portugal, Spain, 

England, Netherlands), Trade Domination - China, Europe, Muslims 

 Writers, Thinkers, Visionaries - Ideas of the Future. 

 

Noticeable ideas emerge in the 1500s  

 Church of ENGLAND - Religion shifts to a NATION (Local Nation not World Authoritarianism)  

 COMMONWEALTH (Poland, Netherlands, England - Fairness and community - Plurality and a 

balance of powers) 

 TREATIES AND RULE OF LAW (Practicing - over MANY CONFLICTS - Trust balanced with 

Justice and Written Legislation) 

Introduction 
It has only recently occurred to me that the Lutherans and Calvanists and their like had abstracted 

out the machinery of the Pope and his minions and made religion an ideology separated from the 

people and power structures that Muslims, Khans, Ottomans, Christians depended upon for their 

wealth. Religion - for those who believed that kind of thing (the tribes, mobs, anxious and hysterical) 

- was up for discussion by the common folk and this was a huge threat to those in power. We seem 

the same thing now in China, North Korea, Australia, Canada, UK and Muslim countries - where the 

idea of open debate (an idea of the west) means instant death and cancellation - as a threat to 

entrenched power -  not only by tribal mobs - but by power filled zealots (women, blacks, crusaders - 

the “Deluded”) who  viciously attack everyone who dares to question their certainty. Chris Bowen, 

Anthony Albanese, Katy Gallagher, Tanya Plibersek, Claire O’neill, Mark Dreyfuss, Mark Butler, Tony 

Burke, Andrew Barr, Andrew Leigh, the ABC and the rest of the Greens/Labour types represent this 

type of dim-witted religious zealotry and violence and abuse which comes from it. 

How shall we examine history? 
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Sequence (hierarchy) Inequality(not same) 
This highlights the A-Priori issue of initial self reference and recursion. See some views on this about 

John Stuart Mill https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill/  Copyright © 2016 by Christopher Macleod 

<christopher.macleod@lancaster.ac.uk> - Mills ideas of A priori and Association. Mills seems to be 

one of the least stupid people in history. 

If p then q follows. Cedent, preceding, consequences, outcomes, inputs, results, causes, contingent, 

contingency, etc. 

p and q are not the same. Different, unequal, inequality, NOT, differentiation- p NOT q. 

Hierarchies are used for both logic (language, maths, ontology, classifications) and events. 

 

You will note the similarity to the binomial theorem 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binomial_theorem and Pascal’s triangle 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal%27s_triangle   

Binaries can navigate hierarchies quite well - but children fail to understand consequences for their 

actions, the sequence of events and hence logic as well but can be taught basic logic with maths. 

See 14 Humanism – Language Development, Version 1, date 06/10/2019 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/14-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Language-

Development.pdf  

A feature of western civilizations - (see Aristotle https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-ancient/ 

Chrysippus of Soli https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysippus ) an idea of the west - is to explore the 

basic logic structures and seek to understand not only the frameworks and structures for ideas but 

then the sequences of real world events and logic that operates within those frames. 

It might not be obvious to you so I will explain what the P arrow Q notation means. It means several 

things 

 P and Q are not the same 

 P precedes Q (in logic and sequence) 

 Q follows P (in logic and sequence) 

The NOT SAME idea is often overlooked, as is the notion that you can explore backwards and 

forwards through the sequence in both directions. I.e .What came before this? What comes after 

this? (ad infinitum). 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/mill/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binomial_theorem
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pascal%27s_triangle
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/14-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Language-Development.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/14-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Language-Development.pdf
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/logic-ancient/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chrysippus
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To be specific - I ASSERT two different things P and Q and a relationship (association) between 

them. This is the foundation for hierarchies and level 2 thinking. 

We can then look at sequences and have partial views. We can also hypothesize some prior P with 

no evidence of its existence in a sequence of events. We can also suggest hypothetical outcomes in 

sequences of events. All of these frames are still binary and operate at basic level 2 thinking. Most 

adults can be taught to navigate these basic logic structures. 

 

More complexities are added into the hierarchical model as the techniques in logic are developed. 

This is slightly different to the idea of once an egg is scrambled it cannot be unscrambled “de-

naturing” which is an idea about the flow of time which I will not go into detail here. In short the 

scrambled egg is one Q which has P before and Q’s after. 

This is a general frame when examining history. 

See also logic, process flow diagrams ,family trees, decision trees 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree , manufacturing processes, computer chip design, 

computer programming, factor analysis, system design,  critical path analysis, Ishikawa diagram 

https://asq.org/quality-resources/fishbone , information maps, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Issue-

based_information_system, method engineering, Time and Motion studies 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_and_motion_study  Hidden Markov Models 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_Markov_model  

You will also note that this general approach is the basis for Chemistry, Astronomy, Physics, 

Engineering, Architecture, Construction, Geology, Maths, Logistics, Transport, Agriculture, Farming, 

Cooking, Trade, Economics, Particle Physics, Quantum Mechanics, etc. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindley%27s_paradox, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_paradoxes, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liar_paradox The 

Liar asserts “I am lying” - is a logic sequence example. 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree
https://asq.org/quality-resources/fishbone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Issue-based_information_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Issue-based_information_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Time_and_motion_study
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_Markov_model
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lindley%27s_paradox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_paradoxes
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liar_paradox
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Emphasizing the Not and the Double Not 
He’s a glass half full kind of man while he is a glass half empty type. i.e. it is the same point 

approached from different directions. 

 Good - Glass half full 

 Bad - Glass half empty 

 

Now try putting the Not in place. 

 Not Bad - Glass half full ,Not Good - Glass half full 

 Not Bad - Glass half empty, Not Good  - Glass half empty 

This has put the Not in front of all binary assertions. This is the Neti, neti. 

This is a different idea to Shakespeare. 

    Hamlet: What have you, my good friends, deserv’d at the hands of Fortune,  that she sends you to 

prison hither? 

    Guildenstern: Prison, my lord? 

    Hamlet:    Denmark’s a prison. 

    Rosencrantz: Then is the world one. 

    Hamlet: A goodly one, in which there are many confines, wards, and  dungeons, Denmark being 

one o’ th’ worst. 

    Rosencrantz: We think not so, my lord. 

'Why, then, ’tis none to you, for there is nothing either good or bad, but thinking makes it so. To me 

it is a prison.' - Author(William Shakespeare) Year[1603] Source_Document(Hamlet Act2 - Scene 2) 

Keyword(Humanism Morals Group) 

http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/play_view.php?WorkID=hamlet&Scope=entire

http://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/play_view.php?WorkID=hamlet&Scope=entire&pleasewait=1&msg=pl#a2,s2
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&pleasewait=1&msg=pl#a2,s2  

https://www.sparknotes.com/nofear/shakespeare/hamlet/page_106/  

Shakespeare suggests you can frame whether you think something is Good OR Bad - still the Binary. 

He may be hinting that the Binary choice itself is a “prison” in which case this shows a level of 

sophisticated thinking and word play - a play on words and ideas - that is very advanced and may 

indicate that many of the people watching the play would have got most levels of the joke and 

therefore grasped the concept of binary framing. But instead of using the words “either/or” he could 

have used the words “neither/nor”. The use of the word “nothing” in this context implies the infinite 

list of things - the things that are NOT yet thought of as Good OR Bad (declared is)  - which does 

show some understanding of infinity combined with the binary frame. 

In my example the not precedes all binary assertions. In this case it’s a NOT,NOT - which is the 

general binary double Not recursion. (different to neither/nor which has entrenched the binary 

choice) Note that Logic as defined currently is Binary and based on Venn Diagrams of certain 

declared IS https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic it fails to see infinities and double not recursive. Or 

to put another way - historically, many societies have elevated level 3 thinkers to “guru” status over 

the 70%+ of binary types. 

 

A specific case of the double Not is in the 
plurality model.  In the plurality model the 
double Not means Not Defined (asserted, 
declared, debated, discussed, etc) and Not 
Measured (not described and compared in detail 
with measures with some level of accuracy and 
precision). This is infinitely recursive. 
If you understand these concepts and 
differences then you may be able to think at 
level 3. 
 

 

 

The point about virtue signalers, god like types, and binary extremist types (tribalists) is they 

emphasize the “Good”. They declare everything they think, do or say as “Good” and Kill everyone 

who threatens their delusion. Trying to use the Not, Not process to calm down their hysteria, 

excitement, delusion and violence seems to be one of the techniques used by many teachers over 

the centuries.  It is difficult because the deluded smile at themselves all the time. They have a 

https://www.sparknotes.com/nofear/shakespeare/hamlet/page_106/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Logic
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constant smug happiness in their certainty. Another technique is to avoid tribalism and examine the 

issues, not the person. 

 

Most Bad actors are either barbarians (golden horde) or virtue signaling binaries stuck in the drama 

triangle of Hero /Victim/Perpetrator feeding their own self interest. 

There are some clear signs that 1500’s thinkers started to understand some of these level three type 

concepts - especially after they read and translated Greek and Roman texts from the Greek 

philosophers and others from that time into their own language. They had to conceptually do the 

work to find the words in their own language.  

They repudiated the strongly “declared is” and applied the double not to explore and question 

more. They questioned the asserted things - the declared is of the Philosophers. This was MUCH 

SAFER and lead to LESS PERSECUTIONS AND DEATH than questioning the Religions. This was 

practiced and developed over hundreds of years - the constant exploration, discussion and debate 

always under threat from the DOGMA and religious zealots. Decartes questioned himself more 

than many others. 

Francis Bacon opened up the Greek histories and Philosophies and Joseph Justus Scaliger expanded 

to view to include histories from Egypt, Levant and other areas. 

George Buchanan - Lifespan[1506 to 1582]  Born_Loc(Killearn, Scotland) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Latin, Education, Humanism), Wikidata(Q715169) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan  

http://www.portagepub.com/products/caa/buchanan.html   

http://www.maryqueenofscots.net/people/george-buchanan/  

Gerardus Mercator - Lifespan[1512 to 1594]  Born_Loc(Rupelmonde, Belgium) Rank(1) 

Keyword(Geography, Cartography, Printing, Maps), Wikidata(Q6353) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerardus_Mercator  

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Gerardus-Mercator   

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercator_1569_world_map  

Francis Bacon - Lifespan[1561 to 1626]  Born_Loc(York House near Strand in London) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Humanism, Essays, Education), Wikidata(Q37388) 

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/  http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/296  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Francis_Bacon)   

And many others on my list. In my review of the 1500s I found some lesser known people who had 

also explored earlier writers and grasped some of the concepts I have mentioned. Some of the 

Jainists , Indian and Nepalese Buddhists were grasping these ideas. I am fairy sure many others were 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan
http://www.portagepub.com/products/caa/buchanan.html
http://www.maryqueenofscots.net/people/george-buchanan/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gerardus_Mercator
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Gerardus-Mercator
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mercator_1569_world_map
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/francis-bacon/
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/296
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Francis_Bacon)
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too. By the mid 1600s even mongol tribes embraced Buddhism from Tibet indicating that people 

living under the most extreme tribal conditions can still comprehend basic philosophy and logic. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siddhasena Siddhasēna Divākara (Jain Prakrit:              ) was a 

jain monk in the fifth century CE who wrote works on Jain philosophy and epistemology  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chandrakirti  Chandrakirti (IAST: Candrakīrti; traditional Chinese: 

月稱; c. 600 – c. 650, meaning "glory of the moon" in Sanskrit) or "Chandra" was a Buddhist scholar 

of the Madhyamaka school and a noted commentator on the works of Nagarjuna (c. 150 – c. 250 CE) 

and those of his main disciple, Aryadeva. He wrote two influential works on madhyamaka, the 

Prasannapadā and the Madhyamakāvatāra  

“According to Chandrakirti, the apophatic method of madhyamaka is a thoroughgoing negation of 

all concepts, propositions (pratijñā) and views (dṛṣṭi) which affirms neither existence nor non-

existence. Due to this radical negation, madhyamaka is seen as a middle way which rejects all 

extreme views and positions.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franciscus_Portus Franciscus Portus (Latin; Greek: Φραγκίσκος 

Πόρτος, Italian: Francesco Porto) (1511 – 1581) was a Greek-Italian Renaissance humanist and 

classical scholar.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Casaubon Isaac Casaubon (/kəˈsɔːbən/;[1] French: [kazobɔ ]; 18 

February 1559 – 1 July 1614) was a classical scholar and philologist, first in France and then later in 

England. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Justus_Scaliger Joseph Justus Scaliger (/ˈskælɪdʒər/; 5 August 

1540 – 21 January 1609) was a Franco-Italian Calvinist religious leader and scholar, known for 

expanding the notion of classical history from Greek and Ancient Roman history to include Persian, 

Babylonian, Jewish and Ancient Egyptian history. He spent the last sixteen years of his life in the 

Netherlands. 

4 Conversation Frames Used by Binaries 
See What Were you Thinking – 1500s – Part5 https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2024/03/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part5.pdf  

(drama and 4 binary extremes) See Overcoming Tribalism – an Idea of the West  

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Overcoming-Tribalism-an-Idea-of-the-

West.pdf  

 

Binaries mainly see the world as binary comparisons 
of 4 pairs of extreme things. They do not understand 
or believe each declared thing is “different”(8 things)  
because this requires an understanding of  

 Initial self-reference (starting somewhere) 

 Recursion (not,not - the ability to differentiate 
and explore meaning) 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siddhasena
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chandrakirti
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/IAST
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Traditional_Chinese_characters
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Buddhist
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madhyamaka
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nagarjuna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Aryadeva
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prasannapada
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madhyamak%C4%81vat%C4%81ra
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Franciscus_Portus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Isaac_Casaubon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Joseph_Justus_Scaliger
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part5.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/What-Were-you-Thinking-1500s-part5.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Overcoming-Tribalism-an-Idea-of-the-West.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2024/02/Overcoming-Tribalism-an-Idea-of-the-West.pdf
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There are patterns of how binary people use language around the 4 pairs in binary concepts which 

are their main conversations. Most of the techniques are around moving the Declared IS around 

with the Declared Opposite Is. (instead of the “Not’) 

 

In the general case of opposite we have 
the declared Is and the Infinite Not 
 
There are infinitely many things that are 
Not declared. 
 
It takes work, debate and conversations to 
explore the declared is in both definition 
and measurement. 
 
With this approach - the definition and 
measurements are discussed in detail 
before group comparison and tribal binary 
violence. Senior diplomats know this 
which is why Kevin Rudd should be 
removed from any public duty in 
diplomacy. He lacks skills. 

Binary arguments will repeat Is so, Is not, Is so, Is not, is so, is not.  Three years olds work this out 

fairly quickly. Learning about how to break out of this habit helps people find level 3 thinking and 

also helps escape tribal certainty. One technique is to introduce the Not, Not - (as described 

previously) to stop the tribal binary extremist loop. Contradiction, Not Argument - see Monty 

Python sketch https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_Clinic "Argument Clinic" is a sketch from 

Monty Python's Flying Circus, written by John Cleese and Graham Chapman. The sketch was 

originally broadcast as part of the television series and has subsequently been performed live by the 

group. It relies heavily on wordplay and dialogue, and has been used as an example of how language 

works.    

Is so, is not - becomes is not, is not - which helps direct the debate towards a discussion and the 

declared is. 

Let us examine the categories of conversations. 

Most binary conversations assume the form of two statements together as a comparison while 

avoiding the definition and measurement parts of the declared IS: 

 (I Individual/We-Us -Tribe A) declared IS, (You Individual/They-Them - Tribe B) declared IS 

Two most common declarations  

 I/We Bad, You/They Bad - Same “They are just as bad as each other”  - excusing all my 

mistakes or bad actions 

 I/We Good , You/They Bad - Different “We are better than them” - demonizing others , 

virtue signaling, seeking moral superiority and power. 

Let me explain this a bit more - the first statement is used by Greens/Labour, Palestinians, ABC to 

justify their crimes, lies, violence and abuse. It goes something like this: 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Argument_Clinic
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“Because no-one is perfect and everyone is just as bad as each other - you cannot criticize me 

because you are being a hypocrite. Everything I do is no worse than what you do or have ever 

done.” 

“At least I am not as Bad as Hitler therefore everything I do is GOOD” 

The Australian Discrimination Act is framed in exactly the Same binary groupthink way using these 4 

binary pairings. In Australia now they (Penny Wong, Andrew Barr, Helen Watchirs and friends) 

moved White men out of the Victim category and into the perpetrator category as a permanent 

legislated model we see in the “Office of Women” all Family and domestic Violence law - coercion, 

etc, all Black activism, ABC, Government appointments and grants and schools and universities - 

widespread  legislated and mandated tribalism, nepotism and corruption. 

A big mental shift for binaries was to move the Good Bad extremes and adopt an exact middle 

position (called by them  “on average” - the “mean”  (which involves summing measured amounts 

and dividing by the number of different things) - but really in their mind they mean (tish-boom)  the  

“Median”  the exact middle thing as lined up in order of measure )-  to a middle position between 

the two extremes to say all groups are equally the Victim of Bad and equally the beneficiary of 

Good. They are both the Same. Three Certain Things - the drama triangle. 

Women and Blacks (on average - tribal/binary extremists types) struggle with this idea (Resentment) 

that everyone is equally open to Good/Bad things - things on a continuum we might call “Luck” or 

“Genetics” or “Random” or “Hard work” or “Talent” and instantly, habitually, loudly and hysterically 

scream ”victimhood” desperate to find weak minded men to come to their rescue and attack the 

“perpetrator” 

In Women and Blacks minds their entitled victim narrative and groupthink  and being Fat, Dumb 

and Lazy and generally doing no intellectual work by staying in tribes and groupthink - means they 

should still be entitled  to  all that is Good in the world and have the same benefits of  those who do 

work hard and are lucky. The Aborigines refined this as Humbuggery as entrenched in their culture. 

Women naturally think this way as well as we see in Child support and family law where “equality“ 

means the women gets everything and the man is not allowed to see the children of have “equal 

shared custody” by default - because women are “entitled victims”. Men live in caravans working 

their guts out without hope while women take the house and children. Ask John Cleese, Greg 

Norman, Me, Paul McCartney, Bill Gates, Brad Pitt and the rest of the men in the “West” on how the 

law and the courts work. 

Katy Gallagher believes equality means 60% women in the public service hired based on positive 

discrimination and gives Taxpayer’s money to women “scientists” instead of men scientsists. 

 For these tribal binary types (Muslims, Women, Blacks) the idea that they are not “special” (as a 

group and therefore entitled as individuals of that group)  because of their tribal characteristics is 

difficult for them as it is for Aryan supremist, racial extremists, Chinese and other heavily tribal 

groupthink binary extremist types - level 2 thinkers. Chinese and Russians use this mentality against 

“the west” to justify a state of permanent warfare - like women and blacks do here in Australia and 

Anthony Albanese “I hate Tories” does to everyone around him. Passive aggressive victim 

narratives. “I was scared he was going to hit me so I had to kill him” - Justifiable Homicide says the 
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woman. “We agree” say the grifters in the legal profession.  We need to Invade Ukraine because of 

the “threat”. Pre-emptive strikes are all the “RAGE” 

Good and Bad things describe the human condition and equal amounts of good and bad in a binary 

way are defined by binary type groups (Diversity of groups) using binary group classifications. I.e. 

Religious types define everyone as groups - belonging to “faith” or “belief” “see How diverse we are 

- we accept all groups” “Blessed are the Tea Towel wearers” “See how inclusive we are!” But then 

the tea towel wearing group insist you take the knee to the tea towel and they kill you if you refuse. 

Individuals cease to exist except to serve the “Right and Good” group. 

70% or more of people can only think at binary levels or Level 2 thinking making large complex 

hierarchies thinking that they understand things and are “intelligent”.  Most legal types are like this 

and women are particular are cognitively challenged and dominated by victim narratives and 

narcissistic tribal delusions. The ABC too is dominated by women and blacks which is why 

statements like “Kill all Men” are promoted and supported by them in the same way they promote 

“Let’s Burn this place down - who is with me?” and “Kill all Jews” (Which NSW Police declare is 

“Where are the Jews” in a Mandated TRUTH Orwellian way) because some groups do not belong in 

their view to the Entitled Victim Group - they are not part of the “Diversity and Inclusion”. 

See Binary Groupthink – Overcoming https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf  

See Equality Diversity Proportion Value Trust https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf  

See Women Lawyers – Corruption – Feminism – Debate https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf  

Now that White Men have been permanently installed as “Bad” then the tribal violent pig-ignorant 

types - muslims, Women, Blacks, Greens, Religious Zealots,(tribal extremists) and weak minded men 

(Do Gooders) and other tribal extremist type mobs go to war against anyone who disagrees with 

their binary extremist views. (see Wisdom of Soloman - cutting a baby in Half and Curate’s Egg - 

“Some parts are Good”) “How is your life so far? There have been some really Good bits” 

See I Like Chefs but I Hate Some Food https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-

Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf   

The following 4 diagrams show how the thinking progresses for binaries. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/Binary-Groupthink-Overcoming-1.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Equality-Diversity-Proportion-Value-Trust.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-Food.pdf
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People like Andrew Barr and Andrew Leigh incoherently (because they are white men) place 

themselves on the Side of “Good” and protecting the victim groups from “White men” or as Andrew 

Leigh said to me “You may hate women and blacks, Jon” (you white supremacist , far-right Nutjob 

(Bill Shorten)) “, but we love them” (passive aggressive, tribal) - as evidenced by their continuing 

corruption for women and blacks - Constitution, Public Service, Law, Grants, employment, Schools, 

Universities, Political Appointments, etc. 

You will notice that these type of mental frameworks are based on the general Meta Frame of 

Equality and Diversity  9.    Equality and Diversity https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-Equality-and-Diversity.pdf  

 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-Equality-and-Diversity.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-Equality-and-Diversity.pdf
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Precisely what do we mean when we say some thing is a different thing?  P NOT Q? How do we 

describe difference? How do we declare what is different? How do we define differences? 

How Accurate are we with our measurements of equality? How do we measure Sameness? This 

tension between these two ideas gives us some spread of ideas similar to a statistical distribution 

graph - but we also have infinities of measurement and definition as well as the infinities at each 

end of the continuums. 

 

From here we get the natural movement away from death (Bad) to push the ideas a little into a 

different proportion. E.g. Evolution.   

 See Human Frames: 

 01 Humanism – High Level Process Views – Issues, Version 1, date 04/02/2019 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/01-Humanism-High-Level-Process-

Issues.pdf  

 03 Humanism – Motivations, Version 1.1, date 21/03/2019 https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/02/03-Humanism-Motivations.pdf  

 04 Humanism – Information Classification Frame, Version 1, date 10/02/2019 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-

Information-Classification-Frame.pdf  

 05 Humanism – Population Distribution, Version 1, date 14/02/2019 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/05-Humanism-%E2%80%93-

Population-Distributions.pdf  

 09 Humanism – Bad and Good, Version 1, date 02/04/2019 https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf  

See Meta Frame 10.    Proportion https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/08-

Humanism-Meta-Frames-Proportion.pdf  (i.e. pushing the distribution in one direction - in this 

example - Away from the BAD) 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/01-Humanism-High-Level-Process-Issues.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/01-Humanism-High-Level-Process-Issues.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/03-Humanism-Motivations.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/03-Humanism-Motivations.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Information-Classification-Frame.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/04-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Information-Classification-Frame.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/05-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Population-Distributions.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/05-Humanism-%E2%80%93-Population-Distributions.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/09-Humanism-Bad-and-Good.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/08-Humanism-Meta-Frames-Proportion.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/08-Humanism-Meta-Frames-Proportion.pdf
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And from here we can recognize 
some of the infinities and put it 
into a plurality graph while 
including the double NOT  - the 
NOT Defined, NOT Measured. 
 
 

 

 

Barbarians like the Russians, Chinese, Muslim extremists, Women/Black Tribalists, etc - do not even 

bother to manufacture a statement in their head to justify themselves . It is empty - null a complete 

blank. 

Now if we put the NOT in front of the Binary pair statements - Same/Different (not same), I,We 

/You, They(Not I,We), Bad/Good (Not bad)  it may help binaries shift their binary certainties. 

 I/We NOT Bad, You/They NOT Bad - Same 

 I/We NOT Good , You/They NOT Bad - Different 

But then expand the conversations to include all combinations 

 I/We NOT Bad, You/They  NOT Bad - Same 

 I/We NOT Good , You/They NOT Bad - Different 

 I/We NOT Bad , You/They NOT Good - Different 

 I/We NOT Good , You/They NOT Good - Same 

Then if something is declared then it is done as a singleton i.e. a single declared thing, not in 

comparison with another group or individual. We remove the habitual use of 

the SAME/DIFFERENT COMPARISON, especially with Tribes - groups 

and Individuals - each observed act shows us “the content of their character NOT the colour of their 

skin”.   We can still talk about individuals and groups and explore the meanings of good and bad or 

Not Good and Not bad - WITHOUT rushing to instant Tribal comparisons - NOT Rushing to 

judgement. This removes the personal attack (ad-hominem) and Mob tribal responses. Even 

binary thinkers should be able to cope with this idea because it has reduced 4 PAIRED statements 

(8 ideas) to 4 statements - 4 ideas. 
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 I/We NOT Bad 

 You/They NOT Bad  

 I/We NOT Good 

 You/They NOT Good 

The discussion of what is Not Bad and what is Not Good takes place. 

We can take it a little further and end up with: 

Not I/We - Not Bad - Not Same 

i.e. 

1. Avoiding being a narcissist and groupthink Mob 

2. Avoiding the Bad 

3. Avoiding the Same habitual thing 

https://channelmcgilchrist.com/home/ Our talent for division, for seeing the parts, is of 

staggering importance – second only to our capacity to transcend it, in order to see the whole’ 

Iain McGilchrist 

Even binaries should be able to understand this. 

Racism and other Groupthink https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-

and-other-Groupthink.pdf  

Observe – The Fool and the Expert https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/09/Observe-The-Fool-and-The-Expert.pdf  

Debates – Human Difficulties https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Debates-

Human-Difficulties.pdf  

We can help shift our biases and focus and reframe the habitual 4 binary pair comparisons. We can 

use the NOT to change the 4 binary pairs to  

 SAME/NOT SAME (and Different/Not Different) 

 BAD/NOT BAD (and Good/Not Good) 

 GROUP/NOT GROUP or INDIVIDUAL/NOT INDIVIDUAL 

 MY GROUP/NOT MY GROUP or ME/NOT ME 

Exploring the NOT SAME of things gives us more debate and insight. For example if we are to look at 

the Sun and the Moon in the sky we might say “They are the same because they are both circles 

which go around the earth - they also seem to be about the same size in the sky” 

So if we smugly assume that they are mostly the “SAME” we might miss out in discovering “NOT 

SAME” (different) things which might help our nuanced understanding of many other things we 

might take for granted or fail to notice. 

https://channelmcgilchrist.com/home/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-and-other-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/Racism-and-other-Groupthink.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Observe-The-Fool-and-The-Expert.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/09/Observe-The-Fool-and-The-Expert.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Debates-Human-Difficulties.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/10/Debates-Human-Difficulties.pdf
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So some of the more astute will notice an extreme certain opposite of the various binary paired 

NOTs is SAME, GOOD, GROUP, MY GROUP/ME - which is of course the model that Marxist, 

Communist, Socialist, Muslim, Religious Fanatics, Causists, Zeolot tribal crusaders follow. The 

Narcissist then gets rid of “GROUP”  to become  SAME, GOOD, ME. Claire O’Neil scoffs and Laughs 

and attacks individuals, Tanya Plibersek scoffs laughs and personally attacks, Anthony Albanese lies, 

scoffs and attacks, Richard Marles laughs, scoffs and attacks, Katy Gallagher throws her head back 

with a full belly laugh, scoffs and attacks and calls out the mob (appalling tribal violnece), China and 

Russian Tyrants scoff, laugh and belittle - how much happiness and goodness they feel - what 

smuglifunts they are - Chinese people all laugh, cheer and clap themselves in large mob type heel 

clicking stiff marching saluting tribal groups, North Koreans Cheer, Laugh and clap themselves, 

Muslims all laugh, cheer and clap themselves in large groups, burn flags while they demonize others 

and claim permanent victimhood (entitled victim narrative - passive aggressive war mongerers) and 

ultimate “truth”  - See How Good We are - We are all the SAME - we are a GROUP we are the GOOD 

GROUP. Come join us and laugh, clap and sing while we kill the “Others”. The 

Muslims/Ottoman/Khans all laughed while they killed people. It feels so “Good”. 

 Will the binaries ever escape their smug victim entitlement? 

 Will the binaries ever escape their tribal vendettas and corruption? 

 Tolerance does not mean tolerating other declared victim groups, you stupid tribes  

To stress the point - when I say  “women (on average), Blacks, Causists, Binary extremists, Religious 

Fanatics  and other Tribalists” - I am NOT SAYING white men are a better tribe or even validating the 

idea that tribal language is a GOOD idea. 

But why Jon, you ask - why the Nots - why concentrate on the nots? Maybe… 

 

OR MAYBE WHAT YOU CAN DO IS READ THE SAME BOOK OVER AND OVER AGAIN, GO TO 

PRAYERS 6 TIMES A DAY EVERY DAY AT THE SAME TIME AND DO THE SAME THING AND STAY 

WITH THE SAME PEOPLE FOR THE REST OF YOUR TROGLODYTE EXISTENCE. 

The Lack of Meaning of Mean on Average 
There are many Bad Actors in the world who misuse statistics deliberately but also to there are far 

more people who are simply too ignorant and disinterested to understand what average means. See 

Humanistman Meta Frames https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/  Equality and 

Diversity https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-

Equality-and-Diversity.pdf  

Let me explain in simple terms - there are many things we can declare - the declared is - and we can 

take some measurement of them. For example we can declare a Tree, a specific Cat, A Tall Building, 

a specific Person and a Cloud and we can take a measurement of those specific declared  things - Say 

Height above the earth surface. So we have a set of numbers based of a pre determined measuring 

stick - in this case “Height above the reference point” in this example being the surface of the earth. 

https://humanistman.com/home/frames/meta-frames/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-Equality-and-Diversity.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/03/07-Humanism-Meta-Frame-Equality-and-Diversity.pdf
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We get 5 numbers that represent the number of Measuring sticks to the Measuring Point top 

(height) of each declared thing above the point of reference.  Note that in the choice of Clouds we 

have some obvious choices about the measuring point. If you divide the addition of all the numbers - 

the Sum by the certain number of selected things - you get the Mean - the Average - which is 

represented as new number - What does this mean?  People would struggle to find any meaning in 

this number - at best they could explain the process they used -  their reference point, the definition 

of each declared thing and their choice of measuring stick. This explanation provides no meaning to 

the average number in any way other to explain the process used. This is very much like the 

Religions, witch trials, heresy trials, ANU “research” papers, Alchemy and hoodoo voodoo shaman 

type process.  Explaining the process does not explain the meaning of the Mean. 

1. We selected a certain number of these arbitrarily declared and selected things - Declared Is 

- real and imagined - Carl Sagan’s invisible purple Dragon in his garage. 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/The_Dragon_in_My_Garage  

2. We choose a reference point - Declared Is - real or imagined (The Book of certainty, The 

Rules, The Flat Earth) 

3. We choose a point of measurement - Declared is - time, accuracy, precision and other things 

4. We chose our own measuring stick - Declared Is - real or imagined (Devoutness, my feelings, 

Sin, Evil, Good deeds,  Group solidarity, the wind in the trees, the Omens of Portent, R 

Number, Opaqueness, Clarity, offense caused (18C), Popularity) 

5. We created an arbitrary number which Means - Average so it sounds scientific because we 

used maths by adding and dividing. 

6. We donned our white coats/Purple robes/Tea Towels/Holy garments and will now 

pronounce - Declared Is -  what this all means. 

7. The next step is for the expert (Trust the scientists/Shaman, believe all women) to use the 

Binary 4 Paris to make their declaration.(The Drama Triangle) 

https://rationalwiki.org/wiki/The_Dragon_in_My_Garage
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Then Authoritarian Binary types will Mandate and criminalize things which are different to the 

Average - things that are not “Equal” to Average.  (Socialism, Communism, Marxism, Groupthink, 

etc) Things which are Above Average - will be demonized as Bad and Fined and Criminalized (e.g. The 

West - See all UN Funding programs and “Climate banks”) or they will be Celebrated as Good and 

“High Achievers” or “Special” - e.g. hypocritically 60% women victims in public service. Things which 

are below average will be called victims and be given things (mandated by heroes) taken away 

(Resentment - retribution - average justice) from those who are above average. All trying to get to 

the certain Average “Equality”. Climate scientists will proclaim - in a Papal Bull kind of way - that all 

clouds should be at the average Height of “6” - because that is the mandated average and that the 

world will end if clouds are not at the average height. If there is above average Rainfall it is a 

“Climate Catastrophe” and if there is below average rainfall it is a “Climate Catastrophe”  - in other 

words the entitled victim narrative occupies the average position. See Climate Emergency and 

Women’s Hysteria - “The Sky is falling”. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henny_Penny  

 

Now some people will argue about the method used and the accuracy of “the number” and call 

themselves experts - but they will still embrace the idea of “average” and mandating Binary (drama 

triangle) extremism based on “the number” - Binary Tribalists. Like in Month Python’s the life of 

Brian when they argued over the Certain “Shoe” or the Certain “Gourd” (featuring Spike Milligan). 

MANDATING USING THE AVERAGE IS NOT A GOOD IDEA. See the “United” Nations, Women, Black 

Tribalists, the source of the Entitled Victim Narrative and even the Book “Noise” by Daniel 

Kahneman , Olivier Sibony and Cass R. Sunstein where they confuse Average with “good” and they 

miss seeing that Noise (as they describe it is Statistical Noise) fail to recognize Shannon’s paper and 

its meaning C. E. Shannon, "Communication in the Presence of Noise," in Proceedings of the IRE, vol. 

37, no. 1, pp. 10-21, Jan. 1949, doi: 10.1109/JRPROC.1949.232969. keywords: {Electron 

tubes;Voltage;Bandwidth;Circuits;Shape;Klystrons;Frequency measurement;Gain 

measurement;Communication systems;Telephony},  https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1697831 

, miss Chaos and the work of https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitchell_Feigenbaum Mitch j 

Feigenbaum, Leibniz, Smoot and many others) mandating Average is not a good idea - especially 

when you wave the crusading “justice” sword around with it. This is related to the” 3 body problem 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henny_Penny
https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/document/1697831
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mitchell_Feigenbaum
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(the problem with the Pythagoras power law)” “Chaos” , lack of certainty, room to question, 

complexity, etc. 

It is an idea of the west NOT to overuse or mandate averages. It is an idea of the west to explore 

the complexity of things and to come to a greater conscious understanding of each individual 

circumstance. 

Let us examine an example which shows the difference in meaning of words by using the same word 

- often used by women to claim entitled group victim status and Australia Day Awards. RAPE. 

Note when  we talk about ”rape” in the west it means when a man rapes a women - no other 

combinations are allowed into the debate. 

There are many horrific crimes committed all over the world every day. There is no denying the 

brutality and bad behaviour of many individuals. Apart from brutalities in war there were also brutal  

trials and serial killers https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Niers There is no historical evidence to 

support an assertion that a particular group (tribe) is more of a victim of crime and bad behaviour 

throughout history nor has the idea of emphasizing  binary and drama triangle frames of groupthink 

and Perpetrator/Victim/Hero been shown to reduce violence and destruction. Countries which 

exhibit tribalism - especially around the perpetrator/hero/victim narrative seem to be the most 

brutal and less developed humans.  Dan Dennett: The Evolution of Understanding on Several Levels 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK2xSHCsOhc  History has emphasized a move away from 

constant tribalism and towards other things like: 

 

Let us compare a situation where a man and woman spend hours together drinking together, 

smiling, laughing, chatting and agreeing to go as a couple to a private room where they can be by 

themselves with no outside observers. At any stage of the process anyone can leave or seek help if 

they feel threatened or upset. The woman may not be wearing many clothes or she may be trying to 

be attractive to men in general. The Man seems to be attracted and makes no sign that he is 

disinterested in her - in fact - just the opposite he showers her with attention. Next Rape is alleged 

and a Judge declares - on the balance of probabilities that she was “raped”. Any suggestion of partial 

responsibility or mitigating circumstances is called “Victim Blaming” (Passive Aggressive “believe all 

women” (entitled victim narrative)) because declared victims have no responsibility for any of their 

actions - (like School Girls who actively repeatedly and voluntarily engage in Sex with Male teachers). 

It is even offensive (18C) to discuss this or explore the complexities because it upsets the binaries 

and the tribal extremists. Debate is cancelled by the Victim. Take the knee.  

The Entitled victim narrative violently cancels all debate. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Peter_Niers
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MK2xSHCsOhc
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Then Hamas invades Israel and attacks, mutilates, de-humanizes and Rapes many people as well as 

killing many people and a Woman is “Raped”. Men and Woman are taken away as hostages and 

“Raped” The word “Rape” seems to have a slightly different meaning - it seems to depend on the 

circumstances. Context seems to add some meaning so that it is a NON binary word. 

Lets us examine a marriage where a women marries man, shares the same bed for years, has many 

children with and then declares that she never really liked him, sex was awful and she only stayed 

with him because he paid for her, gave her money, kept her safe from other people, fed her, looked 

after her and their children and the she claims one night she was “raped” by her husband in bed at 

home. This again seems like context is important so that the idea of declaring the word “Rape” and 

stating constantly “I was a Victim of Rape” is not a binary position - it is a little more complex than 

that. Women call this “Coercion” and “Economic Control” - because women permanently occupy - in 

their minds (and as legislated, mandated and taught) -the “Victim” category in the drama triangle. 

Katy Gallagher, for example, is corrupting the public service - a deliberate and permanent public 

servant Bad Actor  - like many of the Greens/Labour types - tyrannically misuse the statistical 

process deliberately to Mandate authoritarian (Draconian) oppressive laws , Call out the Mob and 

demonize individuals and groups of people as a deliberate and repeated strategy (Even her own 

colleagues in the Labour party) - all the while misusing government money, employing friends and 

tribal members using government money, lying, avoiding debate and attacking anyone (using the 

ABC and the Mob) who dares to question her Ignorance, her Knowledge her experience, her skills, 

her hypocrisy, her Virtue signaling, her Self interest (and her tribe - binary extremism) and  any of 

her absurd and incoherent declarations “I declare” ‘How dare you Question me”  “I have told you a 

little truth ‘the sky is mainly blue’ that is enough now GO AWAY” - (or Mark Dreyfuss “Don’t’ you 

know WHO I AM!” wagging his finger of outrage ) like any narcissistic Tyrannical Deluded 

psychopath.  Health Officials, Who and many other government officials around the world exhibit 

this kind of behaviour followed up with brutal attacks on the citizens , violence and oppression - 

Justin Trudeau, Dan Andrews,  New Zealand prime ministers, Australian state premiers, Russia, 

China, Iran, North Korea and many other tribal authoritarian regimes. 

Katy Gallagher acts in her own (and her tribes - Women) self interest while signaling this as “Virtue” 

and corrupts everything - laws, budgets and the country - to do this. She declares herself to be 

“Good” and on the “Right Side of History” - Albo agrees with this and also about themselves - as do 

all Greens/Labour types. They know they are Bad actors but do not care what anyone else thinks in 

a Putinesque, China dictator, Iranian Religious Zealot kind of way. Squatters, Invaders, Illegal 

immigrants, Muslims, Greens/Labour, Women, Blacks - as Self-Declared “groups” all have the same 

entitled victim mentality. But Katy does not have to even declare that she is Tribal and corrupt - it is 

mandated in Australia’s Discrimination Act to discriminate in favour of Women and Blacks and 

against men. Anthony Albanese -  claims there is too much violence against women in Australia 

https://www.news.com.au/national/politics/anthony-albanese-expresses-concerns-over-high-rates-

of-women-against-women-after-bondi-attack/news-story/32b07aaf8e9914d11aa55e134324deaf yet 

more men are victims of violence (on average)  than women.  But as a smug tribalist and virtue 

signaler he ignores realty to signal his “goodness” .  In reality - and as a quite cynical tribal move - 

they are once again “calling at the mob of victimhood” - especially as it works so well with women  

and blacks (on average pig-ignorant tribal types) and weak minded men - to try to gain “Popularity” 

https://www.news.com.au/national/politics/anthony-albanese-expresses-concerns-over-high-rates-of-women-against-women-after-bondi-attack/news-story/32b07aaf8e9914d11aa55e134324deaf
https://www.news.com.au/national/politics/anthony-albanese-expresses-concerns-over-high-rates-of-women-against-women-after-bondi-attack/news-story/32b07aaf8e9914d11aa55e134324deaf
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so they can Demonize and attack their political opponents in a tribal “heroic” kind of way and win 

back “power” so they can be even more corrupt and self serving. 

Like Sharrie Markson “Women and their children need to be released by Hamas” - fully tribal, binary 

types - playing deluded “heroes” in the tribal drama triangle. Peta Credlin “Targets for Women”, etc. 

All women (with very few exceptions)  - very much like black tribes and weak minded men - are 

completely driven by  their constant tribal victim narrative and attack anyone who dares to question 

their tribal victim status. They will do “whatever it takes” “from the river to the sea” to chant their 

mob entitled victim narratives and corrupt any public servant job they have - schools, universities, 

politics, law, courts, media, business, charities - to assert their constant victim narrative and 

demonize the “others”. 

But Greens/Labour have form on manipulating the insecurities, anxieties and tribal instincts of the 

population declaring “all men have failed the women of Australia” “Black lives Matter“ “Black 

Causes” “Palestinians are victims of Jews” positive discrimination for women and blacks - playing the 

Drama triangle “Hero” and demonizing the “Perpetrator” and those who fail to take the knee to the 

virtue signaling “heroic” causes. They walk in front of Mobs and Cheer on Mob tribes all the time. 

They sing songs of tribalism and chant repeated dim-wit slogans and mob chants all the time - like 

any “good” religious fanatic. Their constant cynical contempt for reality, the people of Australia and 

the concept of Nation knows no bounds. 

Albanese is a serial LIAR, ABUSER and Virtue signaler of Not coherent, Not cohesive and Not 

comprehensive TRIBAL VICTIM NARRATIVES placing himself as the Tyrannical Hero - what cretanous 

abusive tribal deluded “hero” behaviour. He behaves very much like the Hamas crusading murdering 

psychopaths and other Muslim extremists who ring their mummy and Say “Mummy you would be so 

proud I me today - I Murdered Jews - I Feel so Happy - I Feel so Proud - Today is a great day for 

justice” - “Mummy , You would be so proud of me , I did  Good Things today - I saved all victims Like 

Us - I attacked those who dared to question me - Mummy you would be so proud of me” or Hawke 

“No child shall live in poverty as victims of those Tories” YaY! ”Good is Great”   Fat Dumb and Lazy 

people double down on their confirmation bias “Look how good I am, Mummy!” Toto wags his tail in 

delight as they hop the Taxpayer funded Plane over Alice Springs on their way to the Tennis. “I am 

the wonderful Wizard of Oz, because, because, because, because, because, because, because, 

because .. all of the wonderful things I does. I am so Good, Dum, de Dum Dum - always was, always 

does.” 

 But Albanese has form on being above the Law and Declaring how “Good” he is - he personally 

overturned the Federal court by allowing a “NON-refugee” family to stay in Australia. As far as I can 

tell he does not think he is behaving like a Tyrant or, if he does, he believes that behaving like a 

tyrant is a “Good” thing to do. He will do or say Anything - any lie, Repeating the lies over and over 

(Supported and cheered on by the ABC),”All Men have failed the women of Australia”, any 

overturning of federal law, Any Black Activism, Any Secret Deals with people to claim how “Good” he 

is. He will do “Whatever it Takes” “THE ENDS JUSTIFIES THE MEANS” (no matter what the 

consequences to the Nation or the “others” , Tories, farmers, people who don’t vote for him, etc 

are) to be “Good” and on “the right side of History” for the “Deserving Ones” not like those “others” 

the “Baddies”. Gough Whitlam ran the country into the ground financially - Albo is doing everything 

he can to grovel and take the knee to that Murderous Dictator (mandated dictator for life)  in China, 
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Withdrawing from a Rules Based order, Withdrawing from Trade Laws, Darwin Port and other 

invasions by China, Making Secret deals (Called hypocritically as “being Open and Transparent” - “I 

have been ‘open’ with you - We made a Secret Deal” “How dare You!”) with China (Penny Wong 

Included) to sentence an Australian Man to Death and ensure that the rule of Law does not matter - 

only his personality “Good” , secret deals and the complete destruction of Law, Order , the rules 

based order and the destruction of the Australian Nation.  

What is he thinking? Why does he think that this behaviour is a GOOD IDEA? He will not say or 

explain anything - is it the NULL Space taken over by the GOOD Tyrant? Trust me, I’m GOOD. 

 “I cannot ask someone else to do what I personally am not capable of” - What Albo is not capable 

of is MANY THINGS - including the ability to escape his own narcissism. His incompetence, lack of 

knowledge, love of virtue signaling and incapacity to learn is only exceeded by his self interest. What 

a Bad Actor he is. 

 

See Relativity https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Relativity.pdf  “The title of 

hero is the rubbish of the weak minded.” “So when a Child asks a question and you respond with 

“it is just because it is”, “It’s the way we do it here”, “because it is the right thing” - it is not that 

they have reached the limit of their intelligence – they have reached the limit of your intelligence 

This rampant tribalism destroys, societies, destroys, excellence, destroys creativity, destroys the 

individual and destroys the development of humanity - sustainability itself. 

 

Individual Achievement NOT Mob responses - Local Boy Achieves - 

Valuing the Individual 
What happens in the 1500s is that most people in Europe recognized young boys and girls with 

talent and then sponsor them and encourage them to learn, explore, develop, take the grand tours 

of Europe, write and then teach others what they have learned. They did this with some pride and 

appreciated it when the Local Boy Did Good on the larger world stage. Children started learning 

when they could speak and many went to universities from the age of 7 onwards. Children as young 

as 11 were fighting in wars but they were also travelling the world and studying at universities. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tycho_Brahe From ages 6  to 12, Tycho attended Latin school, 

probably in Nykøbing. At age 12, on 19 April 1559, Tycho began studies at the University of 

Copenhagen.. Jørgen Thygesen Brahe, however, wanted Tycho to educate himself in order to become 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/05/Relativity.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tycho_Brahe
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a civil servant, and sent him on a study tour of Europe in early 1562. 15-year old Tycho was given as 

mentor the 19-year-old Anders Sørensen Vedel, whom he eventually talked into allowing the pursuit 

of astronomy during the tour 

To give some context - I have examined over 5,009 individuals born in the 1500s. There are 28,000 

individuals on the Wikipedia database in that time period I have not yet examined or lack detailed 

information. So I have seen about 1/7 of Wikipedia in the 1500s. There are of course millions of 

people in that time period I know nothing about but have glimpsed while reading books and stories 

of the more well known people. So let us just check that idea. How many people do you know have 

looked at places, times, events, people or more than 5000 people in one time period of one hundred 

years? 

Or to put in another way - I have examined the written record of over 26,000 people up to the year 

of 1600. Is that a waste of time? What could I possibly learn? 

It has only recently occurred to me that the Mob and Tribal responses deeply entrenched in most life 

forms on earth are matched in human beings by an equally deeply entrenched desire to achieve at 

the individual level. Individuals are driven to achieve as individuals while at the same time 

recognizing their group affiliation in some kind of balance. (plurality) 

I was talking about this with some people at Golf and one person asked me if I had ever witnessed a 

hole in one - I have not but I can imagine the feeling. Even if you only witness the event you feel 

some kind of joy and excitement about the event. One of the young pros at my golf club recently 

scored a hole in one on a Par 4. An amazing event, even if you do not see it but simply hear about it. 

This is not the same as a mob response - it is a response of individuals who recognize the event and 

see it for what it is - simply amazing. 

We see this in witnessed sports - cricket, soccer, tennis, etc. A good game played well with special 

events witnessed provides some joy to individuals in the crowd - a shared individual response. YOU 

APPLAUD THE OPPOSITION’S (the other tribe) GOOD EVENTS and APPRECIATE SPECIAL EVENTS 

FOR WHAT THEY ARE. The English had this perfected over the centuries because crowds in watching 

cricket would clap and respect GOOD PLAY not form into TRIBAL MOBS. Everyone would “applaud” a 

good shot and or catch well taken “Good Shot Old chap” - “Well done” - in a restrained appreciation 

of individual events - not rampant tribal cheering and cuddling and demonizing of “others”. This 

refined appreciation of individuals and individual events in cricket became the benchmark of 

decency and decent behaviour to the extent what someone tended to tribalness or not playing fairly 

they were gently remonstrated with by the phrase “That’s simply Not Cricket, old man” “That’s not 

the way to do it” - so they could go off and think about things for a while and maybe learn how to 

behave. The Paying of “Money” i.e. making sports “professional” has damaged the idea of “fair play” 

and instilled a “win at all costs” mentality - especially when large amounts of money are involved. 

The Olympics historically was entirely amateur and was implemented by the Greeks to help break 

down tribalness. 

For example - I applauded Simon Smith when he hit Six Sixes off me when I bowled my over in a 

Saturday CCSCA cricket match in the suburb of Banks many years ago. It was a very small oval - but 

still!! See Gary Sobers and Malcom Nash 
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https://www.thecricketer.com/Topics/domestic/my_goodness_its_gone__way_down_to_swansea_

nash_and_sobers_remember_the_six_sixes_50_years_on.html  

You DON’T resent amazing events because of YOUR TRIBE. 

But this exactly what women, blacks, religious extremists, (tribal entitled victim narrative - on 

average) and other tribal victim types do. They cannot appreciate someone achieving something 

without denigrating Men and only appreciating Women and Blacks. E.g. Columbus only sailed to 

America because he was a privileged white man - a women would have done it faster, better and 

sooner if she wasn’t a victim of oppression, they declare and teach at universities. Women, Blacks 

and weak minded men repeat this propaganda every day in a deluded narcissistic (virtue signaling) 

zombie mind set - a constant dim smug “haze” of pig-ignorance and groupthink. 

The TRIBAL “Win at all costs” mentality has infested many sports - including the Australian Cricket 

team who cheat whenever they think they can get away with it and suffer no consequences. Or to 

put it another way - people who cheat at golf are only fooling themselves - they are deluded. They 

are missing out on the joys of life in a “Thus Spake Zarathustra” kind of way. MOST sport is MONEY 

now - not the game and fair play. 

The tribal hate filled people we have now - women, blacks, muslims (on average - tribal entitled 

victim narratives), religious zealots, ABC Board management and staff, universities, courts, 

politicians, etc - cannot appreciate anything or show any gratitude for anything in life. This is why we 

see blacks, women, muslims, Tribalists  destroy everything and tear things down - as binary tribal 

extremists they have little understanding or appreciation of anything in life - no understanding of 

history - Fat, Dumb and Lazy no understanding of humanity no appreciation - complete narcissism 

(two year old tantrums).  The ISIS hordes have much in common with Alice springs blacks , inner city 

Melbourne elites and Teal women and weak minded men. This is why Greens/Labour are hell bent 

on destroying the Law, the public service and the nation for their own tribal satisfaction. When 

people cheer on tribal resentment and destruction (law, courts, media, public service, schools, 

universities, art, statues, peace, houses, “lets burn this place down - who is with me?” (Motto at 

ABC), smashing cars, smashing windows, smashing heads, kicking people when they are down)  IT’S 

A SIGN OF THINGS TO COME 

 

Habitual PERMANENT ENTITLED VICTIM and PERMANENT HEROIC CRUSADER 

Pay attention - “It’s Time” (trade marked Labour party slogan) to stop some habits and make 

different choices. Let us have a debate. See Time Reaction Pattern Habit Plan 

https://www.thecricketer.com/Topics/domestic/my_goodness_its_gone__way_down_to_swansea_nash_and_sobers_remember_the_six_sixes_50_years_on.html
https://www.thecricketer.com/Topics/domestic/my_goodness_its_gone__way_down_to_swansea_nash_and_sobers_remember_the_six_sixes_50_years_on.html
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https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf  

Time to Wake up Not Woke Up https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Time-to-

Wake-Up-not-Woke-Up.pdf  

Why NOT NOT a Human Manifesto 
I am reluctant to mandate humanity.  See Why Not A Humanist Manifesto 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Why-Not-A-Humanist-Manifesto.pdf  

But Betrand Russell has already had a go it this by emphasizing the nots of things - not as a certain 

“THALT SHALL NOT” but more as a general approach in some kind of balanced focus way.  A Liberal 

Decalogue 1951 https://www.themarginalian.org/2012/05/02/a-liberal-decalogue-bertrand-russell/  

https://www.scribd.com/doc/202549106/A-Liberal-Decalogue 

https://cdn.preterhuman.net/texts/thought_and_writing/philosophy/Russell,%20Bertrand/Russell,

%20Bertrand%20-%20A.Liberal.Decalogue.pdf  

I do think that expressing things as a NOT declaration I may be able to suggest some things which 

seem to me to be a product of the development of Western civilizations - and idea of the west. 

1. Merit Based Selections NOT Nepotism, Groupthink and Corruption 
Reduce ministerial appointments, Office of Women, Departments of Blacks, Charities for Blacks and 

Women, Discrimination Act (which actively discriminates against men and in favour of women and 

blacks). The discrimination Act needs to be removed entirely it has been a total failure of idea and 

has lead to increased groupthink and mandated corruption - See Katy Gallagher, Penny Wong, ABC 

and the rest of Greens/Labour types. DO NOT Legislate everything as mandated authoritarian 

dogma. 

2. Improve Discussions and Debates NOT Tribalism and Tribal Activism 

in Education 
Defund schools who teach tribalism and activism instead of basic skills in education. Reform the 

general agenda. DO NOT reward tribal based activism in universities - encourage debates instead. 

E.g. like the Oxford debating society. Arrest, Fail, Expel people who interrupt and stop organized 

debates and discussion and educate people that stopping debates is a NOT A GOOD IDEA and NOT 

an idea of the west. This includes the ABC and any organization receiving government funds. Get rid 

of Stan Grant from any funded debates as he will only keep telling people to “Leave the Room” - I am 

Offended” 

This includes the National Press Club in Canberra which is full of tribal activists - women and black 

activists and weak minded men and makes no attempt at being professional or impartial - especially 

favouring women and black activists “lets burn this place down - who is with me?”  and against 

anyone who questions their tribal activism. Pig ignorant barbarians and Tribal “Causists” 

DO NOT reward tribal actions, tribal victimhood or disruptive activism used instead of debate. 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Time-Reaction-Pattern-Habit-Plan.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Time-to-Wake-Up-not-Woke-Up.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/Time-to-Wake-Up-not-Woke-Up.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/Why-Not-A-Humanist-Manifesto.pdf
https://www.themarginalian.org/2012/05/02/a-liberal-decalogue-bertrand-russell/
https://www.scribd.com/doc/202549106/A-Liberal-Decalogue
https://cdn.preterhuman.net/texts/thought_and_writing/philosophy/Russell,%20Bertrand/Russell,%20Bertrand%20-%20A.Liberal.Decalogue.pdf
https://cdn.preterhuman.net/texts/thought_and_writing/philosophy/Russell,%20Bertrand/Russell,%20Bertrand%20-%20A.Liberal.Decalogue.pdf
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3.  Encourage fair play and fair dealing NOT Win at all costs and the 

Ends justifies the means 
In schools, business and sports - remove tribalism and group think - DO NOT encourage cheating or 

Tribal “Winning”  - discourage Cheating, Lying, Stealing, Market manipulation, Blackmail, Gambling, 

Drugs, Moral grandstanding. Focus on the “JOB AT HAND” NOT the tribes or groups. DO NOT pay 

people large amounts of money for anything - encourage fair play and communities NOT RICH 

SUPERSTARS (Elitism -“Special” “Enititled” - corruption of politicians, graft, grift, etc) Stop paying 

people TOO MUCH MONEY. 

i.e. people do not know what “winning” means in the same way they don’t know what “happiness” 

is. Not Losing everything all the time and Not feeling sad/bad all the time. “Excellence” is not 

amassing all the gold in the land and putting it in cave in Samarkand (Barbarian hordes) - it is not 

that “money does not buy happiness” - it does not buy you humanity, achievement or anything else 

you, as an individual, might really find interesting. Take the Knee to “gold”. Money Buys “Illusions” 

and “Delusions” - NOT reality.  Malcolm Turnbill in an expensive suit , a “sumptuous garment” is still 

Malcolm Turnbill. 

Lately the model for “winning” has included excess money to be spent on drugs and excessive grand 

displays of wealth - as if that represents “Happiness” or “Fulfillment” - finally “‘I have “made it”” 

Andrew Barr encourages Drug Taking and is proud of himself and everything he does with Taxpayer’s 

money in Canberra - He is “rich” at everyone else’s expense with a Debt that will not be paid off in 

his lifetime. 

Lately Women have wanted their own “sports” to play and then want to paid the same as men who 

do very well as if they are being “discriminated against” as a group e.g. darts. The Entitled Victim 

narrative and Drama Triangle which women and Blacks habitually adopt.  

Encourage more OPEN COMPETITION - regardless of group.  Do NOT set up too many tribal group 

Sports. 

Women are now arguing for legislated and mandated  “safe spaces” because women (on average - 

entitled victim narrative) declare they are victims of everything (men) and need to be special. 

Here is a list of some sports and activities which are open to everyone as open competitions. 

Chess, Cards, Fishing, Darts, Table Tennis, Badminton, Snooker, Lawn Bowls, Archery, Shooting, 

Equestrian, Show jumping, Sailing, Skiing, Curling, Springboard Diving, Racecar driving, Poetry, Mini 

Golf, Garden Design, Rose Breeding, Writing Books, Art, Music, Figure Skating, Dancing, Singing, 

Magic tricks, entertainment in general, Bobsleigh, Farming, Sewing, Cooking, Embroidery, Knitting, 

Doll making, All crafts, Clothes design, Architecture, Surfing, Kite Flying, all board games, all 

computer games, all intelligence tests and game questions shows, Clothes Modeling, model making,  

remote controlled planes, sheep herding, chicken sexing, flower arrangement, Cake baking, Scones, 

Fish Breeding, Weaving, Spinning, Knitting, Science, Physics, Astronomy, Medicine, Pharmaceuticals, 

Drama, Acting,  Painting, Raising Children, teaching, Philosophy, agricultural produce, public 

speaking, debate, etc.  
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Many women who lose at professional darts (prize money awarded) claim to be victims of men - not 

losing to a better individual competitor but OPPRESSED BY A TRIBE. Permanent tribal entitled victim 

narrative. 

Then the question becomes - Why have a women’s weight lifting competition? - I mean, exactly 

what is the point of it??? Is it to pretend that the winner is the “best” and needs to be paid prize 

money and respected as much as the winner of the open competition??? Is it to encourage women 

to become better at lifting weights? Or is it just for fun and individual satisfaction and NOT FOR 

MONEY and NOT FOR tribal glory. 

4. Re-establish the Commonwealth of Australia NOT Tribal and racial 

states 
Have one national flag and no tribal flags - do NOT MANDATE TRIBALISM - constant entrenched 

tribalism has no place - remove tribal flags for governments including state and local. Establish 

commonwealth legislation as supreme on commonwealth matters - defence, commonwealth land 

and borders, legal frameworks, international relations and diplomacy, foreign ownership and 

contracts, immigration, education standards, judicial standards, university funding, school funding, 

national broadcasting services, trade agreements and tariffs (GATT)  taxes, international funding and 

aid programs - and leave states to state matters. Revoke native title and declare all lands as being 

part of the nation of the commonwealth of Australia while respecting individual ownership and 

other NON TRIBAL rights. .e.g. Ayers Rock and all so called “sacred sites” are on commonwealth land 

and not subject to Native Tribes violence ownership , abuse, control or protracted legal warfare. Nor 

can Muslims, Christians, Blacks, Women, etc claim special ownership or rights on commonwealth 

land. (tribal entitled victim narrative) 

De fund organizations which declare tribalism, race and entitled victim narratives leading to violence 

or constant activism as part of their agenda. 

The City of the Sun - Document[1602] Rank(50) Author(Tommaso Campanella) Age(34) 

Keyword(Group Development Politics) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_of_the_Sun  

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2816/2816-h/2816-h.htm  

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/1040 He was tortured and brutalized for many years and 

then wrote this: 

The City of the Sun https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_of_the_Sun  In the City of the Sun no 

occupation is vile or base, and all are of equal dignity—in fact, those workers who are required to 

expend greater effort, such as artisans and builders, receive more praise. Everyone must be 

acquainted with all lines of work, and then each person practices the one for which he shows the 

greatest aptitude. They have no servants, and no service is regarded as unworthy. The only thing 

that they consider to be despicable is idleness, and in this way they come to privilege the dignity of 

work and to overturn an absurd conception of nobility, linked to inactivity and vice. 

Invalidating The Null Hypothesis 
No change, doing the same, NOT changing, NOT thinking about change, Not assessing things, NOT 

debating, NOT seeking to understand, Not reacting at all. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_of_the_Sun
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/2816/2816-h/2816-h.htm
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/1040
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_of_the_Sun
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We have a Greens/Labour group of politicians who are like rabbits staring at the car lights - stuck 

dumb, mute, scared, violent - fear and flight - in full on tribal attack and abuse. Can NOT discuss, see 

or talk about things - can NOT examine the world - like all the other Barbarians - smug, sneering, 

laughing, abusive, violent, corrupt. Deluded, Corrupt, Abusive. 

Another analogy is a ship of Fools. A Ship with an insane demented deluded captain crewed by 

untalented self-interested corrupt lying psychopaths.  Defiled, well dressed, deluded souls. 

The Ship of Fools by Sebastian Brandt https://www.gutenberg.org/files/20179/20179-h/20179-

h.htm  

"It is not clothing can make a man be good 
Better is in ragges pure liuing innocent 
Than a soule defiled in sumptuous garment." 
 
The Divine Comedy Hell by Dante Alighieri https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1001/1001-h/1001-

h.htm  

“O me! what is it, Master, that I see? 
    Pray let us go,” I said, “without an escort, 
    If thou knowest how, since for myself I ask none. 
 
If thou art as observant as thy wont is, 
    Dost thou not see that they do gnash their teeth, 
    And with their brows are threatening woe to us?” 
 
And he to me: “I will not have thee fear; 
    Let them gnash on, according to their fancy, 
    Because they do it for those boiling wretches.” 
 
Along the left-hand dike they wheeled about; 
    But first had each one thrust his tongue between 
    His teeth towards their leader for a signal; 
 
And he had made a trumpet of his rump. 
 

Is the Null hypothesis valid? So I probably need to explore the ramifications of a NOT, NOT on a 

declared Null? Do nothing and have no measurement then what? Maybe start by cleaning your 

room and thinking about it. (Jordan Peterson) 

So for all those tribal and corrupt politicians - can you explain using words??? Why is 60% equal? - 

why do you think tribalism and tribal governments are a good idea???? Put your big-boy pants on 

and try some adult conversations. Stop rump trumpeting and use words. 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/20179/20179-h/20179-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/20179/20179-h/20179-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1001/1001-h/1001-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1001/1001-h/1001-h.htm
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 Terry Gilliam, Monty Python - Copyright - Fair use public 

interest, partial extract, not for profit. 

So when the local tribal tyrannical psychopathic says to you “Well, Do you have a BETTER IDEA?” 

Suggest - “discussion, debate, hypothesis testing, exploration, etc“ 

1. Avoiding being a narcissist and groupthink Mob 

2. Avoiding the Bad 

3. Avoiding the Same habitual thing 

 

So - Test Out my ideas - grapple with issues.  Do not Label me a “Heretic” to be burned or a “False 

Prophet”, Examine the “Truth” of the matter.  

Do you really think that taking the Knee to Tribes, Voodoo Witch Doctors and Blacks from deep dark 

culturally sensitive Ooga Booga land and their magic smoke ceremonies, rhinoceros horns, and 

ancient mystical fantasies are going to “save the world” - what tribal dim-wits you are. What a stupid 

“Bunt” you who cannot say the letter ”C” (Monty Python). Start calling yourself names like Ignorant, 

tribal, selfish, self-centered, Arrogant, Smug, violent, disinterested, fearful,……Human. If you are 

going to do NAME CALLING, START WITH YOURSELF! 

William Alabaster, Alabaster’s Conversion (1599) 

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/alabconv/text.html  Wicliffe and such, and in our own time 

Martin Luther, Jhon Calvin, and many others such as have been Contrivers and heades of new 

heresies and sectes. And thes men for distinction sake are called by the church in these times 

Archheretiques (as you might call or say principall dyvels), and greatest in that principalitie and 

kingdom in autority. 

4. Another type of men are those who, although first grounded in the Catholic faith, go astray 

through simplicity or inconstancy, or for that they have itching ears, as the Apostle saith, and 

neglecting real faith and the light of truth, which they beforehand enjoyed, they do attach 

themselves freely to some opinion which presents itself or is disseminated by others. 

Between these and the first there is much in common, and they are properly called 

heretiques (as Augsutine notes) if they hold with new opinions against all who form together 

the Church, and they choose obstinately to follow the inventions of other men who trust their 

own judgment above all, of which case it seemeth the Apostle especially speaketh: Non 

circumferamur fluctuantes omni vento doctrinae, let us not be carried away floating after 

every new blast of doctrine. And elsewhere the same Apostle, in instructing his follower 

Timothy to avoid falling into the snares which are laid by men of these new opinions, saith o 

Timothee depositum custodi devitans profanas vocum novitates et oppositiones falsi nominis 

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/alabconv/text.html
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scientiae quam quidam promittentes circa fidem exciderunt, Oh Timothie keep well the 

deposit committed unto thee in trust and avoide profane and vain babbling and the 

opposition of the science such as falsely is so called. And this is the reason why heresies are 

permitted by Christ to arise, that one who is tested in this way may be more constant in 

faith. Nam oportet et haereses esse (saith St. Paul) ut et qui probati sunt manifesti fiant in 

vobis. So long before, Moses foresaw by divine grace that God would send false prophets 

who would test the love of his servants whether it be of their whole heart and mind. 

Can the Devil be Defamed? 
It is the nature of defamation trials to impugn the character of anyone being defamed so that the 

damages against them are reduced. “The Devil Did it!” - the basis of all witch-hunts, heretic 

burnings, Werewolf trials, Legal cases against men, mass murders and many wars.  Sleezebag 

lawyers and other legal grifter scum “dig up the dirt” on those defamed from anyone they can find - 

psychopaths, liars, fame seekers, grafters, “victims”, etc.  See the Crucible by Arthur Miller 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crucible . 

Greens/Labour do this all the time and will coerce, reward and encourage lunatic men and women 

to make allegations against someone who is being defamed. The Victoria police do this as well 

(Against Cardinal George Pell) so as to attack the person - who is essentially the victim of false 

allegations in the first place. If not outright false allegations they are best summarized as improvable 

at best if not outright malicious and profit seeking BAD ACTOR behaviour. Grifter Lawyers. 

Ambulance Chasers. USA. 

So Bad Actors are encouraged to declare their victim status and accuse someone - accuse someone 

who has already been defamed and no charges or legal case has proven their guilt beyond 

reasonable doubt. Women and the ABC do this habitually and with great Mob Tribal glee. 

This is the situation with women who allege anything against a man in Australia. 

This is a different concept to Rape cases where the person who is accusing people of raping them 

may have a long history of making allegations of being raped (the permanent victim narrative)  and 

the defense of the accused could rightly argue that this history of unproved allegations are material 

to the case at hand. But Women claim this is an injustice and that their mental history, drug use, 

pattern of making rape allegations against men and so on is admissible in court (especially rape 

trials, domestic violence and family law cases) - and that all women should be believed (as the 

entitled victim) no matter what the circumstances or the patterns of their constant false or 

improvable allegations. This is now enshrined  in laws in the West to protect women. Tribal virtue 

signaling  narcissists like Andrew Barr, Mark Drefuss (“Pooh-bah”) and Mark Speakman have been 

making these laws for years and weak minded men along with activist women around the country 

are continuing to destroy the law for the benefits of declared women victims - the tribal group. Men 

and women in all politics in Australia have the same Tribal mindset about laws for “women” that 

Speakman and Drefuss exhibit - especially displaying the “hero warrior” mode as they do it. Women 

do not have to prove ANYTHING they declare that they MUST BE BELIEVED. (else they will have a 

tantrum - and you know what women scorned do) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Crucible
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 In Canberra and NSW men are assumed guilty of allegations by women and protection orders are 

made against men where they are not even aware of the allegations made against them or can 

defend themselves in court. I received a Telephone call while in the cable car in Hong Kong by the 

police to say that orders had been made against me based on the allegations of a woman in 

Canberra. That Tribal Virtue Signaling Narcissist  - Andrew Barr and his collection of  similar dim 

tribalists at ACT Magistrate Courts - including the Ombudsman (North) and other so called “Human 

Rights” staff (Helen Watchirs and Heidi - now supported by the Public Prosecutor) are all behind this 

idea and it has been mandated and legislated in Canberra in the Domestic violence laws - which 

includes statements from women activists groups (ANROWS)  that women are the main victims of 

violence - women are the entitled victims as legislated in the Preamble.  

https://www.anrows.org.au/   

Magistrates in Canberra and Queanbeyan courts  - including A.C.T Chief Magistrate Lorraine Walker - 

all believe that women can allege and sign statutory declarations and repeatedly swear “oaths of 

Truth”  to be murdered 4 times,  held captive for 7 years , prostituted about and forced to make 

porn movies as “Their truth” and that the man must immediately be declared guilty - orders made 

and the women suffer no consequences for false or improvable, unsupported allegations. As a result 

allegations made by women are rampant and the entitled victim narrative and tribal violence (of 

women, blacks, muslims, etc) is growing around the world. 

But the alternate argument is made for men where every action from the day of birth is relevant to 

the trial at hand and all previous history must be disclosed. Men have the history of “Devil” (Tanya 

Plibersek “Voldermort”) and men are constantly demonized as a group from the first day of school 

onwards. White men are to blame for history itself. 

Most binaries and Tribalists do not understand the legal process or even the meaning of a fair legal 

process. Many judges and lawyers are in the same mindset. They do not really understand why the 

law - as a general frame work - exists or what the important parts of it are. Especially Australia’s High 

court now dominated by women and other tribal types.  Having a “Gay” high court judge WHO 

FAILED TO DISMISS HIS SPECIAL TRIBAL IDENTITY - was a MISTAKE! Women have been fast tracked 

through schools and universities into jobs they have no understanding or skills for doing - law being 

one of them. 

See Women Lawyers – Corruption – Feminism – Debate https://humanistman.com/wp-

content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf  

So the role in today’s society of women and Blacks is to continually demonize and defame men - in a 

tribal way - so women can receive “Victim compensation payouts” (Family Law, CSA, etc) and other 

taxpayer funded gifts based on the victim narrative. This approach is taken up by all Tribalists - now 

that women have fully corrupted the political, media, public service and legal systems around the 

country. Weak minded men - Andrew Barr, Andrew Leigh, A.C.T .Magistrate Robert Cook - lack any 

intellectual ability or cohesive framework or understand the dangers of this tribal approach in the 

law. Most binaries don’t , to them - everything is tribal warfare. 

So the question - Can the Devil be defamed? is an important philosophical and legal question that 

non-binaries can explore and understand but will always have trouble explaining to women (on 

https://www.anrows.org.au/
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Women-Lawyers-Corruption-Feminism-Debate.pdf
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average), blacks, weak minded men and other tribal extremists - religious fanatics, Muslims, virtue 

signalers and other weak minded tribal binaries. 

The Initial self- reference, recursions problem is displayed in this question. The Religious types assert 

that the Devil defames, slanders and makes false accusations being the “father of lies” but everyone 

else - the ‘Devout’ are truthful in a binary extremist way.  Believe all devouts,  I share the truth - the 

word of ‘God” - that’s why they wear tea -towels, white robes , purple, etc to show how “Truthfull” 

they are. Ed Husic, Anne Ely, Penny Wong and the rest of Greens/Labour declare that Palestinians 

are the Victims of Israel - that is the “truth”. The Permanently entitled victim narrative of Muslims, 

Women, Blacks and other dim-witted tribal extremists. Always was, Always will be, victim tribes. 

1500s History REPORT 
It is worth studying the 1500’s in some detail. We have a lot of documentation and it is not too far in 

the past for us in 2024 (less than 600 years) not to be able to relate our current position to the time. 

I have read, studied and documented people, places, cultures, archeology, roads, travel routes, 

narratives, science, drama, volcanoes, earthquakes - the deep history of the planet Earth 

progressively up to the 1600s. I have gone backwards and forwards through the time periods -re-

checking and fixing my errors and mistakes (of which there are many). For example Dates, Places, 

Names are very difficult to determine - things have different names to different cultures and tribes. 

The planet has changed - coastlines have changed - especially around the large rivers and cities 

which were previously on the sea are now far inland. 

So far I have a database of 

 6,565 Events 

 12,379 Locations 

 1,293 selected people - individuals and groups 

 2,350 selected people and their movements in their life (up to 1600) 

 842 Documents (books) 

 A copy of the Wikipedia database download of people from  https://pantheon.world/  

people wiki data extract  and https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-022-01369-4  A 

cross-verified database of notable people, 3500BC-2018AD. I update and change my copy as I 

find errors or add and correct locations (names, lat, long) and dates. I now have 26,390 

people (out of a total of 139,944 up to the birth year 1699) who have a Latitude and 

Longitude location for their place of birth and in absence of that detail the place where they 

spent the most time. 

All of these have been placed on Google maps with Dates and times so I have  

 Name and alternate names 

 Start Date and End date 

 Location - Continent (or ocean), Country, City, Latitude and Longitude 

 Description 

 Hyperlinks to WWW pages and web sites 

https://pantheon.world/
https://www.nature.com/articles/s41597-022-01369-4
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I have also linked many events, locations and Documents with the WIKIPEDIA Identifier e.g.  Qnnnnn  

for Individual people which I tend to store in the description as free text within brackets as 

(Qnnnnnn) which allows me to strip it out into long lists for network analysis. So - for example, War 

Events have many people involved and I put the main people and their identifiers in the description 

for later data matching. I can link people, place (lat/long, city name, location names), time, event 

and other things. I will write an article on “proximity” calculations to explain my thinking on this. 

Some estimates put the world’s population around the 1500s at around 428 Million people 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population_in_1500  which provides some 

context for the numbers of people I have examined. 

The things which pushed the evolvement of the Western Civilization models have many connections 

to the 1500s time period. When people say “the west” they are referring to the development of 

ideas in Europe and by Europeans around this time and forward into current time - including those 

people who moved to other places taking parts of the “western culture” with them. 

Not only the “ideas of the west” were being developed but also the mechanisms to sustain them and 

carry them forward through the years via education, history, libraries, universities, drama, art, 

architecture, law, diplomatic and political systems. For example Muslims, Jews and Christians do not 

bring “ideas of the west” with them - they bring mainly Jewish, Christian and Muslim tribal 

idiotology - which religious people (believers) claim (without debate or evidence) to be the 

Foundation of Western Democracy - the same way Chinese claim to be Sophisticated or advanced or 

supreme  or Russians claim to be superior or Aborigines claim to be “the oldest culture” or  Tribal 

American Indians claim to be “nations”. The individual carries the ideas of the west forward. The 

point being that almost by definition - there is no Western Tribe because it is a pluralistic idea not a 

binary tribal idea. Tribal supremacy means warfare and annihilation and life developed beyond 

tribalism more than 2 million years ago. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote  

Here is a list of the people born during the 1500s that I think are worth 

noticing. 
Hernando de Soto/Hernando/Ferdinand de Soto - Lifespan[1500 to 1542]  Born_Loc(Jerez de los 

Caballeros, Badajoz, Extremadura, Crown of Castile) Rank(70) Keyword(Explorer, Sailing, Florida), 

Wikidata(Q60040) 

Ruy Lopez de Villalobos - Lifespan[1500 to 1546]  Born_Loc(Malaga, Spain, Crown of Castille) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Spanish, Maritime, Explorer, Phillippines), Wikidata(Q449551) 

Joachim Camerarius/Kammermeister the Elder/Joachim Liebhard - Lifespan[1500 to 1574]  

Born_Loc(Bamberg, Germany) Rank(70) Keyword(Education, History, Translator, Latin, Greek), 

Wikidata(Q64361) 

Wu Cheng'en - Lifespan[1500 to 1582]  Born_Loc(Huai'an, Jiangsu, Ming China) Rank(60) 

Keyword(Poetry, Politics, Novels), Wikidata(Q228889) 

Gerolamo Cardano - Lifespan[1501 to 1576]  Born_Loc(Pavia, Duchy of Milan) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Probability, Mathematics, Biology, Physics, Chemistry, Astronomy, Philosophy), 

Wikidata(Q184530) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_countries_by_population_in_1500
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Eukaryote
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Damiao de Gois - Lifespan[1502 to 1574]  Born_Loc(Alenquer, Portugal) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Humanism, Travel, Politics, Diplomacy, Trade), Wikidata(Q567913) 

Francis Xavier/Francisco de Jasso y Azpilicueta  - Lifespan[1506 to 1552]  Born_Loc(Javier, Kingdom 

of Navarre) Rank(80) Keyword(Jesuit, Religion, Explorer), Wikidata(Q163900) 

George Buchanan - Lifespan[1506 to 1582]  Born_Loc(Killearn, Scotland) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Latin, Education, Humanism), Wikidata(Q715169) 

Vignola/Giacomo/Jacopo Barozzi da  Vignola - Lifespan[1507 to 1573]  Born_Loc(Vignola, Duchy of 

Ferrara) Rank(80) Keyword(Architect), Wikidata(Q297565) 

Alessandro Piccolomini - Lifespan[1508 to 1579]  Born_Loc(Siena, Italy) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Astronomy, Education, Translation, Greek, Humanism), Wikidata(Q250089) 

Andrea Palladio - Lifespan[1508 to 1580]  Born_Loc(Padua, Republic of Venice) Rank(60) 

Keyword(Architect, Renaissance), Wikidata(Q177692) 

Etienne Dolet - Lifespan[1509 to 1546]  Born_Loc(Orleons, France) Rank(80) Keyword(Translator, 

Printer, Critic, Humanism), Wikidata(Q1248100) 

Michael Servetus/Miguel Serveto - Lifespan[1509 to 1553]  Born_Loc(Villanueva de Sigena or Tudela, 

Kingdom of Navarre) Rank(50) Keyword(Religion, Philosophy, Humanism, Medicine, Anatomy, 

Heretic, Victim), Wikidata(Q185914) 

Jehan Cauvin/John Calvin/John Calvin - Lifespan[1509 to 1564]  Born_Loc(Noyon, Picardy, France) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Religion, Reform, Dogma), Wikidata(Q37577) 

Fernao Mendes Pinto - Lifespan[1509 to 1583]  Born_Loc(Montemor-o-Velho, Kingdom of Portugal) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, Portuguese), Wikidata(Q363923) 

Louis Le Roy/Ludovicus Regius/Loys  Le Roy - Lifespan[1510 to 1577]  Born_Loc(Coutances) Rank(20) 

Keyword(History, Humanism, Greek, Translator, Educator, Plato, Aristotle, Isocrates, Zenophon, 

Demosthenes), Wikidata(Q684281) 

Giorgio Vasari - Lifespan[1511 to 1574]  Born_Loc(Arezzo, Republic of Florence) Rank(80) 

Keyword(painter, architect, engineer, writer,  historian, artist), Wikidata(Q128027) 

Adriaen de Jonghe/Hadrianus  Junius - Lifespan[1511 to 1575]  Born_Loc(Hoorn, West Fresia) 

Rank(70) Keyword(Humanism, Medicine, Education, physician, classical scholar, translator, 

lexicographer, antiquarian, historiographer, emblematist, poet), Wikidata(Q1567581) 

Gerardus Mercator - Lifespan[1512 to 1594]  Born_Loc(Rupelmonde, Belgium) Rank(1) 

Keyword(Geography, Cartography, Printing, Maps), Wikidata(Q6353) 

Daniele Matteo Alvise Barbaro/Daniele Matteo Alvise Barbaro/Barbarus - Lifespan[1514 to 1570]  

Born_Loc(Venice) Rank(80) Keyword(Translator, Architect, Diplomat, Scientist, Humanism), 

Wikidata(Q378870) 
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John Knox - Lifespan[1514 to 1572]  Born_Loc(Giffordgate, Haddington, Scotland) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Religion, Reformation, Presbyterianism, History), Wikidata(Q189937) 

Georg Joachim von Lauchen Rheticus - Lifespan[1514 to 1574]  Born_Loc(Feldkirch, Archduchy of 

Austria, Holy Roman Empire) Rank(50) Keyword(Math, Trigonometry, mathematician, astronomer, 

cartographer, navigational-instrument maker, medical practitioner, education), Wikidata(Q93588) 

Sebastian Castellio - Lifespan[1515 to 1563]  Born_Loc(Saint-Martin-du-Frene, France) Rank(10) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Religion, Tolerance, Humanism), Wikidata(Q919119) 

Johann Weyer/Johann  Weyer/Wier/Wierus/Piscinarius - Lifespan[1515 to 1588]  Born_Loc(Grave, a 

small town in the Duchy of Brabant) Rank(80) Keyword(Medicine, Skeptic, Witchhunts, Trickery, 

Magic), Wikidata(Q719711) 

William Camden - Lifespan[1515 to 1623]  Born_Loc(London, England) Rank(30) Keyword(History, 

Education, Translator, Latin, Greek), Wikidata(Q364239) 

Conrad Gessner - Lifespan[1516 to 1565]  Born_Loc(Zurich, Swiss Confederation ) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Science, Medicine, Language, Nature, bibliography, zoology, botany), Wikidata(Q60116) 

Tintoretto/Jacopo Robusti - Lifespan[1518 to 1594]  Born_Loc(Venice, Italy) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Artist, Painter), Wikidata(Q9319) 

Duke of Guise/Duke of Aumale/Prince of Joinville/Francis  de Lorraine II - Lifespan[1519 to 1563]  

Born_Loc(Bar-le-Duc, Lorraine) Rank(80) Keyword(War, King, Politics, Religion), Wikidata(Q28495) 

Girolamo Benzoni - Lifespan[1519 to 1572]  Born_Loc(Milan, Italy) Rank(60) Keyword(Explorer, 

Merchant, History, Travel, New Spain, Americas), Wikidata(Q1236037) 

Seigneur de Chatillon/Gaspard II de Coligny - Lifespan[1519 to 1572]  Born_Loc(Chatillon-sur-Loing, 

Kingdom of France) Rank(80) Keyword(War, King, Politics, Religion), Wikidata(Q204975) 

Jean Ribault - Lifespan[1520 to 1565]  Born_Loc(Dieppe, Kingdom of France) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, French), Wikidata(Q935052) 

Christophe Plantin - Lifespan[1520 to 1589]  Born_Loc( Saint-Avertin France) Rank(30) 

Keyword(Artist, Printer, Publishing), Wikidata(Q380360) 

Jacques Cujas/Jacques Cujas/Cujacius - Lifespan[1522 to 1590]  Born_Loc(Toulouse, France) 

Rank(50) Keyword(Law, History, Roman, Education, Humanism, Librarian), Wikidata(Q707285) 

Theodore Cornhert/Dirck Volckertszoon Coornhert - Lifespan[1522 to 1590]  Born_Loc(Amsterdam) 

Rank(20) Keyword(Translator, Latin, Philosophy, Politics, Artist, Engraver, Humanism), 

Wikidata(Q765465) 

Sebastian Westcott - Lifespan[1524 to 1582]  Born_Loc(London, United Kingdom) Rank(70) 

Keyword(Music, Organist, Composition, Drama, Playwright, Religion, ), Wikidata(Q7442551) 

Raphael Holinshed - Lifespan[1525 to 1580]  Born_Loc(Cophurst in Sutton Downes, Cheshire) 

Rank(40) Keyword(History, Printing, Translator, Greek), Wikidata(Q503126) 
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Maximilian II, Holy Roman Emperor/Maximilian  - Lifespan[1527 to 1576]  Born_Loc(Vienna, 

Archduchy of Austria) Rank(80) Keyword(King, Politics, Humanism, Tolerance), Wikidata(Q150862) 

Philip II of Spain/Philip  - Lifespan[1527 to 1598]  Born_Loc(Valladolid, Spain) Rank(80) 

Keyword(King, War, Religion), Wikidata(Q34417) 

John Dee - Lifespan[1527 to 1609]  Born_Loc(Tower Warde, London) Rank(50) Keyword(Math, 

Astronomy, Cartography, Education, Occult, Mystic, Alchemy , Librarian, Merchant, Translator), 

Wikidata(Q201484) 

Anthony Jenkinson - Lifespan[1529 to 1611]  Born_Loc(Market Harborough) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, England, Trader, Merchant, Muscovy, Cartographer, Map), 

Wikidata(Q608093) 

Ivan The Terrible/Ivan IV Vasilyevich - Lifespan[1530 to 1584]  Born_Loc(Kolomenskoye, Moscow, 

Russia) Rank(80) Keyword(Politics, King, Diplomacy, War, Trade), Wikidata(Q7996) 

Jean Bodin - Lifespan[1530 to 1596]  Born_Loc(Angers, France) Rank(20) Keyword(Philosophy, Law, 

Politics, History), Wikidata(Q190944) 

Cesar Frederick/Cesare Federici - Lifespan[1530 to 1603]  Born_Loc(Erbanno, Republic of Venice) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Merchant, Explorer, Historian, Trader, Venice), Wikidata(Q3665418) 

Michel de Montaigne/Michel Eyquem de Montaigne - Lifespan[1533 to 1592]  Born_Loc(Chateau de 

Montaigne, Guyenne, Kingdom of France) Rank(40) Keyword(Philosophy, Essays), Wikidata(Q41568) 

Elizabeth I - Lifespan[1533 to 1603]  Born_Loc(Palace of Placentia, Greenwich, England) Rank(50) 

Keyword(Queen, Politics, War, Education, Tolerance, Religion, Reform), Wikidata(Q7207) 

Oda Nobunaga/Kichihash/Saburo/Oda  Nobunaga - Lifespan[1534 to 1582]  Born_Loc( Kipposhi 23 

June 1534 Nagoya, Owari, Japan) Rank(80) Keyword(King, War, Japan), Wikidata(Q171411) 

George Gascoigne - Lifespan[1535 to 1577]  Born_Loc(Cardington, Bedfordshire. United Kingdom) 

Rank(70) Keyword(Poet, Drama, Comedy, Translator, Soldier), Wikidata(Q333528) 

Sir Martin Frobisher/Martin Frobisher - Lifespan[1535 to 1594]  Born_Loc(Altofts, Yorkshire) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Sailor, Explorer, Geology, Pirate), Wikidata(Q80288) 

Leonhard Rauwolf - Lifespan[1535 to 1596]  Born_Loc(Augsburg) Rank(70) Keyword(History, Botany, 

Explorer), Wikidata(Q66514) 

Reginald Scot - Lifespan[1538 to 1599]  Born_Loc(Scot's Hall, Smeeth, Kent, England) Rank(60) 

Keyword(Witchcraft, Thinking, Skeptic, Debate), Wikidata(Q2138020) 

Humphrey Gilbert - Lifespan[1539 to 1583]  Born_Loc(Compton Castle, Greenway, Brixham, 

England) Rank(80) Keyword(Warrior, Sailor, Explorer, Settler), Wikidata(Q447200) 

Inca Garcilaso de la Vega/El Inca/Gomez Suarez  de Figueroa  - Lifespan[1539 to 1616]  

Born_Loc(Cusco, New Castile (current Peru)) Rank(80) Keyword(History, Inca, Peru, Spain), 

Wikidata(Q334711) 
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William Byrd - Lifespan[1539 to 1623]  Born_Loc(London, family from Ingatestone, England) 

Rank(70) Keyword(Music, Composition, Religion), Wikidata(Q208375) 

Francis Drake - Lifespan[1540 to 1596]  Born_Loc(crowndale farm, Tavistock, Devon, England) 

Rank(60) Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, Privateer, Pirate, Circumnavigation, Government, 

Politics), Wikidata(Q36517) 

Francois Viete - Lifespan[1540 to 1603]  Born_Loc(Fontenay-le-Comte, France) Rank(30) 

Keyword(Math, Algebra, Law), Wikidata(Q188623) 

Joseph Justus Scaliger - Lifespan[1540 to 1609]  Born_Loc(Agen, France) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Translator, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Arabic, History, Chronology, Humanism, 

Education), Wikidata(Q315163) 

Jalaluddin Muhammad Akbar/Akbar the Great/Akbar  - Lifespan[1542 to 1605]  Born_Loc(Amarkot, 

Rajputana (present-day Umerkot, Sindh, Pakistan)) Rank(40) Keyword(Politcs, Emperor, Librarian, 

Education, Religion, Tolerance, Mughul), Wikidata(Q8597) 

Robert Bellarmine - Lifespan[1542 to 1621]  Born_Loc(Montepulciano, Italy) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Religion, Catholic, Papacy, Dogma), Wikidata(Q298664) 

Thomas Allen - Lifespan[1542 to 1632]  Born_Loc(Uttoxeter, Staffordshire) Rank(80) Keyword(Math, 

Astrology, Librarian), Wikidata(Q3524856) 

William Gilberd/William Gilbert - Lifespan[1544 to 1603]  Born_Loc(Colchester, England) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Science, Magnetism), Wikidata(Q192706) 

Urbano Monti - Lifespan[1544 to 1613]  Born_Loc(Milan , italy) Rank(40) Keyword(Geography, 

Cartography, Printing, Maps), Wikidata(Q46522971) 

Thomas Bodley - Lifespan[1545 to 1613]  Born_Loc(Exeter, England) Rank(80) Keyword(History, 

Librarian, Documentalist), Wikidata(Q765673) 

Tycho Brahe/Tyge Ottesen Brahe - Lifespan[1546 to 1601]  Born_Loc(Knutstorp Castle, Scania, 

Denmark–Norway) Rank(30) Keyword(Astronomy), Wikidata(Q36620) 

Justus Lipsius/Joest Lips/Justus Lipsius - Lifespan[1547 to 1606]  Born_Loc(Overijse, Spanish 

Netherlands) Rank(50) Keyword(Philosophy, History, Stoic, Religion, Humanism, Human Condition), 

Wikidata(Q315871) 

Miguel de Cervantes - Lifespan[1547 to 1616]  Born_Loc(Alcala de Henares, Crown of Castile) 

Rank(30) Keyword(Tale), Wikidata(Q5682) 

Giordano Bruno/Filippo Bruno - Lifespan[1548 to 1600]  Born_Loc(Nola, Italy) Rank(10) 

Keyword(Science, Philosophy, Poetry, Religion, Calvanism), Wikidata(Q36330) 

John Napier - Lifespan[1550 to 1617]  Born_Loc(Merchiston Tower, Edinburgh, Scotland) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Science, Maths, Computation, Logarithms), Wikidata(Q159592) 
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Cesare Cremonini - Lifespan[1550 to 1631]  Born_Loc(Cento, Papal States ) Rank(70) 

Keyword(Philosophy), Wikidata(Q936308) 

William Camden - Lifespan[1551 to 1623]  Born_Loc(London England) Rank(20) Keyword(History, 

Maps, Cartography, Topography, Elizabethan), Wikidata(Q364239) 

John Speed - Lifespan[1551 to 1629]  Born_Loc(Farndon) Rank(50) Keyword(Printing, 

Cartography,Maps, History), Wikidata(Q1245028) 

Edmund Spenser - Lifespan[1552 to 1599]  Born_Loc(East Smithfield, London) Rank(50) 

Keyword(Poetry, Warrior), Wikidata(Q4352055) 

Walter Raleigh - Lifespan[1552 to 1618]  Born_Loc(Hayes Barton, near Budleigh Salterton, Devon) 

Rank(60) Keyword(Writer, Sailor, Mariner, Soldier, Politics), Wikidata(Q189144) 

Luca Marenzio - Lifespan[1553 to 1599]  Born_Loc(Coccaglio, a small town near Brescia) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Music, Composer, Madrigal, Singer), Wikidata(Q316532) 

Henry IV of France/Good King Henry/Henry the Great/Henry  - Lifespan[1553 to 1610]  

Born_Loc(Pau, Kingdom of Navarre) Rank(80) Keyword(King, Politics, Education, Tolerance, Reform), 

Wikidata(Q936976) 

Richard Hakluyt - Lifespan[1553 to 1616]  Born_Loc(Eyton in Herefordshire) Rank(10) 

Keyword(Translation, Travel, History, Americas), Wikidata(Q185510) 

James Lancaster - Lifespan[1554 to 1618]  Born_Loc(Basingstoke) Rank(80) Keyword(Privateer, 

Explorer, Trade, Diplomacy, Merchant, East India Company), Wikidata(Q368237) 

Muscovy Company - Lifespan[1555 to 1917]  Born_Loc(4a Varvarka Street, Moscow, Russia) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Trade, Merchant, Company, Russia, England), Wikidata(Q1765656) 

Thomas Lodge - Lifespan[1558 to 1625]  Born_Loc(West Ham, East London, England) Rank(70) 

Keyword(Drama, Medicine, Explorer), Wikidata(Q562652) 

Pierre Dugua, Sieur de Mons/Pierre Dugua de Mons - Lifespan[1558 to 1628]  Born_Loc(Chateau de 

Mons, Royan, Saintonge, France) Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Trade, Sailor, Merchant, Colonizer), 

Wikidata(Q1534846) 

David Hume of Godscroft - Lifespan[1558 to 1629]  Born_Loc(Wedderburn Castle, near Duns, 

Berwickshire,) Rank(80) Keyword(Philosophy, Law, Religion, Humanism), Wikidata(Q3018107) 

Thomas Cavendish - Lifespan[1560 to 1592]  Born_Loc(Trimley St. Martin near Ipswich, England) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Navigator, Circumnavigation, Privateer), Wikidata(Q439123) 

Thomas Harriot - Lifespan[1560 to 1621]  Born_Loc(Oxford, England) Rank(30) Keyword(Explorer, 

Maths, Language, North America, Translator, Science, Astronomy, Navigation), Wikidata(Q315402) 

Edward Wright - Lifespan[1561 to 1615]  Born_Loc(Garveston in Norfolk) Rank(80) Keyword(Math, 

Logarithm, Navigation, Engineering, Cartographer, Surveyor), Wikidata(Q1294162) 
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Mary Sidney Countess of Pembroke/Mary Herbert/Sidney - Lifespan[1561 to 1621]  

Born_Loc(Tickenhill Palace, Bewdley, England) Rank(80) Keyword(Poetry), Wikidata(Q469059) 

Francis Bacon - Lifespan[1561 to 1626]  Born_Loc(York House near Strand in London) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Philosophy, Humanism, Essays, Education), Wikidata(Q37388) 

Pedro Fernandes de Queiros - Lifespan[1563 to 1614]  Born_Loc(Evora, Portugal) Rank(60) 

Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, Portugal, Spain), Wikidata(Q313633) 

Kit Marlowe/Christopher Marlowe - Lifespan[1564 to 1593]  Born_Loc(Canterbury, Kent, England) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Playwright, Atheist, Humanism), Wikidata(Q28975) 

William Shakespeare - Lifespan[1564 to 1616]  Born_Loc(Stratford-upon-Avon, England) Rank(1) 

Keyword(Tale, Playwright, Actor), Wikidata(Q692) 

Galileo Galilei - Lifespan[1564 to 1642]  Born_Loc(Pisa, Duchy of Florence) Rank(1) Keyword(Science, 

Inventor, astronomer, physicist, engineer, musician), Wikidata(Q307) 

Luis Vaz de Torres - Lifespan[1565 to 1607]  Born_Loc(Unknown, Galicia (Spain)) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, Portugal, Spain), Wikidata(Q356808) 

Henry Hudson - Lifespan[1565 to 1611]  Born_Loc(England, probably London) Rank(60) 

Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner), Wikidata(Q179167) 

Giambattista Basile - Lifespan[1566 to 1632]  Born_Loc(Giugliano in Campania, Kingdom of Naples ) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Tale, Fairy Tale), Wikidata(Q555291) 

Willem Cornelisz Schouten - Lifespan[1567 to 1625]  Born_Loc(Hoorn, Holland, Seventeen 

Provinces) Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, Mariner, Dutch), Wikidata(Q316391) 

Samuel de Champlain - Lifespan[1567 to 1635]  Born_Loc(Brouage , France) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Explorer, Trade, Sailor, Merchant, Colonizer, geographer, ethnologist, diplomat), 

Wikidata(Q68529) 

Claudio Giovanni Antonio Monteverdi - Lifespan[1567 to 1643]  Born_Loc(Cremona, Italy) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Music, Composer, Madrigal, Singer, Opera, Religion), Wikidata(Q53068) 

Tommaso Campanella - Lifespan[1568 to 1639]  Born_Loc(Stilo, Calabria, Kingdom of Naples) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Philosophy, Politics, Utopia, Martyr, Heretic), Wikidata(Q191850) 

Arngrimur Jonsson - Lifespan[1568 to 1648]  Born_Loc(Vioidalur, Iceland) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Religion, Iceland, Education), Wikidata(Q693531) 

Pierre-Olivier Malherbe/Pedro Lopez Malahierva/Pierre-Olivier Malherbe - Lifespan[1569 to 1637]  

Born_Loc(Vitre, France) Rank(80) Keyword(Explorer, Sailor, World), Wikidata(Q721828) 

Sir Robert Cotton, 1st Baronet, of Connington/Robert Bruce Cotton - Lifespan[1570 to 1631]  

Born_Loc(Denton, Huntingdonshire) Rank(80) Keyword(Librarian, Antiquarian, Law, History), 

Wikidata(Q333098) 
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Caravaggio/Michelangelo Merisi Caravaggio - Lifespan[1571 to 1610]  Born_Loc(Milan, Duchy of 

Milan then Caravaggio, Lombardy) Rank(80) Keyword(Artist, Painter), Wikidata(Q42207) 

Johannes Kepler - Lifespan[1571 to 1630]  Born_Loc(Free Imperial City of Weil der Stadt, Holy 

Roman Empire) Rank(10) Keyword(Science, astronomer, mathematician, astrologer, natural 

philosopher , solar system, Scientific Method), Wikidata(Q8963) 

John Donne - Lifespan[1572 to 1631]  Born_Loc(Bread Street, London, England) Rank(30) 

Keyword(Poetry,Politics, Religion), Wikidata(Q140412) 

Ben Jonson/Benjamin  Jonson - Lifespan[1572 to 1637]  Born_Loc(Westminster, England) Rank(30) 

Keyword(Poet, Drama,Comedy, Masque), Wikidata(Q193857) 

Samuel Purchas - Lifespan[1577 to 1626]  Born_Loc(Thaxted, Essex) Rank(30) Keyword(History, 

Exploration, Travel, Geography), Wikidata(Q921942) 

Richard Sibbes/Richard Sibbes/Sibbs - Lifespan[1577 to 1635]  Born_Loc(Tostock, Suffolk) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Religion, Anglican, Puritan), Wikidata(Q3431220) 

Peter Paul Rubens - Lifespan[1577 to 1640]  Born_Loc(Siegen, Nassau-Dillenburg, Holy Roman 

Empire, Germany) Rank(60) Keyword(Painting, Art, History, Flemish Baraoque), Wikidata(Q5599) 

Robert Burton - Lifespan[1577 to 1640]  Born_Loc(Lindley, Leicestershire) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Librarian, Antiquarian, Education, Drama, Melancholy), Wikidata(Q259132) 

Philipp Cluver/Philipp/Philippus/Philippi Kluwer/Cluwer/Cluvier/Cluverius/Cluverii - Lifespan[1580 to 

1622]  Born_Loc(Danzig (Gdansk), in Royal Prussia) Rank(80) Keyword(Geography, Law, Maps, Travel, 

History), Wikidata(Q63419) 

Willebrord Snellius/Willebrord Snel van Royen - Lifespan[1580 to 1626]  Born_Loc(Leiden, 

Netherlands) Rank(80) Keyword(Maths, Science, Optics, Lens), Wikidata(Q244152) 

Hugo Grotius - Lifespan[1583 to 1645]  Born_Loc(Delft, Holland, Dutch Republic) Rank(20) 

Keyword(Justice, War, Peace, Law, Humanism, Government, Poet, Playwright, Philosophy, Political 

Theory), Wikidata(Q154959) 

John Selden - Lifespan[1584 to 1654]  Born_Loc(Salvington, Sussex) Rank(80) Keyword(Philosophy, 

Librarian, Polymath, Politics, Law, Religion), Wikidata(Q735697) 

Cardinal Richelieu/Armand Jean du Plessis Duke of Richelieu du Plessis - Lifespan[1585 to 1642]  

Born_Loc(Paris, France) Rank(80) Keyword(Religion, Politics, Statesman), Wikidata(Q26702) 

Pietro Della Valle - Lifespan[1586 to 1652]  Born_Loc(Rome) Rank(80) Keyword(Music, Composer,  

Explorer, Traveler, Librarian, Translator, Greek ), Wikidata(Q545024) 

Marin Mersenne - Lifespan[1588 to 1648]  Born_Loc(Oize, Maine (now Sarthe), France) Rank(1) 

Keyword(Science, Maths, Harmonics, Music, Debate, Correspondence, Religion), Wikidata(Q188663) 

Thomas Hobbes - Lifespan[1588 to 1679] Rank(1) Keyword(Philosophy, Politics, Social Contract, 

Taxonomy ), Wikidata(Q37621) 
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Matthew Hopkins - Lifespan[1590 to 1647]  Born_Loc(Great Wenham, England) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Puritan, Witch-hunter), Wikidata(Q3239699) 

Pierre Gassendi - Lifespan[1592 to 1655]  Born_Loc(Champtercier, Provence) Rank(40) 

Keyword(Science, Philosophy, Maths, Astronomy, Humanism, Religion), Wikidata(Q192315) 

Rene Descartes - Lifespan[1596 to 1650]  Born_Loc(La Haye en Touraine, Touraine, Kingdom of 

France (now Descartes, Indre-et-Loire)) Rank(10) Keyword(Philosophy, Math, Exponents), 

Wikidata(Q9191) 

Joan Blaeu/Johannes Blaeu - Lifespan[1596 to 1673]  Born_Loc(Alkmaar, Holland, Netherlands) 

Rank(50) Keyword(Printing, Cartography,Maps, Maths, Science, Engineer), Wikidata(Q379677) 

Isaac Commelin - Lifespan[1598 to 1676]  Born_Loc(Amsterdam, Netherlands) Rank(80) 

Keyword(History, Dutch, Politics, Exploration, Charity, Books, Merchant, Geography, Maps), 

Wikidata(Q327583) 

Oliver Cromwell - Lifespan[1599 to 1658]  Born_Loc(Huntingdon, Huntingdonshire, England) 

Rank(50) Keyword(Politician, Diplomat, Warrior), Wikidata(Q44279) 

Adam Olearius - Lifespan[1599 to 1671]  Born_Loc(Aschersleben, near Magdeburg) Rank(80) 

Keyword(Maths, Diplomat, Travel), Wikidata(Q76363) 

East India Company - Lifespan[1600 to 1874]  Born_Loc( East India House, London , Great Britain) 

Rank(80) Keyword(Trade, Maritime, England, Company, India), Wikidata(Q83164) 

And Here is a list of Books from the period. 
Adagia - Document[1500] Rank(60) Author(Erasmus) Age(34) Keyword(Individual Development 

Humanism, Proverbs) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adagia  

https://archive.org/details/proverbschieflyt00blaniala/page/n29/mode/2up  https://www.e-

rara.ch/bau_1/doi/10.3931/e-rara-44672  

25 Classics - Document[1500] Rank(30) Author(many) Keyword(Group Humanism Philosophy, 

Learning, History) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_classics  

http://www.chinaknowledge.de/Literature/Historiography/ershiwushi.html  

Waldseemuller map/Cosmographiae Introductio - Document[1507] Rank(30) Author(Martin 

Waldseemuller) Keyword(Group Development Map, Cartography, Discovery) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldseem%C3%BCller_map  

https://www.loc.gov/collections/discovery-and-exploration/articles-and-essays/recognizing-and-

naming-america/  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmographiae_Introductio  

The Praise Of Folly - Document[1511] Rank(60) Author(Erasmus) Age(45) Keyword(Group Religion 

Humanism, Dogma) https://www.ccel.org/ccel/erasmus/folly.html  

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/9371  https://archive.org/details/erasmusinpraiseo00erasiala  

Commentariolus - Document[1511] Rank(1) Author(Nicolaus Copernicus) Age(38) Keyword(Group 

Development Astronomy, Science, Heliocentric Universe)  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commentariolus  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adagia
https://archive.org/details/proverbschieflyt00blaniala/page/n29/mode/2up
https://www.e-rara.ch/bau_1/doi/10.3931/e-rara-44672
https://www.e-rara.ch/bau_1/doi/10.3931/e-rara-44672
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chinese_classics
http://www.chinaknowledge.de/Literature/Historiography/ershiwushi.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Waldseem%C3%BCller_map
https://www.loc.gov/collections/discovery-and-exploration/articles-and-essays/recognizing-and-naming-america/
https://www.loc.gov/collections/discovery-and-exploration/articles-and-essays/recognizing-and-naming-america/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmographiae_Introductio
https://www.ccel.org/ccel/erasmus/folly.html
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/9371
https://archive.org/details/erasmusinpraiseo00erasiala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Commentariolus
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http://themcclungs.net/physics/download/H/Astronomy/Commentariolus%20Text.pdf  

http://www.geocities.com/soho/gallery/8084/copernicus.htm  

The Prince - Document[1513] Rank(20) Author(Niccolo Machiavelli) Age(44) Keyword(Individual 

Nation Politics) http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/1232 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince  

https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/machiavellis-the-prince  

Utopia - Document[1516] Rank(50) Author(Thomas More) Age(38) Keyword(Group Nation 

Development) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia_(book)  

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/2130 https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/Utopia1/  

Discourses on the First Ten Books of Titus Livius - Document[1517] Rank(20) Author(Niccolo 

Machiavelli) Age(48) Keyword(Individual Development History, Humanism, Analysis) 

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/works/discourses/ch01.htm  

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/works/discourses/index.htm  

https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/index.htm  

Colloquies - Document[1518] Rank(60) Author(Erasmus) Age(52) Keyword(Individual Development 

Humanism, Religion, Philosophy) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colloquies  

https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/erasmus-the-colloquies-vol-1  

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/14031  

Twelve Articles - Document[1525] Rank(10) Author(many) Keyword(Group Humanism Human 

Rights, Government, Religion) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Articles  

https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1850/peasant-war-germany/ch0e.htm  

https://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/pdf/eng/Doc.52-ENG-12%20Articles_en.pdf  

Declamation Attacking the Uncertainty and Vanity of the Sciences and the Arts - Document[1526] 

Rank(40) Author(Heinrich Cornelius Agrippa) Age(40) Keyword(Group Development 

Science,Philosophy, Scepticism) https://archive.org/details/vanityartsandsc00unkngoog  

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A26566.0001.001?view=toc  

https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/agrippa-nettesheim/  

De civilitate morum puerilium/On Civility in Children - Document[1532] Rank(80) Author(Erasmus) 

Age(66) Keyword(Individual Development Children, Learning, Civility) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/On_Civility_in_Children  

https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/3026  

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Erasmus%2C%20Desiderius

%2C%20%2D1536  

The Life of Gargantua and of Pantagruel - Document[1532] Rank(60) Author(Francois Rabelais) 

Age(38) Keyword(Group Tale Humanism, Dogma) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gargantua_and_Pantagruel   

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1200/1200-h/1200-h.htm  

https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/Gargantua-and-Pantagruel-Complete-/  

The apophthegmes of Erasmus - Document[1536] Rank(40) Author(Erasmus) Age(70) 

Keyword(Group Development Humanism)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophthegmatum_opus  

http://themcclungs.net/physics/download/H/Astronomy/Commentariolus%20Text.pdf
http://www.geocities.com/soho/gallery/8084/copernicus.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Prince
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/machiavellis-the-prince
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Utopia_(book)
https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/Utopia1/
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/works/discourses/ch01.htm
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/works/discourses/index.htm
https://www.marxists.org/reference/archive/machiavelli/index.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Colloquies
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/erasmus-the-colloquies-vol-1
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/14031
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Twelve_Articles
https://www.marxists.org/archive/marx/works/1850/peasant-war-germany/ch0e.htm
https://germanhistorydocs.ghi-dc.org/pdf/eng/Doc.52-ENG-12%20Articles_en.pdf
https://archive.org/details/vanityartsandsc00unkngoog
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A26566.0001.001?view=toc
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/agrippa-nettesheim/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/On_Civility_in_Children
https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/3026
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Erasmus%2C%20Desiderius%2C%20%2D1536
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Erasmus%2C%20Desiderius%2C%20%2D1536
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gargantua_and_Pantagruel
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/1200/1200-h/1200-h.htm
https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/Gargantua-and-Pantagruel-Complete-/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Apophthegmatum_opus
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https://archive.org/details/apopthegmesofera00erasuoft/page/n13/mode/2up  

https://openlibrary.org/books/OL7094907M/The_apophthegmes_of_Erasmus  

De libris revolutionum Copernici narratio prima - Document[1540] Rank(10) Author(Georg Joachim 

Rheticus) Keyword(Individual Development Heliocentric, Science, Astronomy) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Narratio_Prima https://mathshistory.st-

andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Rheticus/  https://web.archive.org/web/20051031082247/ 

http://hsci.cas.ou.edu/images/barker/5990/Narratio-Prima-whole.pdf  

De revolutionibus orbium coelestium - Document[1543] Rank(1) Author(Nicolaus Copernicus) 

Age(70) Keyword(Group Development Astronomy, Science, Heliocentric Universe)  

http://www.rarebookroom.org/Control/coprev/index.html  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_revolutionibus_orbium_coelestium  

https://www.geo.utexas.edu/courses/302d/Fall_2011/Full%20text%20-

%20Nicholas%20Copernicus,%20_De%20Revolutionibus%20(On%20the%20Revolutions),_%201.pdf  

Cosmographia - Document[1544] Rank(80) Author(Sebastian Munster) Keyword(Group History 

Map, Travel, Explore) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmographia_(Sebastian_M%C3%BCnster)  

https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q61073  https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-

12/16NCN5%20%282021%29%20Shire%20on%20Cosmographia.pdf  

Lazarillo de Tormes - Document[1544] Rank(80) Author(unknown) Keyword(Group Development 

Humanism, Realism, Religion, Criticism, Picaresque novel, Rogue, Imp) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazarillo_de_Tormes  https://www.gutenberg.org/files/53489/53489-

h/53489-h.htm  https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:nk457bf1817/00000504.pdf  

Ars Magna - Document[1545] Rank(20) Author(Gerolamo Cardano) Age(44) Keyword(Individual 

Development Algebra, Mathematics) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ars_Magna_(Cardano_book)  

https://archive.org/details/arsmagnaorruleso0000card  

https://maa.org/press/periodicals/convergence/mathematical-treasure-cardanos-ars-magna  

Madhumalati - Document[1545] Rank(70) Author(Mir Sayyid Manjhan Shattari Rajgiri) 

Keyword(Individual Development History, Mogul, India, Tale) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madhumalati  

http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00urduhindilinks/workshop2011/Intro%20to%20Ma

dhumalati.pdf  https://www.asianstudies.org/publications/eaa/archives/religion-in-history-

manjhans-madhumalati-and-the-construction-of-indo-islam/  

Farnese Hours - Document[1546] Rank(70) Author(Giulio Clovio) Keyword(Individual Development 

Art, Tale) https://www.themorgan.org/manuscript/77250  

https://www.facsimilefinder.com/facsimiles/farnese-hours-facsimile  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farnese_Hours  

A Brief Account of the Destruction of the Indies - Document[1552] Rank(30) Author(Bartolome de 

las Casas) Age(68) Keyword(Group Development Colonialism, Tribalism, Trade, Law) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Short_Account_of_the_Destruction_of_the_Indies  

https://www.loc.gov/resource/rbc0001.2008kislak20219/ https://gutenberg.org/ebooks/20321  

https://archive.org/details/apopthegmesofera00erasuoft/page/n13/mode/2up
https://openlibrary.org/books/OL7094907M/The_apophthegmes_of_Erasmus
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Rheticus/
https://mathshistory.st-andrews.ac.uk/Biographies/Rheticus/
https://web.archive.org/web/20051031082247/
http://hsci.cas.ou.edu/images/barker/5990/Narratio-Prima-whole.pdf
http://www.rarebookroom.org/Control/coprev/index.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/De_revolutionibus_orbium_coelestium
https://www.geo.utexas.edu/courses/302d/Fall_2011/Full%20text%20-%20Nicholas%20Copernicus,%20_De%20Revolutionibus%20(On%20the%20Revolutions),_%201.pdf
https://www.geo.utexas.edu/courses/302d/Fall_2011/Full%20text%20-%20Nicholas%20Copernicus,%20_De%20Revolutionibus%20(On%20the%20Revolutions),_%201.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cosmographia_(Sebastian_M%C3%BCnster)
https://www.wikidata.org/wiki/Q61073
https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-12/16NCN5%20%282021%29%20Shire%20on%20Cosmographia.pdf
https://www.new.ox.ac.uk/sites/default/files/2021-12/16NCN5%20%282021%29%20Shire%20on%20Cosmographia.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lazarillo_de_Tormes
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/53489/53489-h/53489-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/53489/53489-h/53489-h.htm
https://stacks.stanford.edu/file/druid:nk457bf1817/00000504.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ars_Magna_(Cardano_book)
https://archive.org/details/arsmagnaorruleso0000card
https://maa.org/press/periodicals/convergence/mathematical-treasure-cardanos-ars-magna
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Madhumalati
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00urduhindilinks/workshop2011/Intro%20to%20Madhumalati.pdf
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00urduhindilinks/workshop2011/Intro%20to%20Madhumalati.pdf
https://www.asianstudies.org/publications/eaa/archives/religion-in-history-manjhans-madhumalati-and-the-construction-of-indo-islam/
https://www.asianstudies.org/publications/eaa/archives/religion-in-history-manjhans-madhumalati-and-the-construction-of-indo-islam/
https://www.themorgan.org/manuscript/77250
https://www.facsimilefinder.com/facsimiles/farnese-hours-facsimile
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Farnese_Hours
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/A_Short_Account_of_the_Destruction_of_the_Indies
https://gutenberg.org/ebooks/20321
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The Geneva Bible - Document[1560] Rank(80) Author(Rowland Hill (Q7372144)) Keyword(Group 

Philosophy Religion, Dogma) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geneva_Bible  

https://ebible.org/pdf/enggnv/  https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-geneva-bible-1570  

Book of Discipline - Document[1560] Rank(80) Author(Scottish Ministers) Keyword(Group Religion 

Presbyterian, Religion, Dogma) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Discipline_(Church_of_Scotland)  

https://www.fpchurch.org.uk/about-us/important-documents/the-first-book-of-discipline-1560/  

https://www.fpchurch.org.uk/about-us/important-documents/the-second-book-of-discipline-1578/  

The Five Orders of Architecture - Document[1562] Rank(60) Author(Vignola) Age(55) 

Keyword(Individual Development Architecture) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Five_Orders_of_Architecture  

https://archive.org/details/fiveordersofarch00vign  https://www.chenarch.com/images/arch-

texts/1562-Vignola-Five-Orders.pdf  

Heidelberg Catechism - Document[1563] Rank(80) Author(Many) Keyword(Individual Development 

Religion, Rules) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heidelberg_Catechism  https://rcus.org/confessions/  

http://www.heidelberg-catechism.com/en/lords-days/1.html  

Theatrum Orbis Terrarum - Document[1570] Rank(10) Author(Abraham Ortelius and others) 

Keyword(Group Map Cartography, Art, Geography, Culture) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatrum_Orbis_Terrarum  

https://www.loc.gov/resource/gdcwdl.wdl_08978/?st=gallery  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Ortelius  

The Four Books of Architecture - Document[1570] Rank(80) Author(Andrea Palladio) Age(62) 

Keyword(Group Development Architecture, Building) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_quattro_libri_dell%27architettura  

https://openlibrary.org/works/OL3299016W/Quattro_libri_dell%27architettura  

https://architectura.cesr.univ-tours.fr/Traite/Auteur/Palladio.asp?param=en?param=en  

Civitates orbis terrarum - Document[1575] Rank(10) Author(Georg Braun and others) 

Keyword(Group Map, Cities Cartography, Art, Geography, Culture) 

https://www.loc.gov/item/2008627031/  

https://archive.org/details/civitatesorbiste00brau/page/n27/mode/2up  

https://lib.ugent.be/catalog/bkt01:000283398 See my map on google maps - 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=14.11674238591257%2C-

11.683300000000003&z=3&mid=1QRwAOBJWikHGOfMwuTU-ZkYsZr5z9gs  

Discourse on Voluntary Servitude - Document[1577] Rank(80) Author(Étienne de La Boétie) 

Keyword(Group Development Habit, Tyranny, Complacency, Essays) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude  

https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/kurz-the-discourse-of-voluntary-servitude  

https://cdn.mises.org/Politics%20of%20Obedience.pdf  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Geneva_Bible
https://ebible.org/pdf/enggnv/
https://www.bl.uk/collection-items/the-geneva-bible-1570
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Book_of_Discipline_(Church_of_Scotland)
https://www.fpchurch.org.uk/about-us/important-documents/the-first-book-of-discipline-1560/
https://www.fpchurch.org.uk/about-us/important-documents/the-second-book-of-discipline-1578/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Five_Orders_of_Architecture
https://archive.org/details/fiveordersofarch00vign
https://www.chenarch.com/images/arch-texts/1562-Vignola-Five-Orders.pdf
https://www.chenarch.com/images/arch-texts/1562-Vignola-Five-Orders.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Heidelberg_Catechism
https://rcus.org/confessions/
http://www.heidelberg-catechism.com/en/lords-days/1.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Theatrum_Orbis_Terrarum
https://www.loc.gov/resource/gdcwdl.wdl_08978/?st=gallery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Abraham_Ortelius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/I_quattro_libri_dell%27architettura
https://openlibrary.org/works/OL3299016W/Quattro_libri_dell%27architettura
https://architectura.cesr.univ-tours.fr/Traite/Auteur/Palladio.asp?param=en?param=en
https://www.loc.gov/item/2008627031/
https://archive.org/details/civitatesorbiste00brau/page/n27/mode/2up
https://lib.ugent.be/catalog/bkt01:000283398
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=14.11674238591257%2C-11.683300000000003&z=3&mid=1QRwAOBJWikHGOfMwuTU-ZkYsZr5z9gs
https://www.google.com/maps/d/u/0/viewer?ll=14.11674238591257%2C-11.683300000000003&z=3&mid=1QRwAOBJWikHGOfMwuTU-ZkYsZr5z9gs
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discourse_on_Voluntary_Servitude
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/kurz-the-discourse-of-voluntary-servitude
https://cdn.mises.org/Politics%20of%20Obedience.pdf
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Chronicles of England, Scotland, and Ireland  - Document[1577] Rank(30) Author(Raphael 

Holinshed) Age(52) Keyword(Group Development History) http://www.cems.ox.ac.uk/holinshed/  

https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100780856  http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/44700  

De jure regni apud Scotos - Document[1579] Rank(10) Author(George Buchanan) Age(73) 

Keyword(Group Development Politics, Democracy) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan  

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A29958.0001.001?view=toc  

Essays - Document[1580] Rank(60) Author(Michel de Montaigne) Age(47) Keyword(Group 

Development Humanism, Education) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Montaigne)  

https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/montaigne-essays-of-montaigne-in-10-vols  

https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/The-Essays-of-Montaigne-Complete/  

Synod on the Freedom of Conscience A Thorough Examination during the Gathering Held in the 

Year 1582 in the City of Freetown - Document[1582] Rank(10) Author(Theodore Cornhert) Age(60) 

Keyword(Group Development Philosophy, Conscience, Religion) 

https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/35263  

https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/ea96617b-eda9-4606-8ecf-fb1028c776c3/340067.pdf  

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dirck-Volckertszoon-Coornhert  

The Discoverie of Witchcraft - Document[1584] Rank(50) Author(Reginald Scot) Age(46) 

Keyword(Group Belief Magic) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Discoverie_of_Witchcraft  

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/60766/60766-h/60766-h.htm  

https://www.deceptionary.com/ftp/RScot.pdf  

Britannia - Document[1586] Rank(50) Author(William Camden) Age(71) Keyword(Group History 

chorography, landscape, geography, antiquarianism, history)  

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo2;idno=B18452.0001.001  

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/cambrit/contents.html  

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Camden%2C%20William%2C

%201551%2D1623  

The Arte of English Poesie - Document[1588] Rank(80) Author(George Puttenham) 

Keyword(Individual Development Poetry, Language) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Puttenham  

https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/16420/pg16420.htm l 

The Faerie Queene - Document[1590] Rank(50) Author(Edmund Spenser) Age(38) 

Keyword(Individual Development Humanism, Character) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Faerie_Queene  https://www.gutenberg.org/files/15272/15272-

h/15272-h.htm  

https://scholarsbank.uoregon.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/1794/784/faeriequeene.pdf  

A Book of Good Faith (selected essays) - Document[1592] Author(Michel de Montaigne) Age(59) 

Keyword(Individual Religion Thinkers Library) http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/1230  

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3600/3600-h/3600-h.htm  

https://www.publishinghistory.com/thinkers-library-watts.html  

http://www.cems.ox.ac.uk/holinshed/
https://catalog.hathitrust.org/Record/100780856
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/44700
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Buchanan
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/e/eebo/A29958.0001.001?view=toc
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Essays_(Montaigne)
https://oll.libertyfund.org/title/montaigne-essays-of-montaigne-in-10-vols
https://www.fulltextarchive.com/page/The-Essays-of-Montaigne-Complete/
https://library.oapen.org/handle/20.500.12657/35263
https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/ea96617b-eda9-4606-8ecf-fb1028c776c3/340067.pdf
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Dirck-Volckertszoon-Coornhert
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Discoverie_of_Witchcraft
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/60766/60766-h/60766-h.htm
https://www.deceptionary.com/ftp/RScot.pdf
https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo2;idno=B18452.0001.001
https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/cambrit/contents.html
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Camden%2C%20William%2C%201551%2D1623
https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Camden%2C%20William%2C%201551%2D1623
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_Puttenham
https://www.gutenberg.org/cache/epub/16420/pg16420.htm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Faerie_Queene
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/15272/15272-h/15272-h.htm
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/15272/15272-h/15272-h.htm
https://scholarsbank.uoregon.edu/xmlui/bitstream/handle/1794/784/faeriequeene.pdf
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/1230
https://www.gutenberg.org/files/3600/3600-h/3600-h.htm
https://www.publishinghistory.com/thinkers-library-watts.html
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Taming Of The Shrew - Document[1592] Rank(30) Author(William Shakespeare) Age(28) 

Keyword(Individual Development Family)  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Taming_of_the_Shrew  

https://www.opensourceshakespeare.org/views/plays/playmenu.php?WorkID=tamingshrew  

https://www.shakespeare.org.uk/explore-shakespeare/shakespedia/shakespeares-plays/taming-of-

the-shrew/  

Opus palatinum de triangulis - Document[1596] Rank(50) Author(Georg Joachim von Lauchen 

Rheticus) Age(82) Keyword(Planet Science Maths, Trigonometry) 

https://archive.org/details/bub_gb_ZsiBnreW1-oC  

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=ZAyQDvYPTXoC&pg=PA3&source=gbs_toc_r&cad=3#v=onep

age&q&f=false https://www.lindahall.org/georg-joachim-rheticus/  

Physical Environment - Sunshine, Climate, Water, Landscape, Traffic routes, 

Access to movement, Resources (plants, animals, minerals, rocks, metals) 
The world was experiencing a “Little Ice Age” of relative cold 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sp%C3%B6rer_Minimum https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Ice_Age 

- there was some effect on water levels and slight changes in land masses in England and along the 

Dutch coast. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zuiderzee .  

Cities were building canals for transport and moats as protection for their cities. When cities were 

taken in wars sometimes their defenses were destroyed - including moats - so they could no longer 

defend themselves if they repopulated. 

Ships and navigation in the 1500s moved to a world wide multi enterprise business. Maps, trade, 

education , exploration and travel for religious, research and diplomacy - became easier and more 

accessible to more people. Many lone adventurers could travel a number of different ways to many 

parts of the world. Mining for minerals was commonplace and the technology for mining was 

improving. Education and experience in plants, animals, metals, rocks, minerals, agriculture - were 

all developing rapidly as people travelled the world and exchanged their experience and learning at 

universities. Expert miners went to Mexico to help improve mining processes. Experimentation was 

widespread and expertise was being documented and shared through books and training - mainly at 

universities or centers of excellence. For example some universities might establish a Garden to 

study Botany and many people would travel to that university to explore and learn and then take 

that idea back to their own city and universities. Bodies were dug up at night  in Paris so students 

could examine the human body and how it works.  Ideas spread quickly. 

Natural Disasters - Population Explosion Migrations Food Famines Plagues 

Volcanoes Earthquakes 
Population grew slowly in the 1500s https://www.worldometers.info/world-population/world-

population-by-year/  

1700  610,000,000          
1600  500,000,000          
1500  450,000,000          
1400  350,000,000          
1200  360,000,000   
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Little_Ice_Age
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People from Europe were moving to the Americas.  Spanish around Mexico , Peru and  the Caribbean 

and the West coast. French and English were exploring North America. Russians were moving 

westward. Khans/Mongols were going west. Arabs/Muslims were moving into Indonesia and places 

in the South Asian Seas. Ottomans were pushing into Europe - massacring people, stealing slaves and 

repopulating as they went. English people moved to Ireland. Some Chinese left the Ming empire to 

become Pirates. China constantly pushed south into Vietnam. Portuguese moved to African 

coastline, Indian coastline, Southern India, Malacca and sent envoys to China and Japan, followed 

later by Dutch and English. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_famines There were 17 periods of famine recorded - although 

there may have been more during the period. Sickness, malnutrition and plague usually went 

together. But shortages of food and problems of sickness has to be put in context with the constant 

wars in Europe - not only did the moving armies spread plagues - some whole war campaigns were 

stopped because of disease - but they also stretched the local cities resources where armies took 

food destined to supply the city and left cities undernourished and struggling to survive - even if they 

were not being directly attacked. Northern Italy experience many famines during this time around 

the same time of the Italian Wars. If you do not eat well, then you are more susceptible to disease. 

The mentality of the “Siege” in war was to starve people and break their health and resolve as much 

as destroy the walls and enter the city. Supplies and support were blockaded, intercepted and 

stopped as much as attacking the city itself.  

For example Gibraltar has been under siege many times over a period of hundreds of years 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sieges_of_Gibraltar  

http://www.climate4you.com/ClimateAndHistory%201500-

1599.htm#1570:%20All%20Saints%20Floods  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_Saints%27_Flood_(1570) Large areas the north Europe coastline 

were flooded in 1570 in the All Saints Flood. 

Plagues and Disease affected the Americas as Spanish and Portuguese soldiers spread through the 

area bringing pathogens from Europe. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_epidemics_and_pandemics.  The result of wider trade 

throughout the world also brought a wider spread of diseases to everyone. 

I have noted 26 earthquakes, 52 Volcanic Eruptions and 1 Tsunami during the 1500s. This a relatively 

quiet period for tectonic activity, but the eruption of 1600 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huaynaputina#1600_eruption caused significant famine for several 

years after all over the world. 

Human Disasters - Witch and Heresy Trials, Wars, Massacres, Corruption 

(e.g. tribalism, idiot heroes and virtue signalers) 
It only takes a small number of deluded psychopaths to cause major disruptions. Most people take a 

long time to wake up and revolt against these types of maniacs. Some think that the situation will 

somehow fix itself but as we see with the Greens/Labour narcissists and criminals we have now - the 

population has to rise to the challenge and remove these people from power. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_famines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sieges_of_Gibraltar
http://www.climate4you.com/ClimateAndHistory%201500-1599.htm#1570:%20All%20Saints%20Floods
http://www.climate4you.com/ClimateAndHistory%201500-1599.htm#1570:%20All%20Saints%20Floods
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/All_Saints%27_Flood_(1570)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_epidemics_and_pandemics
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Huaynaputina#1600_eruption
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Zealots and deluded binaries seem to exhibit an energy and levels of persuasion (graft and 

corruption) than many dim-witted and desperate people are willing to fall for - not only religions but 

also magic, witchery, potions and other unsupported beliefs which require belief not science or 

enquiry. The desperate poor in Nepal and other countries are beings used as cannon fodder by the 

Russians in the War in Ukraine. The Ottomans constantly stole people and warped young minds to 

turn them into cannon fodder.  Fat, Dumb and Lazy people are easily fooled and manipulated by Bad 

Actors. There were Bad Actors in the 1500s making false allegations against people and calling out 

mobs to attack people - like we see now with the ABC and Greens/Labour politicians. There were 

idiot judges and legal experts back then as we have now in places like Canberra and other parts of 

Australia - dominated by idiots, Religious Zealots and Tribalists - women and black activist types, 

Religious Zealots and the Bad Actors (the corrupt) - who were willing to torture and abuse people to 

get “confessions” very much like we see now in many courts - Family courts abuse of men and 

stealing of children away from men is a current case in point. 

The other problem is that tribalists are very dim-witted. For example both Stephen Conroy and Joe 

Hildebrand as commentators says things like “they are both as bad as each other” when talking 

about groups. For example it is the declared and daily repeated written (the Good Book)  policy of 

Muslims to Kill all Non-Nuslims - recently this has been manifested as the statement “Kill all Jews” 

which muslims in Australia and around the world all support and do not condemn. Anyone who 

declares that they are a “muslim” is also declaring that their stated policy and intent is to “Kill all non 

muslims”. You will not find any muslim to deny this because if they deny this policy then all other 

muslims will kill them for denying it. They Kill all muslims who do not believe that all NON-muslims 

should be killed. This is their intent and stated policy. This is what we see with women - for example 

women attack Bettina Arndt because if Bettina  comments on feminist extremism she is seen as a 

traitor to the tribe of women. So many women attack and abuse her- which is exactly what tribal 

mobs do and all other women STAY SILENT least they are abused by the MOBS AS WELL. 

So when a country - Israel  (Jews and others) - is invaded and attacked by muslims - all muslims 

around the world cheer this on. Australian muslims and  muslim members of parliament 

(Greens/Labour types) - all cheer this on and see this as an achievement of the Muslim agenda and 

policy. Peta Credlian and Sharrie Markson say nothing when the ABC and others declare “Kill all 

men” but can’t stop talking about the victimhood of women or Jewish women especially. Ed Husic 

and Anne Ely remain silent unless it is about Muslim victimhood. Women remain silent unless it is 

about Women victimhood. Tribalists remain silent unless it is about their tribal victimhood.  

So the Jew’s policy is Not to Kill all Muslims. i.e. The Jews don’t have a policy to kill all people who 

are not Jews. Can you see the difference??? because Joe Hildebrand and Stephen Conroy can’t  - 

they say  things like “They are both as bad as each other”. Muslims invade and Kill Jews and Jews 

respond and kill those people who have killed them and intend to keep killing Jews. Joe, Stephen and 

most other binary tribal extremists can see no difference. The United Nations is full of people who 

are as weak minded as Stephen and Joe. Everyone is the same, all groups are just as bad as each - 

the binaries declare. 

This was how the 1500s was in the religious wars until a sufficient number of people had woken up 

and put a stop this tribalism. It took several more hundred years to expel most of the muslim and 

other religious extremists from most of Europe. 
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The idea of not killing people who have different beliefs than you or your binary tribe is an “idea of 

the west” this is not an idea that Muslims support or believe in. China constantly enslaves and “re-

educates” and harvests organs from people until they “believe” what they should “believe”. The 

idea of not killing people who have different beliefs is also not an idea that Greens/Labour believes 

in. Their Beliefs are everything to them and they will attack and demean “Voldermort” anyone who 

dares stand up to them. Anthony Albanese and Chris Bowen and the rest - completely ignore the 

people and democracy or any vote on any matter and change the nation - like any mad Tyrant - 

bribing politicians and senators, lying, black mailing people with threats of sexual misconduct 

allegations, Swearing people to secrecy while claiming “open transparency” (Mark Dreyfuss, Katy 

Gallagher, Penny Wong, Chris Bowen, Tanya Plibersek) destroying business, placing poison in Food 

shops so shops can be cancelled by the “state”  - doing anything they want with Jobs for friends, 

Money for special people, implementing Black tribalism, Wasting government money on fellow 

“believers” ,Using public servants to run political campaigns (Dan Andrews and others),  Funding 

propaganda on the media and ABC - ignoring democracy - ignoring and corrupting the rule of law 

(Mark Dreyfuss - Black constitution, Black Foreign Diplomats, Black “Truth” commissions, Noongar 

“Treaty”)  - in the same way the Muslims run countries on “Muslim” law and NT runs “Black law” so 

that each tribe can run their own “law” of beliefs. 

Albanese, Bowen, Drefuss, O’Niell, Wong, Plibersek, Gallagher, Tony Burke, etc are essentially at 

WAR with their own people - At WAR with their own nation - at WAR with the majority of the 

population who are “non-believers”. Most of these types of people were eventually overcome very 

quickly in the 1500s but places like Russia, Chinese , South American Countries, Myanmar have 

developed oppression of people in to a large state machine over the last several hundred years and 

proudly maintain their oppression. 

Black “Truth” commissions are very much like a “Muslim” truth commission or a “Papal” truth 

commission or a “Diet of Worms” - declaring “their truth” so that everyone must take the knee or be 

killed. HERESY! 

A lot of this behaviour was evident in the 1500s. All wars involving muslims were horrendous with 

levels of barbarism worthy of the mongol hordes. Muslims have not changed for more than one 

thousand years nor will they ever by definition. There is no “reformation” for muslims - always was , 

always will be muslim/black/feminist/zealot/extremist tribes. They love being the SAME and not 

changing in any way from the “book of certainty” 

Most wars were religious wars in some Way. Wars of “Binary Certainty”.  Incas against tribes, 

Portuguese and Spanish in the Americas, Ottoman Wars, French Religious wars, even aspects of 

Piracy and the maritime wars involving, Spanish, English and the Dutch were based on religious 

differences. Scottish and Japanese wars were all tribal - Clan Wars like Aborigines and other black 

tribes. India was Muslims, South East Asia - Thailand, Burma, Cambodia, Viet nam - was mainly about 

power, control and inheritance.  

Some clear examples of wars not involving religion were the Portuguese wars establishing their 

control of Trade in India and the south Asia seas. Although when the Dutch and English moved in 

they would have based some of the actions on religious differences. The Wars of the Three Henrys 

in France were inheritance wars. 
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Ivan the Terrible (Ivan the Insane psychopath) was murdering everyone he could find and mandating 

massacres state wide. Very much like the Spain, the Pope (Inquisitions) and other insane religious 

zealots. 

The Italian wars across the north of Italy in the Po valley were about power, money  and control of 

trade routes although sanctioned by religion. 

Muslim leaders had as many children as they could with as many women slaves as they could hence 

the muslim world was constantly racked with wars of inheritance of power as siblings all killed each 

other vying for power. This problem had largely been solved in Europe in places like Poland, England 

, Netherlands , Italy and Germany transfer of inheritance was practiced and refined over many 

centuries with marriages, agreements, legislation and treaties - where the people in general - and 

not just the nobles - were involved in the process in a kind of “Commonwealth” way.  The Lippe 

family spread around their area in Germany this way. Some major buildings in London and other 

cities were “inherited’ by the “State” and became part of the “Commonwealth”.  This was a change 

over the years from the insertion of corrupt religious leaders sanctioned by the Pope to control far 

away cities and country sides where local people reacted against authoritarianism and corruption. 

Local type “wars” of witch burning, heresy trials etc were signs of local extremism and sometimes 

sanctioned local religious based oppression run by local actors rather than large scale armies. Very 

Akin to ”calling out the Mob” and Lynch mobs we see the Greens/Labour call out and encourage 

with Green Activism, Black Activism, Feminism activism (Promote more women or else! Declares 

Katy Gallagher) and other tribal extreme messages they send to their supporters giving rise to 

rampant vigilantism and mob tribal responses. Stoking the Mob - Stirring up vigilantism, destroying 

the basis of Law and justice - like the Greens/Labour, ABC types do in Australia and Justin Trudeau 

does in Canada. There is an argument to how prevalent these witch hunts were and whether they 

were “The tip of the iceberg” or rare and unusual events. I suspect the degree of idiocy, violence and 

tribalness we have at the moment is not too different from the 1500s and If I was to declare that it 

was significantly different I would have to MOUNT AN ARGUMENT - rather than assume “Humans 

are much more “advanced” now than previously” 

Mandating choice, belief and religion dominated Europe and treaties, articles of ‘faith” (Belief) were 

produced many times in many places to mandate how people should think or what they should 

believe as the “Truth”. We see this now with Greens/labour types, Zealots, tribal extremists, 

religious zealots who dominate Politics, universities, the Media, etc so that “mandated belief” 

dominated the mindset - not only of weak minded muslims and other tribalists but also of educated 

Europeans. This mandated belief served to encourage the most vicious and abusive behaviour - not 

only in times of war - but also in sporadic events in towns and cities everywhere.  

But it was not only mandated belief - mandated belief had become “MANDATED TRUTH” - the “one 

truth” the one “God of certainty”. People claimed “ultimate truth” as they killed people. Shouting 

“Where is your God , Now, Why hasn’t he saved you? “ (from our violence) “ Our Book is the real 

truth” - using the same logic as witch trials. (many examples in towns in Europe) 

 The early wars in the early 1500s were particularly savage in Italy - including the French, Spanish  

and the Swiss mercenaries .  Renaissance Mass Murder: Civilians and Soldiers During the Italian 

Wars By Stephen D. Bowd https://www.amazon.com.au/Renaissance-Mass-Murder-Civilians-

https://www.amazon.com.au/Renaissance-Mass-Murder-Civilians-Soldiers/dp/0198832613
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Soldiers/dp/0198832613 

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=khdMuAEACAAJ&printsec=copyright&redir_esc=y#v=onepag

e&q&f=false   

We compare the savagery in early 1500s Italy with Wars in Lombardy-Battle of Anghiari - 

War[1440] Month[6] Day[29]  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Anghiari  

The battle was described in histories written by contemporaries Leonardo Bruni and Flavio Biondo, 

both of whom concentrate on the actions of individuals, though there is some discussion of 

equipment and tactics.[3] Machiavelli, in contrast, gives a detailed account of the strategy and 

tactics used by both sides, but presents the battle as "a striking example of the wretched state of 

military discipline in those times", arguing that the mercenary knights who ran the armies of the day 

had no motive to fight for victory.[4] 

    “Nor was there ever an instance of wars being carried on in an enemy's country with less injury to 

the assailants than at this; for in so great a defeat, and in a battle which continued four hours, only 

one man died, and he, not from wounds inflicted by hostile weapons, or any honorable means, but, 

having fallen from his horse, was trampled to death. Combatants then engaged with little danger; 

being nearly all mounted, covered with armor, and preserved from death whenever they chose to 

surrender, there was no necessity for risking their lives; while fighting, their armor defended them, 

and when they could resist no longer, they yielded and were safe.[4]” 

Machiavelli adds that "This victory was much more advantageous to the Florentines than injurious to 

the duke; for, had they been conquered, Tuscany would have been his own; but he, by his defeat, only 

lost the horses and accoutrements of his army, which could be replaced without any very serious 

expense".[4] 

Whether or not the claimed single death is an exaggeration is not known. Hans Delbrück argues that, 

    The great historians of the Renaissance, Machiavelli, Guicciardini, and Jovius, were agreed in 

stating that the condottieri waged war simply as a game and not in bloody earnest. It was their 

judgment that these men, guided by self-interest, in order to extend the war as long as possible so 

that they might obtain the most possible pay, did not seek a decision in battle. On the contrary, they 

avoided that, and when it did finally come down to a battle, the men on both sides, who regarded 

themselves mutually as comrades, spared one another and shed no blood. In the battle of Anghiari in 

1440, for example, it is reported that one man died, to be sure, but he was not struck down but 

drowned in a swamp. Later scholars have no doubt characterized this kind of warfare as having 

raised war to a work of art, that is, the skill of maneuver, through the efforts of these condottieri. 

To some extent I think this represents the idea of Chess played by the rules of war rather than brutal 

slaughter and murder in an annihilatistic kind of way. i.e. When the leaders recognized that one had 

the final upper advantage and that a win/Loss was inevitable - the losers were allowed to capitulate 

and negotiate treaties and payments rather than being massacred.” I submit” and “Checkmate”   

This allowed the civilians to continue their work and pay taxes to a new lord. There was also the Idea 

of “Stalemate” where both sides stopped because no win/loss was possible.  We can see in the 

1500s many times rules of war, communication, cooperation, trust were practiced over and over 

again until they got better at it. Soldiers were not massacred and were allowed to leave the city and 

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=khdMuAEACAAJ&printsec=copyright&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://books.google.com.au/books?id=khdMuAEACAAJ&printsec=copyright&redir_esc=y#v=onepage&q&f=false
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Anghiari
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return to another home somewhere else as long as they agreed not to fight for 2 years. A technique 

repeated in the American Civil wars and other places over the years. They marched out of the cities 

flying their flags in full honors but were allowed to leave as respected defenders who lost the battle 

- rather than a tribe which had to be exterminated or a human who had no value other than as a 

captured slave. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice,_Prince_of_Orange  Maurice of Nassau 

(Q164062) was noted for this type of approach  

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Battle of Turnhout - War[1597] Month[1] Day[24] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Rheinberg - War[1597] Month[8] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Battle and Capture of Groenlo - War[1597] Month[9] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Meurs - War[1597] Month[9] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Enschede - War[1597] Month[10] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Battle Sacking Accidental Burning of Bredevoort - War[1597] 

Month[10] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Oldenzaal - War[1597] Month[10] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Ootmarsum - War[1597] Month[10] 

 Dutch Anglo Spanish-Siege Surrender and Capture of Lingen - War[1597] Month[11] 

An Aside: English soldier https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Norris_(soldier)  John Norreys 

(Q1377854) corrupted the Trust of the rules of War when he and other soldiers hid under a Flag of 

Truce and the Rushed into a castle in one of the sieges he was involved in. These unusual breeches in 

trust were frowned upon by both sides and revenge was usually taken - for example the Spanish 

Soldiers which had been brutally massacred at Ham French Wars of Religion-Franco Spanish-Battle 

and Massacres of Ham - War[1595] Month[6] Lat/Lon (49.74845, 3.07247) were remembered at the 

next battle https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_de_La_Tour_d%27Auvergne,_Duke_of_Bouillon  

Henri de La Tour d'Auvergne, Duke of Bouillon (Q966628) French Wars of Religion-Franco Spanish-

Siege Capture and Massacre of Doullens - War[1595] Month[7]  Lat/Long(50.1575, 2.3414) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Doullens  In June 1595, the Franco-Protestant forces of Henri 

de La Tour d'Auvergne, Duke of Bouillon and François d'Orléans-Longueville, Duke of Château-

Thierry, taking Ham, massacring the small Spanish garrison .. On 31 July, the Spanish troops stormed 

Doullens. The Spaniards killed everybody in the city, military and civilians alike, shouting "Remember 

Ham", in retaliation for the massacre against the Spanish garrison of Ham by the French and 

Protestant soldiers under Bouillon orders. 

This idea of respect in war was completely different to Muslims who stole and enslaved people, 

dismembered and deliberately de-humanized people in the most vicious ways, massacred most and 

then re-populated selected strategic war locations(if they had not completely destroyed the city) 

with people of their choice. There is a notable example in the Ottoman Sieges of Malta held by the 

Knights Hospitaller  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Hospitaller  in  1561, 1565, 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Siege_of_Malta   This heroic defence against the brutality of 

the Ottomans was widely reported and motivated many countries in Europe (Elizabeth I commented 

on it) to seek greater cooperation against the muslim threat - see Battle of Lepanto Holy League 

Defeat Ottoman Empire - War[1571] https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Lepanto  

Muslims exterminated and enslaved people rather than transferred power. This Transfer of Power 

without murder and brutality is an idea of the west - implemented in part as Democracy and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maurice,_Prince_of_Orange
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Norris_(soldier)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henri_de_La_Tour_d%27Auvergne,_Duke_of_Bouillon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Doullens
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Knights_Hospitaller
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Great_Siege_of_Malta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Lepanto
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Democratic processes - and something that Russians, Chinese, Despots, Religious Fanatics, Feminists 

and Greens/Labour/ABC have trouble understanding. There are no intellectuals or unique and 

talented individuals  in Russia, China, North Korea or Muslim caliphates - they are all slaves of the 

elites and oligarchs - cannon fodder and economic units. 

The History of Italy Francesco Guicciardini  Edited and translated by Sidney Alexander  

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691008004/the-history-of-italy 

https://archive.org/details/historyofitaly01guic/page/n3/mode/2up  

So why the gradual acceptance of brutal wars and the loss of chivalry? Maybe it was the European 

reaction to the Ottoman Brutality. Vlad the Impaler inflicted huge losses on the Ottomans and 

people in Europe celebrated  when they heard about his brutality against the Turks - Wallachia 

Ottoman-Night Attack at Targoviste/Massacres Enslavement and Burning of Braila - War[1462] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_attack_at_T%C3%A2rgovi%C8%99te 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_the_Impaler   Vlad the Impaler (Q43715) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mehmed_II  Mehmed the Conqueror (Q34503 

It also may have been plague, famines, overcrowding and general level of heightened anxiety (the 

other extreme of a utopian existence - fear of CONSTANT BRUTAL Ottoman invasions and being 

stolen - fear of the plague) - a combination of many things. It may be worth re-visiting John 

Calhoun’s study of mice in Universe 25 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1644264/pdf/procrsmed00338-0007.pdf Death 

Squared: 

The Explosive Growth and Demise of a Mouse Population by John B Calhoun MD (Section on 

Behavioral Systems, Laboratory of Brain Evolution & Behavior, National Institute of Mental Health, 

9000 Rockville Pike, Bethesda, Maryland 20014, USA) copyright fair use not for profit partial extract 

public good education and debate “I shall largely speak of mice, but my thoughts are on man, on 

healing, on life and its evolution. Threatening life and evolution are the two deaths, death of the 

spirit and death of the body. Evolution, in terms of ancient wisdom, is the acquisition of access to the 

tree of life.”…. 

The second death 
As in Revelation vi.8 Ecological expression 
(1) Sword  (1) Emigration 
(2) Famine  (2a) Resource shortage 

(2b) Inclement weather (and fire and cataclysms of nature) 
(3) Pestilence  (3) Disease 
(4) Wild beasts  (4) Predation 
Decline ofPopulation Size, 
the Death Phase D …Male counterparts to these non-reproducing females we soon dubbed the 
'beautiful ones'. They never engaged in sexual approaches toward females, and they never engaged 
in fighting, and so they had no wound or scar tissue. Thus their pelage remained in excellent 
condition. Their behavioural repertoire became largely confined to eating, drinking, sleeping and 
grooming, none of which carried any social implications beyond that represented by contiguity of 
bodies. Most of the last half of the population born in the 16 cell universe were fully or largely like 
these non-reproducing females and these 'beautiful ones' (males). As their formerly more competent 
predecessors gradually became senescent, their already disrupted capacity for reproduction 
terminated. At this time only the 'beautiful one' category of males, and their counterpart females, 

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691008004/the-history-of-italy
https://archive.org/details/historyofitaly01guic/page/n3/mode/2up
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Night_attack_at_T%C3%A2rgovi%C8%99te
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vlad_the_Impaler
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mehmed_II
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC1644264/pdf/procrsmed00338-0007.pdf
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remained at an age normally compatible with reproduction, but they had long since failed to 
develop this capacity… 
 
Conclusion 
The results obtained in this study should be obtained when customary causes of mortality become 
markedly reduced in any species of mammal whose members form social groups. Reduction of bodily 
death (i.e. 'the second death') culminates in survival of an excessive number of individuals that have 
developed the potentiality for occupying the social roles characteristic of the species. Within a few 
generations all such roles in all physical space available to the species are filled. At this time, the 
continuing high survival of many individuals to sexual and behavioural maturity culminates in the 
presence of many young adults capable of involvement in appropriate species-specific activities. 
However, there are few opportunities for fulfilling these potentialities. In seeking such fulfilment they 
compete for social role occupancy with the older established members of the community. This 
competition is so severe that it simultaneously leads to the nearly total breakdown of all normal 
behaviour by both the contestors and the established adults of both sexes. Normal social 
organization (i.e. 'the establishment') breaks down, it 'dies'….. 
 
For an animal so complex as man, there is no logical reason why a comparable sequence of events 
should not also lead to species extinction. If opportunities for role fulfilment fall far short of the 
demand by those capable of filling roles, and having expectancies to do so, only violence and 
disruption of social organization can follow. Individuals born under these circumstances wilt 
be so out of touch with reality as to be incapable even of alienation. Their most-complex behaviours 
will become fragmented. Acquisition, creation and utilization of ideas appropriate for life in a 
post-industrial cultural-conceptual-technological society will have been blocked. Just as biological 
generativity in the mouse involves this species' most complex behaviours, so does ideational 
generativity for man. Loss of these respective complex behaviours means death of the species…. 
 
The Chairman interrupted Dr Calhoun and said that he ought to be careful about this. He had been 
dicussing mice, and the Chairman agreed with Professor Mellan by that there were some very strong 
contra indications. Hong Kong, for example, was a most marvellous population of people living under 
much higher densities than in east London. He thought the inhabitants to be impressively happy as 
far as one could see. 
Dr Calhoun thought this to be a major trap. The essential core of man was to remain under tension. 
What happened in the mice was this: He called the males the 'beautiful ones'. Those at the end had a 
kind of autistic life. They could function under normal routine conditions but beyond this the major 
powers of the species were lost. He did not know what happened in Hong Kong. He had been in 
Calcutta and was frightened by it. His interpretation of what was happening there might be 
happening in Amsterdam and other places now. He thought mankind was on a knife-edge which 
could shift in a couple of directions. One behavioural shift on the human side could be comparable to 
'beautiful one' mice: individuals capable of the routine of life, but with loss of 
creativity and an inability to live under challenge. 
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Necessary tension in the 
plurality Model exists 
between many things in 
the Model. I want to 
highlight the tension 
between the certain NOT, 
NOT and the certain 
Declared IS - there is 
always a gap of 
uncertainty between 
them. The discussion, 
debate, exploration space 
- the uncertainty space - 
open to question - ? 

 

Even If you have “Certain Knowledge” and the Diagonally Opposite Square Not, Not - there is still not 

certainty and not knowledge to be considered as well. No matter how strongly you Declare 

something to be “Is” there are the other things to consider. Binaries struggle with this more 

Comprehensive and Cohesive frame. 

 

From 1490s to 1527 the nature of warfare had changed dramatically in Europe - the brutality which 

was commonplace in muslim wars was entering into European conflicts. 

In many places Chivalry was long dead and forgotten - it was often all out brutal mob like carnage - 

we see similar things in our time especially with small minded narcissistic psychopaths like we see 

today - Chris Bowen, Anthony Albanese (“Trust us - We are good” “Safe hands”) , Mark Dreyfuss 

(Pooh-bah “open and transparent”) - if they thought they could get away with it - they used every 

opportunity to behave in the most barbaric ways. The Mandated belief and “Puritans” were on the 

rise. Canadian, New Zealand prime ministers, Dan Andrews, Andrew Barr, most Australian Political 

leaders and many other people in governments around the world today exhibit this kind of Smug 

“pure” zealotry as they mandate what is in their mind as “their god given authority” over others.  

There is a pattern which emerges where the ruler taxes the populations - spend too much and then 

over-tax the population until the people rise up in Rebellion which is then sometimes brutally 

quashed but sometimes they win and new negotiations take place. Spain in the 1500s is a study in 

economics as it was in major debt for large periods of time during this period despite seemingly 

having enormous wealth. For example in Australia - every state and commonwealth is in enormous 
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amounts of debt and each government is spending money on themselves , their friends and their 

grand displays of virtue and tribalism to the detriment of the economy (flying around the world of 

conferences - How many times did Andrew Barr and his Boyfriend fly around the world to look at 

Trams? on Canberra ratepayer funds) - with no intent to reduce the debt or reduce taxes on people 

who actually do work for a living rather than grifting off taxpayers.  Many of these types of rulers 

were educated or eliminated during the 1500s so progressively only more of the competent and 

cooperative rulers by way of family inheritance and inter marriages stayed in power. They learned 

how to get better at not being as corrupt as we see in Greens/Labour types now over time. 

I have recorded around 178 events which are related to civilian activities like witch and heresy trials 

(with a few mistakes) but you can see how the general spread of rebellions and things are. Manila 

was rebilling against the Portuguese and the Americas was full of rebellions against the Spanish and 

the Portuguese. The Bulk of activity was in United Kingdom, Germany and Netherlands 

 

United Kingdom 31 

Germany 31 

Netherlands 11 

Italy 11 

France 9 

Sweden 8 

Spain 8 

Philippines 8 

Austria 4 

Russia 4 

Belgium 3 
 

There is enough evidence to assert that in Ottoman and 
Muslim dominated countries people were constantly 
maimed and killed either with trial or randomly based on 
accusations of Heresy or purely on a basis of whimsy and 
brutal delight. Untold millions were maimed and killed over 
many years anywhere were Mongols, Muslims, Ottomans 
were in charge. 
We see glimpses of this in muslim countries now were 
people are killed regularly for heresy not only by mobs but by 
individuals. Many of these people have migrated to Australia, 
England and other western civilizations and operate in the 
same way. 
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There are 840 battle and war events I have recorded in the 1500s although I have missed many  

related conflicts were a number cities and towns were taken at the same time the major city was 

taken. Clans wars in Japan, Japanese/Korean/Ming invasions wars, Major wars and power transfers 

in India, Malacca and Aceh wars, Ottoman Wars everywhere and Muslim wars of rebellion and 

inheritance of power. Anglo/Dutch - Spanish religious and Pirate wars, Inca Wars. 

A subset of the sorted list by country. 

France 125 

Netherlands 76 

Italy 58 

Germany 53 

India 42 

Belgium 35 

Spain 32 

United Kingdom 23 

Chile 16 

Malaysia 16 

Scotland 16 

Ireland 15 

Russia 15 

Korea, South 14 

Japan 13 

Algeria 12 

Sweden 12 

Afghanistan 11 

Romania 10 

Portugal 10 

Peru 8 

Morocco 8 

Poland 8 

Ethiopia 8 

Mexico 8 

Bosnia And 
Herzegovina 

8 

Pakistan 7 

Indonesia 7 

Hungary 7 

Ukraine 6 

Croatia 6 

Greece 5 

Yemen 5 

Belarus 5 

 

 

I linked all the people in events with all the events. I have the place and country of birth of each 

person and I also have the country and location of each event. So I can look at which people born in 

which countries were at which events. A person event country count.  Many events in Italy (mainly 

wars) by French people (the Italian Wars) and many events in Netherlands with people born in 

Germany but also from England and Spain as well.  Germany, Belgium and Netherlands had people 

from more than 9 countries involved in events. 

CountOfwikidata_code Country Bplace_country 
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288 France France 

113 Germany Germany 

103 Italy Italy 

76 Scotland Scotland 

75 England England 

70 India India 

69 Italy France 

56 Netherlands Germany 

52 France England 

50 Scotland England 

46 Netherlands Netherlands 

44 Spain Spain 

40 France Spain 

39 Japan Japan 

35 Netherlands England 

35 Netherlands Spain 

33 France Italy 

31 Ireland England 

31 Ireland Ireland 

27 Italy Spain 

26 Myanmar Myanmar 

25 Russia Russia 

24 Belgium Spain 

24 Peru Spain 

23 Belgium France 

23 Spain England 

22 India Afghanistan 

20 Belgium Belgium 

19 Belgium Germany 

18 Chile Chile 

18 Mexico Spain 

16 Algeria Spain 

Economy - Trade Merchants Banks Finance Profit 
1500s saw the emergence of major trading companies, banks, financial systems, “Gresham’s law” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gresham%27s_law , Spain’s financial collapse, Wealthy bankers and 

Individuals, shortages of silver and gold for coins, religious demonization of Money Lenders (Jews 

and others), looting by unpaid soldiers and mercenaries and collapse of noble dynasties. Money and 

the ability to run an economy was becoming more important than religion, Elitism and Noble 

entitlement. Community development and economies went hand in hand. Trade developed along 

the American, African , Indian and South East Asia coast lines - From Portuguese, Spanish and later 

French, English and Dutch vogages. Russia was pushing westwards. 

Settlements were established during the 1500s  - colonization, trade, migration, silver mines. 

Central Asia Uzbekistan 1 

Eastern Asia Japan 7 

Eastern Asia Macau 1 

Eastern Asia Mongolia 1 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gresham%27s_law
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Eastern Europe Belarus 7 

Eastern Europe Czechia 1 

Eastern Europe Poland 5 

Eastern Europe Russia 8 

Eastern Europe Slovakia 2 

Eastern Europe Ukraine 3 

Latin America and the Caribbean  1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Argentina 5 

Latin America and the Caribbean Bolivia 4 

Latin America and the Caribbean Brazil 5 

Latin America and the Caribbean Chile 12 

Latin America and the Caribbean Colombia 8 

Latin America and the Caribbean Cuba 4 

Latin America and the Caribbean Curaçao 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Dominican Republic 3 

Latin America and the Caribbean Ecuador 2 

Latin America and the Caribbean El Salvador 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Guatemala 4 

Latin America and the Caribbean Haiti 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Honduras 3 

Latin America and the Caribbean Mexico 34 

Latin America and the Caribbean Nicaragua 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Panama 4 

Latin America and the Caribbean Paraguay 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Peru 7 

Latin America and the Caribbean Puerto Rico 2 

Latin America and the Caribbean Trinidad And Tobago 1 

Latin America and the Caribbean Venezuela 6 

Mediteranean Spain 1 

Northern Africa Algeria 2 

Northern Africa Sudan 1 

Northern America Canada 1 

Northern America United States 3 

Northern Europe Finland 1 

Northern Europe Ireland 1 

Northern Europe Lithuania 2 

Northern Europe Sweden 2 

Northern Europe United Kingdom 4 

South-eastern Asia Cambodia 1 

South-eastern Asia Indonesia 6 

South-eastern Asia Philippines 4 

Southern Asia India 21 

Southern Asia Iran 2 

Southern Asia Pakistan 3 

Southern Asia Sri Lanka 1 

Southern Europe Bosnia And Herzegovina 1 

Southern Europe Croatia 1 

Southern Europe Italy 5 

Southern Europe Malta 1 

Southern Europe Portugal 1 
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Southern Europe Spain 4 

Sub-Saharan Africa Angola 3 

Sub-Saharan Africa Benin 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Chad 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Ethiopia 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Ghana 3 

Sub-Saharan Africa Guinea-Bissau 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Mali 2 

Sub-Saharan Africa Mozambique 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Nigeria 4 

Sub-Saharan Africa Senegal 3 

Sub-Saharan Africa Sierra Leone 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Tanzania 1 

Sub-Saharan Africa Zimbabwe 1 

Western Asia Iraq 1 

Western Europe France 3 

Western Europe Germany 5 

Western Europe Netherlands 1 

Education - Commonplace Education Striving for Excellence, Curiosity, 

Shared Learning 
Education ,reading and writing were important and wealthy families educated their children from 

very young ages and invested in education. Books and Maps were popular, printing was increasing 

and libraries were growing. There was a thirst for knowledge. Here are some of the printers and 

publishers. 

Belgium Antwerp Volcxken_Diericx 1525 1600 

Belgium Antwerp Pieter_de_Jode_I 1570 1634 

Belgium City of Brussels Hans_Collaert 1525 1580 

Belgium Leuven Lodewijk_Elzevir 1540 1617 

Belgium Leuven Pierre_Phalese_the_Elder 1510 1574 

Belgium Mechelen Frans_Hogenberg 1535 1590 

Croatia Pinguente/Buzet Jacques_Moderne 1500 1560 

Czechia Prague Mordechai_Zemach 1502 1591 

Czechia Rozdalovice Jiri_Melantrich_of_Aventino 1511 1580 

England Coventry,(region) Richard_Grafton 1511 1572 

England Exton James_Harington_(lawyer) 1511 1592 

England London John_Day_(printer) 1522 1584 

England London William_Carter_(martyr) 1548 1584 

England London Elisabeth_Pickering 1510 1562 

England London Pieter_de_Molijn 1595 1661 

England London Thomas_Berthelet 1501 1555 

England London William_Ponsonby_(publisher) 1540 1604 

England London Humphrey_Toy 1537 1577 

England London Edward_Whitchurch 1502 1561 

England London Richard_Tottel 1530 1594 

England London Nicholas_Ling 1546 1607 

England London Thomas_Wight 1547 1608 

England London Thomas_East 1540 1608 
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England London Cuthbert_Burby 1546 1607 

England Norfolk,(region) John_Stubbs 1543 1591 

England Therfield Richard_Warren 1578 1628 

England Warwickshire William_Barley 1560 1614 

France Arras Eustache_Vignon 1530 1588 

France Arras Jean_Crespin 1520 1572 

France Dolus-le-Sec Guillaume_Rouille 1518 1589 

France Lyon Jean_de_Tournes 1504 1564 

France Lyon Jean_Pullon 1543 1561 

France Lyon Jean_Temporal 1535 1594 

France Nancy, France Jacques_Callot 1592 1635 

France Paris Robert_Estienne 1503 1559 

France Paris Michel_de_Vascosan 1500 1576 

France Paris Richard_Breton 1524 1571 

France Paris Jacques_Auguste_de_Thou 1553 1617 

France Rittershoffen Nicolaus_Episcopius 1501 1564 

France Saint-Avertin Christophe_Plantin 1520 1589 

France Strasbourg Lazare_Zetzner 1551 1616 

Germany Augsburg Heinrich_Steiner_(Buchdrucker) 1500 1548 

Germany Cologne Arnold_Mylius 1540 1604 

Germany Cologne Maternus_Cholinus 1525 1588 

Germany Essen Johann_Ladenspelder 1512 1561 

Germany Frankfurt Am Main Johann_Eichorn 1524 1583 

Germany Hadamar Christian_Egenolff 1502 1555 

Germany Jena Thomas_Rhebart 1511 1570 

Germany Lubeck Johann_Balhorn_der_Altere 1500 1573 

Germany Marburg Franz_Rhode 1500 1559 

Germany Munich Adam_Berg_(publisher) 1540 1610 

Germany Nuremberg Hans_Glaser 1500 1573 

Germany Nuremberg Nikolaus_Meldemann 1518 1552 

Germany Szczecin/Stettin Andreas_Kellner 1530 1591 

Germany Torgau Hans_Daubmann 1545 1573 

Germany Wittenberg Johann_Krafft 1510 1578 

Germany Wittenberg Kraft_Muller 1503 1547 

Italy Naples Giovanna_d'Aragona 1502 1575 

Italy Sabbio Chiese Stefano_Nicolini_da_Sabbio 1500 1564 

Italy Sabbio Chiese Pietro_Nicolini_da_Sabbio 1500 1555 

Italy Sabbio Chiese Giovanni_Antonio_Nicolini_da_Sabbio 1500 1546 

Italy Trino Gabriele_Giolito_de'_Ferrari 1508 1578 

Italy Venice Jakov_of_Kamena_Reka 1510 1570 

Italy Venice Demetrios_Zenos 1500 1540 

Italy Venice Aldus_Manutius_the_Younger 1547 1597 

Italy Villa Basilica Pietro_Perna 1519 1582 

Italy Villa Lagarina Giovanni_Battista_de'Cavalieri 1525 1601 

Lithuania Vilnius Merkelis_Petkevia•ius 1550 1608 

Netherlands Arnhem Jan_Janssonius 1588 1664 

Netherlands Breda Jacobus_van_Meteren 1519 1577 

Netherlands Druten Reginald_Wolfe 1520 1573 

Netherlands Haarlem Philip_Galle 1537 1612 

Netherlands Hoorn Cornelis_Cort 1533 1578 
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Netherlands 's-Hertogenbosch Jacob_Bos 1549 1580 

Netherlands The Hague Willem_Hondius 1598 1652 

Netherlands Venlo Hubert_Goltzius 1526 1583 

Portugal Portugal-unknown, 
(region) 

Abraham_Usque 1521 1587 

Russia Moscow Ivan_Fyodorov_(printer) 1510 1583 

Scotland Edinburgh Androw_Myllar 1503 1508 

Switzerland Basel Hieronymus_Froben 1501 1563 

Switzerland Basel Ambrosius_Frobenius 1537 1595 

Switzerland Basel Henricus_Petrus 1508 1579 

Switzerland Basel Konrad_Waldkirch 1549 1616 

Switzerland Geneva Jean_Girard_(imprimeur) 1501 1558 

Libraries - Schools Universities Books Translations Maps Charts, world 

views and frames 
Universities were establish - many for one religion or another but others as non-religious. Greek  and 

Latin translations into native languages at European Universities, Maps, Sea charts - printed and 

shared and libraries being built and books being collected , valued, stored and catalogued in 

universities. Some private collectors of books in places like Italy and England were valuing and saving 

books. The world view was changing from earth centered to a heliocentric solar system - people 

were looking - up in space, out in distance, back in time, inwards in meaning and philosophy. 

Lutherhaus/University of Wittenberg - University[1502 to 1817] Germany 

University of Seville/Colegio Santa Maria de Jesus - University[1505 to 2023] Spain 

University Viadrina - Ancient_University[1506 to 1811] Germany 

Accademia Cosentina - University[1511 to 2024] Italy 

University of Zurich - University[1525 to 2023] Switzerland 

University of Marburg - University[1527 to 2024] Germany 

College de France - University[1530 to 2023] France 

Universite de Lausanne/University of Lausanne - University[1537 to 2023] Switzerland 

University of Valence - University[1541 to 1793] France 

The King's School - University[1541 to 2024] United Kingdom 

University of Konigsberg/Albertina - University[1544 to 1945] Russia 

National Major University of San Marcos - University[1551 to 2023] Peru 

Friedrich Schiller University Jena - University[1558 to 2023] Germany 

University of Geneva - University[1559 to 2023] Switzerland 

University of Lille - University[1559 to 2023] France 

San Carlos University - University[1562 to 2023] Guatemala 

Palacky University Olomouc - University[1573 to 2023] Czechia 

Leiden University - University[1575 to 2023] Netherlands 

University Of Helmstedt - University[1576 to 1810] Germany 

Casimirianum - University[1578 to 2024] Germany 

University of Altdorf - University[1578 to 1809] Germany 

Academy of Sedan - Ancient_University[1579 to 1681] France 

Vilnius University - University[1579 to 2023] Lithuania 

Babes-Bolyai_University - University[1581 to 2023] Romania 

University of Edinburgh - University[1582 to 2023] United Kingdom 

University of Graz - University[1585 to 2023] Austria 

University of Franeker - Ancient_University[1585 to 1811] Netherlands 
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College of Nosa Senora da Antiga - University[1592 to 2024] Spain 

University of Dublin - University[1592 to 2024] Ireland 

Academy of Saumur - Ancient_University[1593 to 1685] France 

Zamoyski Academy - University[1594 to 2024] Poland 

Legal Systems - Law Government Treaties Agreements Inheritance Fair 

Dealing 
Treaties were negotiated and documented before , during and after wars. Agreements were reached 

between citizens and nobles - fair dealing was encouraged - taxes were paid and goods were shared 

and fair prices. Even in the Indian and Asia trade ports fair dealing was encouraged and failures and 

corruption were harshly and immediately dealt with. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_treaties  

The Rights of War and Peace - Document[1625] Rank(10) Author(Hugo Grotius) Age(42) 

Keyword(Group Philosophy War) https://oll.libertyfund.org/pages/grotius-war-peace  

http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/5744  https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/grotius/  

Science - Botanical Gardens Plants Herbs Foods Medicine Doctors 

Operations 
Science was growing rapidly especially in medicine, astronomy, maths and botany. Universities were 

concentrating on the sciences and spending less time on religion. 

https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/824/   Botanical Garden (Orto Botanico), Padua  The world's first 

botanical garden was created in Padua in 1545. 

Many people were working to improve health and support for plagues, wars, child birth and 

sicknesses in general. Healing work was historically associated with religions but this was gradually 

being expanded by science and doctors. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nostradamus Michel de Nostredame .. was a French astrologer, 

apothecary, physician, and reputed seer, who is best known for his book Les Prophéties (published in 

1555), a collection of 942[b] poetic quatrains allegedly predicting future events...  He first married in 

1531, but his wife and two children died in 1534 during another plague outbreak. He worked against 

the plague alongside other doctors before remarrying to Anne Ponsarde, with whom he had six 

children. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conrad_Gessner Conrad Gessner .. Born into a poor family in Zürich, 

Switzerland, his father and teachers quickly realised his talents and supported him through 

university, where he studied classical languages, theology and medicine. He became Zürich's city 

physician, but was able to spend much of his time on collecting, research and writing. Gessner 

compiled monumental works on bibliography (Bibliotheca universalis 1545–1549) and zoology 

(Historia animalium 1551–1558) and was working on a major botanical text at the time of his death 

from plague at the age of 49. He is regarded as the father of modern scientific bibliography, zoology 

and botany. He was frequently the first to describe species of plants or animals in Europe, such as the 

tulip in 1559. A number of plants and animals have been named after him. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_treaties
https://oll.libertyfund.org/pages/grotius-war-peace
http://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/5744
https://plato.stanford.edu/entries/grotius/
https://whc.unesco.org/en/list/824/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nostradamus
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Conrad_Gessner
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Government Structure - Royalty Social Support Taxes Economies Work 

Travel Equality Fairness 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth Polish–Lithuanian 

Commonwealth 1569–1795 …The state possessed an idiosyncratic system of governance and its 

Golden Liberty placed controls upon monarchical authority, a precursor to modern concepts of 

democracy.[22] Legislation was enacted by the General Sejm, a bicameral legislature (parliament) 

administered by the szlachta nobility, and the king was bound to comply with the constitutional 

principles dictated by the Henrician Articles. The country also maintained unprecedented levels of 

ethnic diversity and relative religious tolerance, guaranteed by the Warsaw Confederation Act of 

1573,[23][24][d] though the degree of religious freedom was not always uniform and varied over time 

Technology - Trades Technology Windmills Architecture Art Sailing 

Gunpowder Metalwork 
Technology advanced rapidly in many places in Europe - too many to list. 

Recent Investigations 
1500s, individuals of 1500s and their relationships. Maps, Wars, Wikipedia , various books. 

Recent People 
David Hume of Godscroft - Lifespan[1558 to 1629]  Born_Loc(Wedderburn Castle, near Duns, 

Berwickshire,) Rank(80) Keyword(Philosophy, Law, Religion, Humanism) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hume_of_Godscroft  

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/mach/intro.html  https://era.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/20527  

David Hume of Godscroft, Apologia Basilica (1626) A hypertext critical edition by Dana F. Sutton 

The University of California, Irvine Posted November 27, 2017 

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/mach/intro.html  “There is much similar stuff, which, when I was 

pondering them, struck me as so self-contradictory, incompetent and absurd that I said to myself 

“this man does not believe what he writes, but he writes to describe things as they are done, not that 

men might do the same, but so that they might shun these evils. He acts the part of a man who 

approves of them so that he might insinuate his way into similar minds, and with greater security 

publicize crimes, plain and unvarnished, to that with their base and monstrous appearance he might 

terrify them and instill a sense of shame.” But I perceive few if any traces of this intention. I must 

alter my opinion and believe that he is as criminal has he pretends to be, and all men should believe 

this as long as they also believe he is such a fool. If any man persists in thinking otherwise and 

adheres to the former view, I shall not contest him. For my quarrel is not with the man but with his 

teachings, or if it is with the man, this is because of his teachings” 

Adriaen de Jonghe/Hadrianus  Junius - Lifespan[1511 to 1575]  Born_Loc(Hoorn, West Fresia) 

Rank(70) Keyword(Humanism, Medicine, Education, physician, classical scholar, translator, 

lexicographer, antiquarian, historiographer, emblematist, poet), Wikidata(Q1567581) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadrianus_Junius  

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/junius/intro.html  http://emlo-

portal.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/collections/?catalogue=hadrianus-junius  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_forms_of_government
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golden_Liberty
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monarchy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Democracy
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth#cite_note-Janowski-26
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sejm_of_the_Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bicameralism
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Szlachta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Henrician_Articles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Religious_tolerance
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warsaw_Confederation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Warsaw_Confederation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth#cite_note-Norman_Davies_1795-27
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth#cite_note-Norman_Davies_1795-27
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Polish%E2%80%93Lithuanian_Commonwealth#cite_note-faith-29
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Hume_of_Godscroft
https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/mach/intro.html
https://era.ed.ac.uk/handle/1842/20527
https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/mach/intro.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hadrianus_Junius
https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/junius/intro.html
http://emlo-portal.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/collections/?catalogue=hadrianus-junius
http://emlo-portal.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/collections/?catalogue=hadrianus-junius
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Recent Documents 
Britannia (Rank:50) :Author(William Camden) :Year[1586] Age(71) :Keyword(Group History 

chorography, landscape, geography, antiquarianism, history) 

https://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=eebo2;idno=B18452.0001.001  

https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/cambrit/contents.html  

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Camden%2C%20William%2C

%201551%2D1623  
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Witch trials Angola 2024 
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https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/handle/20.500.12657/34984/1/341414.pdf It was – 

ironically – usually individuals (children and weak-minded adults) who had suffered little or 

no physical or mental torment who admitted most freely to being witches, much to the 

bewilderment of the city councillors. ... Criminal and civil court records from this period show 

several cases in which allegations of witchcraft were handled as instances of slander to the 

advantage of the alleged witch, a trend which was to become arguably even more important 

in the second half of the sixteenth century 

36. White lotus Rebellions China https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_Lotus  

37. Germany : "The mother of the witches" Johannes Dillinger 

https://radar.brookes.ac.uk/radar/file/c3645b3f-5537-403e-a629-

6829cad914d1/1/Germany%20mother%20of%20the%20witches%20-

%209781138782204%20-%202019%20-%20Dillinger.pdf The ‘Evil People Paradigm’ might 

be the best way to describe the genesis of rumours of witchcraft in Germany. On the basis of 

popular demonology, accusations of witchcraft were a way to express any kind of deep 

distrust and severe hostility. As a rule, accusations of witchcraft had a background of long-

standing tensions within a local community or within a family. In the trial records of the 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13197233/The-witch-trials-Angola-Mass-ritual-killing-50-poisoned-death-forced-drink-mysterious-herbal-potion-prove-not-sorcerers.html%20Witch%20trials%20Angola%202024
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German witch hunts we find time and again the same kind of reasoning: Persons with a bad 

reputation, persons who were known as overtly aggressive, were accused of witchcraft.... 

The professionalization of the judiciary and the rise of a sophisticated state administration 

that allowed the government to supervise the local court critically ended the witch hunts. 

The witch hunts ended when professional judges and sophisticated legal administrations that 

included a system of governmental controls began to replace the old courts. 

38. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Thomasius  

39. Witchcraft, Gender and Society in Early Modern Germany Jonathan B. Durrant 

https://library.oapen.org/bitstream/id/de78e72c-7c2c-41c8-b5cc-

d8f4e2692569/9789047420552_webready_content_text.pdf  

40. Knitting Machines https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stocking_frame  

41. https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/39903 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pierre_de_Bourdeille,_seigneur_de_Brant%C3%B4me Pierre 

de Bourdeille c. 1540 – 15 July 1614), called the seigneur et abbé de Brantôme, was a French 

memoirist, soldier and biographer. The work was published in 2 volumes by the Golden 

Cockerel Press under the title The Lives of the Gallant Ladies in 1924 with woodcuts by 

Robert Gibbings 

42. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lodovico_Guicciardini Lodovico Guicciardini His best-known 

work, the Descrittione di Lodovico Guicciardini patritio fiorentino di tutti i Paesi Bassi 

altrimenti detti Germania inferiore (1567, Description of the Low Countries), was an 

influential account of the history and the arts of the Low Countries, accompanied by city 

maps by various leading engravers 

https://historica.unibo.it/explore?bitstream_id=744269&handle=20.500.14008/78900&provi

der=iiif-image&viewer=mirador  

43. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Anton_van_den_Wyngaerde a prolific Flemish topographical 

artist who made panoramic sketches and paintings of towns in the southern Netherlands, 

northern France, England, Italy, and Spain. He is best known for the many panoramas of 

cities in Spain that he drew while employed by Philip II. After his death, his works were 

dispersed into different collections, and their importance neglected. Their historical and 

artistic value have been recently rediscovered 

44. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Giovan_Battista_Aleotti For some years, Aleotti went to 

Ferrara, to work under Alfonso II d'Este where with Alessandro Balbi he designed the 

façade of the University in 1610. He gave a new façade to the Rocca Scandiano, the home of 

the Boiardo family. He is known for his designs in Parma, including the Teatro Farnese (1618–

1628) and, with the assistance of his pupil Giovanni Battista Magnani, the hexagonal church 

of Santa Maria del Quartiere (1604–1619). He also helped design the facades of the Palazzi 

Bentivoglio and Bevilacqua-Costabili in Ferrara. 

45. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pedro_Ord%C3%B3%C3%B1ez_de_Ceballos world traveller  

Spanish adventurer, soldier and eventually priest and writer, best known for his travel 

around the world between 1589 and 1593. He started and ended his travel in Quito, 

Viceroyalty of Perú, and crossed successively the Pacific, Indian and Atlantic oceans and 

South America mainland from Buenos Aires to Quito. Main event in the travel was his stay in 

Cochinchina that lasted for several months in late 1591 and put him in close relation with 

Emperor Lê Thế Tông and his sister, whom he converted to catholicism. He was then, in 

February 1592, hold prisoner by the Portuguese adventurer Diogo Veloso and had to pay him 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christian_Thomasius
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a ransom for his release. He had been ordered priest in Bogotá around 1588, and published 

the story of his travels in 1614 under the title of Viaje del Mundo (World Travel). 

46. Geography, Technology, and War: Studies in the Maritime History of the Mediterranean, 

649-1571 John H. Pryor https://z-lib.io/book/15853097  

https://search.library.wisc.edu/catalog/9913896598202121 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Maritime_history_of_Europe 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_the_Gulf_of_Corinth#/media/File:Byzantine-

Arab_naval_struggle.svg 

https://books.google.com.au/books?id=M3hGBGZnibAC&redir_esc=y  

47. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Felix_Fabri Felix Fabri (also spelt Faber; 1441 – 1502) was a 

Swiss Dominican theologian. He left vivid and detailed descriptions of his pilgrimages to 

Palestine and also in 1489 authored a book on the history of Swabia, entitled Historia 

Suevorum. https://archive.org/details/libraryofpalesti09paleuoft/page/n5/mode/2up  

https://archive.org/details/libraryofpalesti07paleuoft/page/n5/mode/2up The library of the 

Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society by     Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society, London 

https://archive.org/search?query=creator%3A%22Palestine+Pilgrims%27+Text+Society%2C+

London%22 https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/58528 Gutenberg FRATRIS FELICIS FABRI 

EVAGATORIUM https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/author/50017 (Latin) 

https://www.forgottenbooks.com/pt/books/FelixFabriCirca14801483AD_10643487 Felix 

Fabri (Circa 1480-1483 A. D.) Part II por Aubrey Stewart 

48. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bernhard_von_Breidenbach a politician in the Electorate of 

Mainz. He wrote a travel report, Peregrinatio in terram sanctam (1486), from his travels to 

the Holy Land. The Pilgrim's Galley, arrived at Jaffa, A.D. 1483 with Bernhard von 

Breidenbach[1]  In Jerusalem he met Felix Fabri. 

https://archive.org/details/bernhardvonbreyd00davi/page/n7/mode/2up  Bernhard von 

Breydenbach and his journey to the Holy Land 1483-4 : a bibliography by     Davies, Hugh Wm 

https://archive.org/stream/bernhardvonbreyd00davi/bernhardvonbreyd00davi_djvu.txt  

49. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/John_Phokas  12th-century Byzantine pilgrim to the Holy Land. 

He wrote an account of his travels, the so-called Ekphrasis or Concise Description of the Holy 

Places,[a] which has been called "the most elegant of Palestinian pilgrimage accounts".[1] 

Doubt has recently arisen over whether Phokas was in fact the author of the Ekphrasis, which 

has been re-attributed instead to the John Doukas who went on an imperial mission to the 

Holy Land in 1177 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book//lookupname?key=Stewart%2C%20Aub

rey%2C%201844%2D1918  

https://www.forgottenbooks.com/pt/books/ThePilgrimageofJoannesPhocasintheHolyLandin

theYear1185AD_10463447 The Pilgrimage of Joannes Phocas in the Holy Land (in the Year 

1185 A. D.) por Aubrey Stewart 

50. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victual_Brothers were a loosely organized guild of 14th 

century Germanic privateers. They initially included Mecklenburg nobility, but later became 

an organisation of commoners, and later evolved into piracy.[1]: 146ff [5][better source 

needed][8] The guild had a clear historical effect in that era on maritime trade in the North 

and Baltic Seas.[3][5][better source needed] As privateers, they provisioned blockaded 

locations[7] and otherwise served as a naval contingent on behalf of regional rulers,[9] with 

clients that included the Queen of Denmark, and rulers of Mecklenburg and East 
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Frisia.[3][1]: 146f  As their activities turned to piracy, the aims changed to personal 

enrichment. 

51. Outlaws of the Marsh 

http://uploads.worldlibrary.net/uploads/pdf/20130423230739the_outlaws_of_the_marsh_p

df.pdf  

52. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Owen_Lattimore American Orientalist and writer. He was an 

influential scholar of China and Central Asia, especially Mongolia. Although he never earned 

a college degree,[1] in the 1930s he was editor of Pacific Affairs, a journal published by the 

Institute of Pacific Relations, and then taught at Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore, 

Maryland, from 1938 to 1963. He was director of the Walter Hines Page School of 

International Relations there from 1939 to 1953.[2] During World War II, he was an advisor 

to Chiang Kai-shek and the American government and contributed extensively to the public 

debate on American policy in Asia. From 1963 to 1970, Lattimore was the first Professor of 

Chinese Studies at the University of Leeds in England.  MANCHURIA CRADLE OF CONFLICT  

by     OWEN LATTIMORE Publication date     1932 

https://archive.org/details/manchuriacradleo007065mbp  

https://ia804702.us.archive.org/31/items/in.ernet.dli.2015.60032/2015.60032.Manchuria-

Cradle-Of-Conflict.pdf  (Lattimore, Owen, 1900-1989) 

https://onlinebooks.library.upenn.edu/webbin/book/lookupname?key=Lattimore%2C%20O

wen%2C%201900%2D1989  

53. The China of Chiang K'ai-Shek, by Paul Myron Anthony Linebarger 

https://www.gutenberg.org/files/50465/50465-h/50465-h.htm#Page_1  

54. History of Ming https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Ming 

https://knit.ucsd.edu/minghistoryinenglish/ http://chinesenotes.com/mingshi.html  

55. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Acad%C3%A9mie_de_Po%C3%A9sie_et_de_Musique 

Académie du Palais, was the first Academy in France. It was founded in 1570 under the 

auspices of Charles IX of France by the poet Jean-Antoine de Baïf and the musician Joachim 

Thibault de Courville.[1][2][3]  The purpose of the Académie was to revive Classical Greek and 

Roman poetry and music. It met regularly at Baïf's house in Paris, and had two classes of 

members — "musicians", or poets, singers and instrumentalists; and "auditors", or 

subscribers who helped support the academy financially. Baïf's intention was to revitalise 

and transform French poetry by applying the ancient metres (vers mesurés à l'antique) to it, 

and combining it with simple music following ancient metres 

56. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Curate%27s_egg public  A "curate's egg" is something 

described as partly bad and partly good. In its original usage, it referred to something that is 

obviously and entirely bad, but is described out of politeness as nonetheless having good 

features that redeem it.[1][2] This meaning has been largely supplanted by its less ironic 

modern usage, which refers to something that is in fact an indeterminate mix of good and 

bad,[3][4] possibly with a preponderance of bad qualities. 
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Right 

Reverend Host: "I'm afraid you've got a bad Egg, Mr Jones!"; The Curate: "Oh no, my Lord, I 

assure you! Parts of it are excellent!" True Humility by George du Maurier, originally 

published in Punch, 9 November 1895. See I Like Chefs but I Hate Some Food 

https://humanistman.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/I-Like-Chefs-but-I-Hate-Some-

Food.pdf  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Judy_(satirical_magazine) The magazine's first issue 

was cover dated 1 May 1867, and the last issue 23 October 1907.[1] The name "Judy" was in 

reference to Punch and Judy, and alluded directly to its more established rival, Punch 

magazine, which had been founded in 1841. In its 14 August 1867, issue, Judy introduced 

"Ally Sloper",[1][2] who was one of the first – possibly the first – comic strip characters[2] 

(the seminal Yellow Kid, for instance, was not published until almost three decades later, in 

1895). Sloper was later the first comic strip character to get his own regular weekly 

magazine, Ally Sloper's Half Holiday, the first issue having a cover date of May 3, 1884 

57. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jer%C3%B3nimo_de_Ayanz_y_Beaumont Jerónimo de Ayanz y 

Beaumont (1553 – 23 March 1613 AD) was a Spanish soldier, painter, astronomer, musician 

and inventor. He pioneered the use and design of the steam engine, as well as mining 

ventilation systems, improved scientific instrumentation, developed windmills and new types 

of furnaces for metallurgical, industrial, military, and even domestic operations. He invented 

a diving bell, patented an immersion suit tested before the court of Felipe III in Pisuerga, on 

August 2, 1602, and designed a submarine 

58. History of War http://www.historyofwar.org/period1500.html  

59. https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-13239749/Taliban-vow-start-stoning-women-

death-public-adultery-Afghanistan-supreme-leader-blasts-Wests-support-womens-

rights.html The Taliban will soon start stoning women to death in public, the radical group's 

Supreme Leader announced as he declared war against Western democracy. Addressing 

Western officials in a voice message broadcast on state TV Saturday, Mullah Hibatullah 

Akhundzada called the Western human rights defenders 'representatives of the devil'. 'You 

say it's a violation of women's rights when we stone them to death. But we will soon 

implement the punishment for adultery,' he told the West in his harshest comments since 

taking over Afghanistan in 2021. 

60. https://ia800906.us.archive.org/24/items/empirebuilderof00rush/empirebuilderof00rush.pdf 

An Empire Builder of the Sixteenth Century by L.F. Rushbrook Williams 
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61. https://ia802209.us.archive.org/16/items/GuruNanakAndHisTimes/GuruNanakAndHisTimes.

pdf  GURlJ NANAK AND HIS TIMES by ANIL CHANDRA BANERJEE 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/History_of_Sikhism Guru Nanak founded the Sikh religion in 

the Punjab region of the northern part of the Indian subcontinent in the 15th century and 

opposed many traditional practices like fasting, janeu, idolatry, caste system, ascetism, 

economic materialism, and gender discrimination 

62. https://deremilitari.org/2014/03/the-siege-of-toulouse-in-1217-18-according-to-the-

chronicle-of-william-of-puylaurens/  

63. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bertrand_d%27Argentr%C3%A9  In his judicial capacity, he 

frequently clashed with other jurisdictions such as that of the Parlement, which he 

considered ignorant of Breton customs. His principal legal work is the influential Nouvelle 

coutume de Bretagne (1580), a compilation of customary Breton law. In that work, 

D'Argentré fought against the influence of French and Roman law, which he considered 

overly procedural and inquisitive, unmerciful to the weak, and detrimental to individual 

liberty. http://cujasweb.univ-

paris1.fr/book/app/resource/0607001420/#page/8/mode/2up  

64. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Estates_General_of_1588  

65. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Breaking_wheel  

66. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Christman_Genipperteinga  

67. https://www.gutenberg.org/ebooks/5324 The Book of Were-Wolves by S. Baring-Gould  In 

this chapter I purpose briefly examining the conditions under which men have been regarded 

as werewolves. Startling though the assertion may be, it is a matter of fact, that man, 

naturally, in common with other carnivora, is actuated by an impulse to kill, and by a love of 

destroying life. It is positively true that there are many to whom the sight of suffering causes 

genuine pleasure, and in whom the passion to kill or torture is as strong as any other passion. 

Witness the number of boys who assemble around a sheep or pig when it is about to be 

killed, and who watch the struggle of the dying brute with hearts beating fast with 

pleasure, and eyes sparkling with delight. Often have I seen an eager crowd of children 

assembled around the slaughterhouses of French towns, absorbed in the expiring agonies 

of the sheep and cattle, and hushed into silence as they watched the flow of blood. The 

propensity, however, exists in different degrees. In some it is manifest simply as indifference 

to suffering, in others it appears as simple pleasure in seeing killed, and in others again it is 

dominant as an irresistible desire to torture and destroy. This propensity is widely diffused; 

it exists in children and adults, in the gross-minded and the refined., in the well-educated and 

the ignorant, in those who have never had the opportunity of gratifying it, and those who 

gratify it habitually, in spite of morality, religion, laws, so that it can only depend on 

constitutional causes.... Gall relates the case of a brother of the Duke of Bourbon, Condé, 

Count of Charlois, who, from infancy, had an inveterate pleasure in torturing animals: 

growing older, he lived to shed the blood of human beings, and to exercise various kinds of 

cruelty. He also murdered many from no other motive, and shot at slaters for the pleasure of 

seeing them fall from the roofs of houses. Louis XI. of France caused the death of 4,000 

people during his reign; he used to watch their executions from a neighbouring lattice. He 

had gibbets placed outside his own palace, and himself conducted the executions. It must not 

be supposed that cruelty exists merely in the coarse and rude; it is quite as frequently 

observed in the refined and educated. Among the former it is manifest chiefly in insensibility 
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to the sufferings of others; in the latter it appears as a passion, the indulgence of which 

causes intense pleasure. Those bloody tyrants, Nero and Caligula, Alexander Borgia, and 

Robespierre, whose highest enjoyment consisted in witnessing the agonies of their fellow-

men, were full of delicate sensibilities and great refinement of taste and manner.  
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https://en.wikisource.org/wiki/A_Book_of_Ghosts 

https://archive.org/details/curiousmythsofmi00bariuoft  Curious myths of the Middle Ages 

by    Baring-Gould, S. (Sabine), 1834-1924 
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73. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gian_Vincenzo_Pinelli His enormous library was probably the 

greatest in 16th-century Italy, consisting of around 8,500 printed works at the moment of 

his death, plus hundreds of manuscripts. When he died, in 1601, Nicolas Fabri de Peiresc was 

in his house and spent some of the following months studying his library and taking notes 

from its catalogues. Pinelli's secretary, Paolo Gualdo, wrote and published (1607) a 

biography of Pinelli which is also the portrait of the perfect scholar and book-collector.  His 

collection of manuscripts, when it was purchased from his estate in 1608 for the Biblioteca 

Ambrosiana, filled 70 cases. Pinelli stood out among the early bibliophile collectors who 

established scientific bases for the methodically assembled private library, aided by the 

comparatively new figure—in the European world— of the bookseller. 

74. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jean_de_L%C3%A9ry accompanying a small group of fellow 

Protestants to their new colony on an island in the Bay of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil from 1557 to 

1558. There he produced the first known transcriptions of native American music: two chants 
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of the Tupinambá, near Rio de Janeiro 
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75. The Philological Museum https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/ The Philological Museum is 

hosted by The Shakespeare Institute of the Unversity of Birmingham 
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https://philological.cal.bham.ac.uk/grotius/intro.html A hypertext edition by Mark Riley and 

Robert Meindl The California State University, Sacramento Posted December 11, 2015 

Revised May 27, 2023 

77. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_City_of_the_Sun In the City of the Sun no occupation is 
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privilege the dignity of work and to overturn an absurd conception of nobility, linked to 

inactivity and vice. 
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massacre  The Past and Present Society The Rites of Violence: Religious Riot in Sixteenth-

Century France Author(s): Natalie Zemon Davis Source: Past & Present, No. 59 (May, 1973), 

pp. 51-91 Published by: Oxford University Press on behalf of The Past and Present Society 

Stable URL: http://www.jstor.org/stable/650379 Copyright fair use partial extract not for 

profit public education 
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gilded, seized in the home of a rich merchant, and parading it through the streets on the end 

of a halberd. "There's the truth hung. There's the truth of  the Huguenots, the truth of all the 

devils". Then, throwing it into the  river, "There's the truth of all the devils drowned". And if 

the Huguenot doctrine was true, why didn't the Lord come and save them from their killers? 

So a crowd of Orleans Catholics taunted its victims in 1572: "Where is your God? Where are 

your prayers and Psalms? Let him save you if he can" https://about.jstor.org/terms/ You 

may use Content for research activities, including downloading or printing Content in 

reasonable amounts for non-commercial, scholarly purposes 
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up to that time. https://www.britannica.com/biography/Pierino-Belli#ref170773  

93. http://eprints.nottingham.ac.uk/13648/1/573145.pdf THE ANGLO-NORMAN VEGETIUS  A 

Thirteenth Century Translation of the "De Re Militari" of Flavius Vegetius Renatus Edited, 

with Introduction, Notes, and Glossary, by LIONEL K. CARLEY, B.A. 

94. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Francesco_Guicciardini History of Italy 

https://press.princeton.edu/books/paperback/9780691008004/the-history-of-italy 
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5)  

97. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pragmatic_Sanction_of_1549  

98. Doge of Genoa https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doge_of_Genoa  

99. Universe 25 https://www.the-scientist.com/universe-25-1968-1973-69941  

100. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Konstantin_Mihailovi%C4%87  

101. https://www.sbs.com.au/news/article/australias-first-two-muslim-federal-ministers-

say-symbolism-matters-but-their-responsibility-is-to-deliver/czrnu9stz Australia's first two 

Muslim federal ministers say symbolism matters, but their responsibility is to deliver Ed Husic 

and Anne Aly have become the first Muslim ministers in Australia’s history in a move that’s 

been hailed as a signal to the world about an improvement in the representation of politics 

in the country. Both were sworn into their positions during a ceremony at Government House 

on Wednesday using the Quran - as they affirmed their commitment to the new positions. 

Mr Husic — who represents the western Sydney seat of Chifley — became the first Muslim to 

be elected to parliament in 2010. 

102. http://www.srimatham.com/uploads/5/5/4/9/5549439/hateful_verses_from_the_q

uran.pdf To be a true Muslim one must believe in three things:— 1. The unity, supremacy and 

uniqueness of Allah — the one and only god (tawheed). 2. That Muhammad was his final 

messenger and the best role-model for mankind. 3. In the revelation of Allah — the Qur’an 
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which is the eternal and unalterable final message and directive of Allah to humankind, 

valid in totality till the end of time. 

103. Ottoman Serbian-Sieges of Novo Brdo - War[1412 to 1455] 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Siege_of_Novo_Brdo_(1440%E2%80%931441)  The siege of 

Novo Brdo was a military blockade of Novo Brdo, an important fortified mining town in the 

Serbian Despotate, by the forces of the Ottoman Empire. The siege began in 1440 and lasted 

until the capture of the fortress on 27 June 1441. During the siege, the Serbian garrison was 

supported by the local community of citizens of the Republic of Ragusa. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Murad_II  Murad II (Q131394) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Had%C4%B1m_%C5%9Eehabeddin  Hadim Sehabeddin 

(Q4523495) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C4%90ura%C4%91_Brankovi%C4%87  Durad 

Brankovic (Q342130) https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Demetrius_Kantakouzenos  Dimitrije 

Kantakouzenos (Q12278401) In 1444, during the Crusader Long Campaign, Novo Brdo was 

recaptured from the Ottomans and again became a part of the reestablished Serbian 

Despotate until it finally fell to Ottoman control on 1 June 1455.[1] Among the survivors of 

the siege was Dimitrije Kantakouzenos.[33] In 1455, the Ottomans forced the besieged to 

surrender because they used heavy artillery. All men of any distinguished rank or 

importance were decapitated under orders of sultan Mehmed II. An estimated 320 boys 

were taken to become janissaries (devşirme). Approximately 700 girls and young women 

were given to Ottoman soldiers and their commanders.[34] The siege and its aftermath 

were described in Memoirs of a janissary, written in 1490—1501 by Novo Brdo resident 

Konstantin Mihailovic, who was one of the boys taken. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mehmed_II  Mehmed the Conqueror (Q34503) 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Konstantin_Mihailovi%C4%87  Konstantin Mihailovic   

(Q1393020) - You think Ed Husic would have some idea of the history of Bosnia. 
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cruelty, coercion, and intolerance of the Quran and its embrace of justice and self-defence. 

According to Fawzy Abdelmalek, "many Muslim scholars speak of Islam as a religion of peace 

and not of violence. They say that the non-Muslims misunderstand the Quran verses about 

Jihad and the conduct of war in Islam."[16]  Nissim Rejwan asserts that "violence and cruelty 

are not in the spirit of the Quran, nor are they found in the life of the Prophet, nor in the lives 

of saintly Muslims 

105. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Slavery_in_the_Ottoman_Empire The Crimean 

Khanate maintained a massive slave trade with the Ottoman Empire and the Middle East 

until the early eighteenth century. In a series of slave raids euphemistically known as the 

"harvesting of the steppe", Crimean Tatars enslaved East Slavic peasants.[19] The Polish–

Lithuanian Commonwealth and Russia suffered a series of Tatar invasions, the goal of which 

was to loot, pillage, and capture slaves, the Slavic languages even developed a term for the 

Ottoman slavery (Polish: jasyr, based on Turkish and Arabic words for capture - esir or 

asir).[20][21] The borderland area to the south-east was in a state of semi-permanent 

warfare until the 18th century. It is estimated that up to 75% of the Crimean population 

consisted of slaves or freed slaves.[22] The 17th century Ottoman writer and traveller Evliya 

Çelebi estimated that there were about 400,000 slaves in the Crimea but only 187,000 free 

Muslims.[23] Polish historian Bohdan Baranowski assumed that in the 17th century the 
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Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth (present-day Poland, Ukraine and Belarus) lost an average 

of 20,000 yearly and as many as one million in all years combined from 1500 to 1644 ... The 

concubines were guarded by enslaved eunuchs, often from pagan Africa. The eunuchs were 

headed by the Kizlar Agha ("agha of the [slave] girls"). While some interpretation of Islamic 

law forbade the emasculation of a man, Ethiopian Christians had no such compunctions; 

thus, they enslaved members of territories to the south and sold the resulting eunuchs to the 

Ottoman Porte.[48][49] Henry G. Spooner claimed that Coptic priests at Abou Gerbe 

monastery in Upper Egypt participated extensively in the slave trade of eunuchs. Spooner 

stated that the Coptic priests sliced the penis and testicles off boys around the age of eight in 

a castration operation.[50] The eunuch boys were then sold in the Ottoman Empire. 

According to Spooner, the majority of Ottoman eunuchs endured castration at the hands of 

the Copts at Abou Gerbe monastery.[50] Boys were captured from the African Great Lakes 

region and other areas in Sudan like Darfur and Kordofan, enslaved, then sold to customers 

in Egypt.[30][48] While the majority of eunuchs came from Africa, most white eunuchs were 

selected from the devshirme, Christian boys recruited from the Ottoman Balkans and 

Anatolian Greeks. Differently from the black eunuchs, who were castrated in their place of 

origin, they were castrated at the palace.[a] A number of eunuchs of devshirme origin went 

on to hold important positions in the Ottoman military and the government, such as grand 

viziers Hadım Ali Pasha, Sinan Borovinić, and Hadım Hasan Pasha. 
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